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ABSTRACT 
The Virtual Mass trajectory simulation program, 
VMASS, is a system of Fortran subroutines designed to aid in 
the analysis of spacecraft trajectories. It employs the 
Virtual Mass technique for numerical propagation or integra- 
tion of the spacecraft state vector. This procedure was 
developed to achieve high computational speed and precision, 
and is documented in Reference 1. The subroutines implementing 
thd Virtual Mass technique are presented here. This imple- 
mentation features user coded Fortran-like trajectory descrip- 
tions and output controls. In addition, it contains an integral 
link to standard JPL planetary ephemeris files. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The basic objective of the Virtual Mass Trajectory 
Simulation Program is to numerically propagate a spacecraft 
trajectory from an initial to a final state, subject to vari- 
ous constraints. These constraints are given by an events 
list and a data deck. The data deck, in Fortran NAME LIST 
form, gives static constraints and program controls. The 
events list, written as a set of Fortran statements called 
a procedure, is compiled into Fortran programs which simulate 
the trajectory under study. In this way the events list may 
contain dynamic as well as static constraints; in addition, 
it controls output printing and plotting. 
To the analyst familiar with Fortran, this memo- 
randum is intended to be a user's guide. To the programer 
experienced in Fortran, it is intended to be a system de- 
scription as well as a base for further development and wider 
application. Several examples are used to illustrate data 
deck and events list preparation. 
2. EVENTS LIST PREPARATION 
In the Virtual Mass program a trajectory is simulated 
as one or more subtrajectories or segments: each is character- 
ized by a specific spacecraft configuration and environment, 
and each has distinct input and output requirements. The pro- 
gram transitions from one segment to another are called ""events," 
and are indicated by calls to a subroutine EVNACC. These calls, 
along with trajectory printing and plotting descriptions and 
calculations specifying the configuration and/or environment, 
are organized into a Fortran procedure called an events list, 
The events list contains a sequence of calls to EVNACC, each 
identifying one event and giving the condition under which 
the event is to take place. Associated with each event there 
are one-time calculations for beginning the trajectory segment, 
and auxiliary calculations for each computing step taken. until 
another event has been reached. The one-time calculations 
are useful for program initialization or for termination of 
trajectory segments. AUPLOT subroutine calls (Ref. 3) for 
collecting data and requesting plots are also placed in the 
events list. Auxiliary equations can be used for output cal- 
culations, for setting aside data for plots, and for calcula- 
tions controlling subsequent events. Trajectory printing 
which takes place at each event and at selected computing 
intervals in between may also be indicated in the events l i s t ,  
In general, any of the program COMMON variables may be printed 
or plotted as desired. They may not be modified or scaled, 
however, except as provided in the data deck section described 
below. When modification is appropriate for output preparation 
or for special applications, assignments should be made to VAC, 
a sub-block of the COMMON block VAR. Section 6 illustrates 
such storage assignments and gives events lists for sample 
Virtual Mass applications. 
3. DATA DECK PREPARATION 
Standard input to the Virtual Mass Trajectory Simula- 
tion program is entered as a Fortran NAME LIST called DATADK, 
The variables listed below are among those most frequently 
assigned. Other program locations may be reached as necessary 
by use of a subscript on an appropriate COMMON block name, Far 
this purpose the user is referred to the elements COMMON and 
DDREAD in the Appendix. Input data may be scaled or otherwise 
preprocessed as desired by one-time calculations for the first 
trajectory event or by an.INITAL subroutine supplied by the 
user. INITAL is called after the data deck is read into the 
computer. 
As a rule, VMASS variables beginning with the letters 
I through N, with the exception of L, have integer values; L 
is used for logical variables. All other variables are double 
precision. Arrays for state vector or table use are dimensional 
as shown in Table 2. The principal DATADK variables are as 
follows : 
RSCDDK, VSCDDK - Initial spacecraft state vector. This 
state vector must be converted in INCTAL 
or the Events List to inertial coordi- 
nates and scaled as necessary to AU' and 
AU/day for compatibility with the SPL 
planetary ephemeris. The result must be 
assigned to RSCEIN and VSCEIN, the sirnu- 
lator locations for latest inertial 
spacecraft state. 
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TEPOJD - Initial Julian date. 
TEPOJS - Incremental time within the day, in seconds. 
LPRNOW - Logical print-now option. Causes the program 
to perform trajectory printing concurrent with 
calculations. 
LPRLAT - Logical print later option. Causes the program 
to write the COMMON block VAR on secondary stor- 
age so that trajectory printing may be performed 
as a separate program execute under control of 
element PRTRAJ. 
LSTDDK - Logical last data deck indicator. The program 
will process a sequence of data decks if desired; 
the one submitted last should contain this indi- 
cator. Data entered for one data deck will be 
restored as input for the next, provided that 
IEVREP has been assigned an event name. 
IEVREP - Repeat event option. When assigned the name of 
an event, either in the data deck or in the one- 
time statements of the event, the program 
state given in the VAR block will be restored 
prior to reading of any subsequent data decks, 
IEVSTR - Start event option. Indicates to the program the 
initial event. If not assigned, the first event 
encountered in the events list will be regarded 
as initial. 
IEVSTP - Stop event option. Indicates to the program the 
final event. In multiple data deck runs IEVSTP 
must be assigned an event name, either in the 
data deck or in a one-time statement, In single 
data deck runs IEVSTP need not be assigned provided 
the final event contains a CALL EXIT one-time 
statement. 
RTOPW - Position vector precision tolerance. Computation 
precision throughout the Virtual Mass program is 
keyed to this number. If not specified by the 
-15 user, it has a standard value of 10 . 
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LPRCOM - Logical print COMMON option. Causes the program 
to tabulate all of the COMMON blocks as they 
appear after data deck reading. This tabulation 
is automatically produced whenever a program error 
termination is made. It may be requested by the 
user through a CALL PRTCOM statement. 
- Planetary reference list. In normal interfacing 
with the JPL planetary ephemeris the sun and all 
the planets except earth are referenced as single 
points. The earth and its moon are treated as two 
separate points. The list JK may be reassigned as 
desired for a modified ephemeris. For such pur- 
poses the user should consult the program elements 
COMMON and LODCOM. Section 6 gives an example with 
an earth, moon, and sun ephemeris. Whenever the 
list JK is reassigned, JKN should also be reassigned 
to show the number of entries. 
IPNOWM - With respect to the print now option, this gives 
the number of computing intervals between desired 
printouts. 
IPLATM - With respect to the print later option, this gives 
the number of computing intervals between copying 
of the COMMON block VAR onto secondary storage, 
VAR - COMMON block for working variables. Specific 
assignments should appear with a subscript as 
appropriate from program element COMMON. 
IOU - COMMON block for input and output unit assiga- 
ments. See VAR. All 10 references in the program 
are symbolic (e.g., IOEPH for the ephemeris file) 
in order to facilitate program expansion and 
recompilation on other computers. 
FAC - COMMON block for constants. See VAR. These eon- 
stants are initially assigned by the program ele- 
ment LODCOM. They may be reassigned in the data 
deck. 
PHC - COMMON block for physical constants. See V'AR, 
EPH - COMMON block for ephemeris data. See VAR. 
ISW - COMMON block for integer working variables, 
See VAR. 
LSW - COMMON block for logical working variables. See VAR, 
VAC - User's storage sub-block (50 locations) in the block 
VAR. VAC is intended to facilitate communication 
between the events list and trajectory print 
procedures. 
4 .  VIRTUAL MASS INTERNAL PROGRAM FEATURES 
As indicated in Section 6, the Virtual Mass program 
events lists procedures are compiled into various Fortran sub- 
routines. These subroutines are then combined with other Virtual 
Mass and Fortran library routines into an absolute element. 
During operation on the UNIVAC 1108 computer the routine SIMXXX 
retains overall control, and contains the compiled events list 
and auxiliary equations. Execution follows the flow diagram 
of Figure 1 and includes program initialization, trajectory 
calculations, and output printing and plotting. 
Virtual Mass input data is supplied in Fortran NAME 
LIST form through the subroutine DDREAD. Preloading of the 
program COMMON blocks takes place from storage by LODCOM or 
from the intermediate roll back file by ROLBCK. Control of 
these routines for the various program initiation steps is 
taken by the subroutine SETUP. 
Increments in the spacecraft trajectory are calculated 
from the input data under control of the subroutine STEPIN, 
The events list coding defines the specifications in effect 
over distinct trajectory segments. Data governing the events 
is placed in the IEV table by EVNACC. Control of the events 
is taken by the subroutine EVNDT. EVNDT keeps a running account 
of the difference between current time and the projected time 
for occurrence of each event. When current and projected t i m e  
coincide for some event, that event is said to be activated. 
User-supplied one-time calculations are then made. In addition, 
the auxiliary and end-of-cycle equations supplied for the event 
are flagged for calculation in each step of the trajectory 
segment. Virtual Mass calculations appear in the subroutine 
STEPIN. 
Program output for printing and for intermediate 
storage, as may be required in targeting and multiple data deck 
runs, is under control of the subroutine RECORD. For each event, 
and for selected spacing of intermediate computing increments, 
RECORD calls for user-coded printing to occur. Under the "print 
now" option, printing is concurrent with computing; under 
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"print later," the common block KVAR is copied onto the inter- 
mediate file IOPRL. Printing then takes place under control 
of PRTRAJ in a separate approach to the computer. For each 
event encountered, RECORD also calls for the copying of KVAR 
onto intermediate file IOROL in case of need to make program 
recovery to the event. 
Output for graphs may be kept under user control under 
provisions of the graphical data facility, AUPLOT (Ref. 3). 
Typical applications are illustrated in Section 6, with examples 
of data collection and plot request calls included in the events 
lists. AUPLOT prepares its own intermediate file IOPLT which is 
processed into graphs in a separate computer operation. 
5. ADDITIONAL FEATURES 
The Virtual Mass Program is designed to operate in a 
double precision mode on the Univac 1108 computer. Computational 
precision is keyed to the single variable RTOPRF which is nor- 
- 
mally set to 10-15. RTOPRF may be set to a larger value, such 
as lo-", if f aster-running approximations are desired. 
The program normally operates in the 1108 batch mode, 
However, small problems, such as those illustrated in Section 6, 
are easily run from a time-sharing terminal. In either case, 
several data decks may be submitted as successive inputs to an 
events list simulation. For such successive inputs the program 
will automatically restart at the start-up event or at any event 
in which the one-time statement IEVREP = IEVCUR appears, On 
restart indication by IEVREP, the program will be restored to 
its earlier state. 
In order to facilitate continued development and pos- 
sible conversion to other computers, use of the Fortran V pro- 
cedure feature is limited to a form of program editing, In 
addition, a program listing is provided in the Appendix, and 
Tables 1 through 5 show COMMON symbols usage, subroutine refer- 
ences, and references to Fortran V features. 
6. TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
Two typical applications of the Virtual Mass program 
are illustrated in this section, including input decks a.nd 
program printout. 
6.1 An Earth to Mars Trajectory 
This example illustrates the use of the JPL planetary 
ephemeris files with the Virtual Mass program to calculate an 
Earth to Mars trajectory, beginning in December 1964. The 
Virtual Mass program contains linkage to the JPL planetary 
ephemeris files as an integral feature. Interface with the 
files is through a JPL supplied subroutine READE and a pair 
of Julian date variables: TEPEJD and TEPEJS for day, and frac- 
tion thereof in seconds, respectively. For compatibility pur- 
poses the Virtual Mass program assumes internal units of AU 
(astronomical units) and AU per day. Inputs for this example, 
which were taken from the JPL double precision trajectory program 
DPTRAJ (Ref. 4), are in kilometers and kilometers per second, 
Note that an appropriate conversion is made in the one-time cal- 
culations for event l. For convenience in comparison with D P T m J ,  
the output is converted back to kilometers and kilometers per 
second. 
This example is described through the following graphs 
and printouts: 
Figure Description 
Univac 1108 EXEC VIII input deck 
for the basic example, RUNlOO 
Program printout from RUNlOO 
Input deck for the extended example, 
RUN110, containing graphical output 
statements from AUPLOT. 
4 Program printout from RUN110 
5-10 Output graphs from RUN110 
Subroutine EVNACC, which is called from the procedure 
QEVENT, maintains a table of trajectory events, along with the 
condition which indicates to the simulator that the event has 
been reached. For event startup this condition is TTRE = FO, 
Midcourse and cutoff events are indicated by A1 = Cl and 
A2 = C2, respectively. The first three arguments of EVrJACC 
identify, respectively: 
1. the name of an event to be placed in the table, 
2. the name of any other event which must be reached 
before this event is placed, and 
3. the name of any event whose being reached is to 
force removal of this event. 
When an event is reached, the one-time statements following 
the call are executed. The final argument is used to skip over 
the one-time statements as appropriate. 
The variables A1 and A2 are used by the simulator as 
auxiliary calculations to control indication of events. They 
are supplied through the QAUXEQ procedure as follows. The 
auxiliary equations are evaluated for each trajectory computing 
interval, and applicable entries in the events table are updated, 
As an event is approached, i.e., when the difference between 
A1 and C1 or A2 and C2, etc. becomes small, the simulator adjusts 
the computing interval for optimum agreement. Indication that 
the event has been reached is then made, and the program control 
will make appropriate table updates and one-time calculations 
on its passage through the EVNACC calls. 
Trajectory printing as shown in the QPRINT procedure 
includes the spacecraft state vector relative to Earth, Mars, 
and the Sun. The events list is given twice, once with printed 
output and again with graphics. Of particular interest is the 
series of 3-dimensional views from above the ecliptic plane, 
The motion of the Virtual Mass is shown along a trajectory 
passing near the dominant gravitating bodies. Note that p l o t  
data collection is made in the procedure QEOCEQ. QEOCEQ is 
called for each computing step except those taken on a prelimi- 
nary basis during iteration to an event. 
6.2 A Restricted Three Body Trajectory 
This example simulates a spacecraft in free flight 
about two gravitating bodies which are in circular orbit about 
each other (the circular restricted three body problem), In 
this case, a special ephemeris routine (EPH2CO) was used v ~ i t h o u t  
reference to the JPL files. The ability of the program to 
minimize variations in the value of the Jacobi energy is illus- 
trated in Figure 19. The description of this example is given 






Univac 1108 EXEC VIII input deck 
for the basic example, RUN300. 
Program printout from RUN300. 
Input deck for the extended example, 
RUN310, containing graphical output 
statements from AUPLOT. 
Program printout from the extended 
example, RUN310. 
Three-dimensional trajectory plots 
for reference precision values 
-19 RTOPRF of 10 , 10-15, lo-", and 
lom5, respectively. 
Plot of Jacobi energy variation from 
starting value versus trajectory time 
for the four values of RTOPRF. 
Plot of computing steps versus tra- 
jectory time for the four values of 
RTOPRF . 
Plot of final position variation from 
'JPL results versus the four values 
of RTOPRF. 
The Virtual Mass technique has been implemente2 in a 
computer program for the Univac 1108 computer. Program capa- 
bility includes open loop trajectory simulation with linkage to 
the JPL ephemeris files. Considerations for further development 
include incorporation of the capability to simulate thrust, drag 
and solar radiation pressure; expansion to an n-body integrator; 
targeting routines, and provision of an events list translator. 
The translator would enable styling the events list in the form 
of a general purpose simulation language. 
This program was developed in collaboration with 
D. H. Novak, originator of the Virtual Mass technique. 
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Figure 1 
Earth to Mars Trajectory Instructions 
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UOUuli3 U IOI P D P r F I L  P R ~ I u U  
bUuUb4 d  &EVENT PROC 
i ) O ~ ~ l i 5  UOU C REFEfiENCE - DOUBLE PRECISION TRAJECTORY PHOGRAM DPTRAJ, JPLr JULY 69 
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UDUUI5 Uild LPRNOW = .TtiUE. 
UUbUl6  3  cl U CALL vMXACT -. - 
u1)~U.i 7 UUJ 1EVkEP = IEdCUR 
i r O u b l 8  uUJ GO TO 9915 
UOUUlY U d  J 210  CALL EtldhCC ( '  1 ' ~  O T v  ' 1'1 A l p  C1r $ 2 2 ~ )  
Ul)UbilU UUJ Gi) T O  9915 
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uOubS7 U 0 IJ IEVSTP = IEdCUR 
UOudSt) U 0  U GO 10 9915 
Uuuu39 i i J J  240 CJNTPNUE 
c)Uuu'+U u u d  E I ~ D  
ilOUG.41 003 G A U X E ~  PROC 
UUuo42 u U U T t P t J  = CEPEJD + TEPEJS / F 8 6 4 0 0  
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iJUbdL(S u U ~  KLTUKN 
UOu34b u d J  51U I F  ( I E u C d H  .NE. ' 11) GO 10 520 
0 0 0  A 2  = VALUE (RSCEOO(KMAqS)I - -- - 0 0 ~ 3 4 7  
UUUJbB U U 3 HE1 UKIJ 
UOuu4Y 0 0 0  5 2 0  CONTINUE 
OUciirScl uUJ END - .  . - - - -  
UOUd51 3  bSTORE PROC 
UOUUS2 i ~ d d  LWUIVALEI \~C~  ( V & C ( l ) r T E P E J ? A S ) t  ( V A C ( 2 ) p  A l  1 P 
G O U U S ~  G O O  1 C t 2 )i ( V k C ( 4 )  r- X U N T T  T;---7VATC75? s V'JNIT -T 
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WPXINT PROC - . . -  
CALL SCALE (RUIJITP ' I S C E O O ~ K E A R T ~ ~ ) ,  TV1)  
CALL SCALE (VUI\IITP VSCEOO(KEARTY)P TV2)  
CALL SCALE ( IIUIJITP RSCEOO (KSUM ) 9 TV3)  
CALL SCALE (VUiJITp V S C E O O ( ~ S U N  ) t  TV4)  
CALL SCALE ( R U I ~ I T ~  R S C ~ O O ~ K M A R S  1 ,  T V 5 )  
C A L L  SCALE (VLIIJITI VSCEOO[KYARS 1 ,  T J 6 )  
 RITE ( I d P d r ?  7 1 0 )  ( T V l ( I 1 9  I = I ,  i d )  
7 1 0  FdHlqAr ( / /  9 RSCEOJtr 3G30.10/ ' VSCEOS', SG30.ldi 
1 HSCElJv ,  3630.13/  ' VSCElb'v ~ 6 . 3 0 ~ 1 8 1  
L RSCEO41, 3$30.10/  ' VbCE04'r  3 G . 5 O . S B i  
PRINT 7209 TEPEJt I idCNIH 




,o, COPY, S LVMAS~.CO[VIYON, COMt40,d 
ru COPY95 LVMASa.SI14XAXtSIYXXX 
I W  COPYfS LVMASL.I'i?tXXX,PRTXXX 
i FORtvd SIMXXktSXMXXX 
to, FUt-!,h PHTXXXtP3TXXX 
-22  9.25 
1i.JCLdDE UFAC 
Ir4CLtJDt d T t M  
1 NCLUDi uE?i l  
L NAP LJMASbeMAPt 4AP100 
A S G ~ T  1 2 ~ ~ ~ 1 2 7 7  
I@ XBT Y k P l 0 l ~  
B3ATADK 
dSCDDK = - .1552191707r  . i 1 7 5 3 1 ~ 4 v 7 ~  3465 L27OD5r 
vSCDDK - .24265004D1 t . 1 3 1 5 1 3 1 3 0 1 ~  bh732622DO P 
TEPUJ3 = ,243873597,  T tPnJS = 149uS.DOv 
RTOPRF = 1.3-199 
BEN9 
B3ATADK 
RrOPKF = 1.D-ldp 
BEND 
BDATADK 
LSTDDK = .TRUE., 
2 TOPHF = 1 .D-179 
BEND 
Figure 2 
Earth t o  Mars Tra jec tory  Output 
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1b3 JAYS 3 HR 30 # IN  2 SEC; JULIAN 2458918.0 D&YS .27927YTUEi SEC (1965 JUN 6 19:'+5:27); COMPUTE0 08 JUN 70 i5:99:42 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - 
Hb i tUs  -.l3/z4447878030440i+O09 .318117744753778155+006 .141331581980307050+008 
VbCEU3 -.LU25076Y17dUYd2155+UU2 -.1192U392%5411690(18+00~ -.520669039907776245+001 
RbCLlu -.lY4U41USU0552542b&+OU9 -.1~31*2414~83644423+009 -.44389609191690889Y+008 
VSiElb .b l2bOa54YY71~U7~UrtUbl  -.i&i74289001a748291+002 --- - .81T82359296~ f i fB2+001  
RbCE04 .145457750750Y15125+OU& .4183C47606214b0142+007 ' -.742894422677959277+006 
VSCEUr -.+35269829227484U57300i -.lr955555238951047lTD3i .T?ifm4436617583fi-7m11- - 
T r P i J  .z~ob918.52324Uu2325+007 INCNTR 753 
s ,iT 22i D A Y S  10 HK 58 MIN 9 SECi JULIAN 2438956.0 DAYS-.544593+005 SEC 11965 JUL 15 3: 7:34) i  COMPUTED 08 JUI4 70  15:Q3:25 
V 5 ~ t 0 4  -.+5lu6946u92b6~3b54+GOl -.lli4f67717075340~6+00~ .3056980640129062R2+000 
T rPrJ  .d+obYSbusb25UU4rY9+bb7 INCNTR 1415 
- - 
FL'IISL > T c , l i  \ILLTOP Slb?~ACtkEtdT FROM DPTRAJ 
P u > l T l u r q  - . b b 5 ~ 2 S u ~ d J 3 b b 5 2 t , U 7 + U O d  .88-311R0924544bu57-u01 .123803213013507500+000 .622503345$130271369000 
VLLUCl F Y  -.7497557r11655YY923b-Ob .4311Q75bOU58471839-OOb .572509727517792572-006 .9416745091352633R1-005 
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VAXTUAL MASS TI(AJ~CTOXY O8 JUlv 7 0  15:+0:2o 
b AT U d A \ S  U HH U i'i1i.i O SECi JLILIAN d43t3735.0 D A Y S  .149650+005 5EC ( 1 9 6 4  DEC 5 16: 9:25);  COMPUTED 00 JVY 70 15:U.~:33 
A AT ti 3AY5 25 HH 59 h 1 1 b  9 S t C i  JULIAN L438744.0 DAY5 .157145+005 SEC ( 1 9 6 4  DEC 14 15:48:34); COMPUTED OR JUN 70  15:UO:37 
JYLIHN L438744.0 DAY5 . 1 3 7 1 4 ~ + 0 0 5  SEC ( 1 9 6 4  DEC 14 15:48:34); COMPUTED CIA JUN 70  f5:CCI:3? 
Figure 2 - Page 4 
L? AT I d a  JAk5 J HH 50 M1i.l 2 SECi JULIAN L438918.0 DAYS .279279+005 SEC (1965 JUN 6 19:45:27); COMPUTED O R  JUN 70 15:4P:53 
R S C E O J  -.15724~478780736181+069 .31811774456665?54B6+OOt) .141331581898471691+008 
V5Ct.U J -.CU2507b91711570983+002 -.1192U392855U967255+002 -~520609033950608854+001 
R5CElIJ -.19484703UC47291975+U09 -.1031+2414504429627+00Y -.443896092007473219+008 
VbCElu .&126U8545101397b31+UOl -.1877~2890013534400+002 -.817823592940431944+001 
RsCEO4 .143437736793301434+0C&-- '41W~6f54050433DD6+307~ ~.rriZ894424305072021+006 
VbCE04 -.4~5269829157119220+0Ol - . 1 ~ g ~ ~ ~ 5 5 5 2 3 6 7 7 2 0 0 ~ 0 + 0 0 1  .934105944667749943-001 
TEPEJ .243691832324002665tOE7 -- INCNTK- 52U . - 
2 AT 183 DAYS 3 HI? 36 M7N 2 S E T  JULrAN 2438918.0 T h y 5  .279279+005 E C  71965 JUFI 6 19:4S:27)1 CUMPU?ED 08 drmi40 %5:oCI:53 
9 SECi Ju_L_IA~_L')38956.0 DAYS .544543+005 SEC ( 1 2 6 5 2 L  15 3: 7:34)i_COMPJ'UTED 08 JUN 7 0  15:41:05 
- .ZS~73375866aU~8ZT+UDEi - -- -~14WNWu4u4LTZN+aT1BBB-~-- - R5CtO5 -.2141327Y833$'b578i+009 - - -  
V5CEO5 -.125523332080620359+002 -.241643677882598541+002 -.105078843621804213+002 
RSCElO - .15665'2?69I¶SY7Z9ZB*UW ^ ~ .T5775E8EKZ87FZ037+~9  --- P - - - - 
V5CElU .145300649934U94429+002 -.139355786355113594+002 -.607159804893824463+001 
RSCt04 .256S07JLiU33B249BW+WJ - ----;llT9065002~-- ->-+56fm05----- 
V5CEO4 -.451b69462397406889+001 -.1144f6767781656226+001 .305648079192742610+000 
TEPEJ . 2 4 ~ B V 5 6 6 5 0 Z 5 8 U r l I V 9 + ~ -  -- 7iur-965 
FiNAL STAlE VECrOH DISPLACEMENT FROM DPTRAJ 
POSITION --~;616665211VJ991fVJJmotT- ; 9 3 3 7 3 7 8 ~ ~ - u  u 1 - 0-73 
V L L D C I  TY -.79504b482098159592-006 .357329891189760857-006 .9556841578250674259-OD6 
- - 
,391848782267320561-006 
- - - - -- - -- - - - 
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VIO~TUAL YA53 Ti iAd~CTOil l  J9 JJiJ / O  1 5 : i l : O u  
u i\T J JA15 u t ~ l i  u YIIl~ I SCC; J I J L I U N  1-1158755.1) DAYJ . 1 ~ Q 0 5 t l + U 0 3  5EC ( 1 9 6 4  DEC 5 16: 9 : 2 5 ) ;  COMPUTED OR .IUN 70  15:4::12 
t v u o r  * a *  ~ I J L ~ U L L C L  
I i t~ll.5 l l v i  I 4  fl .50157264L973191Y75-003 -.552943107967607i61-017 
1 A T  S J A I 5  2 3  Hf< JY V t l u  3 SrC; JLlLIAN -478744.0 DAY> . l j 7 1 4 > + 0 0 5  StC ( 1 9 6 4  DEC 14 1 5 : 4 8 : 3 4 ) ;  COMPUTED O R  JU"! 7 0  15:4&:16  
s riT 6 J l r i ,  23 Hr< JJ I ~ I , v  '? Sc'Ci JIJLIAE~ ~ 4 3 8 7 4 4 . 0  DAY5 .157143+005 sEC ( 1 9 6 4  DEC 1 Y  15: *8 :34) ;  COWUTED O R  J L I N  i 
EV,dol *** J I d i d b r N C E  
L 6 bUS 11b5 I 4 0 . r12599659115527702-002 -.607153216591882483-0*7 
Z AT i a s  J k l b  J HH Ju i ? l i u  L S i c ;  J~JLIAN L't78915.0 UAYb .279279+005 5EC ( 1 9 6 5  JlJN 6 1 9 : 4 5 : 2 7 ) ;  COMPUTED 08  JUN 70  15:41:28 
Figure  2 - Page 6 
L: A T  ~ d 3  JAIS 5 hi< So 1.1114 c S i c ;  J I ILIA~I ,-43b91Y.O D A Y S  . 2 7 9 2 7 ~ + U 0 5  SEC 11965 JIJIq 6 19:45:271; COMPUTFD OR J U \  7 0  15 :4 i : i 'Y  
J r r l  cL1  i i k 1 5  Id rll< 5.5 " i i . 4  '5 ScCi J:ILIAIJ ~:+3&195&.0 Q A Y >  .544543+005 5tC ( 1 9 6 5  JIJL 1 5  3: 7:341; COYPUTEO OP JUQ 70 15:4L:37 
Figure  3 
Earth t o  Mars T ra j ec to ry  with Graphics 
V M A S S * R F J K . H U  4 1 I L ~  
I M n n b  V I R T U A L  rwss 1 1 0  E A H T H  T O  M A R S  UITH G R A P H I C S  / H J E S S I I P  
2 fnl p 0 t ' r F ~ I  P E V E N I / S U N I ~ U  
3 P E V E N T  PROC 
4 C  E A R T H  TO PiARS F L I G H T  " I T H  E P H E ' E K I S  F I L E  
5 C ~ L L  E,INACC iwv,  FU,  u9, T E P E J ,  F O B  a21111 
b C  C O N V E R T  E A R T H  C E N T E R E D  INPUT ( R S C D D K ,  V S C D D K )  T O  I N E R T I A L  
7 C A L L  ~ P H E I Y  
h IF ( . N J T .  L O G O I J T )  G O  Tn 1 1 0  
9 a U I T E  ( I O M t S s  1 0 0 )  
1  U C A L L  P N T V A ~  
1 1  C A L L  E X I T  
12 I o n  FOHMAT ( V P H E M  C A L L E D  B Y  S I M X X X * )  
13 1 1 0  HUVIT A u T D K M  
1 4  VUUIT t A U T O ~ ? ~  / F ~ ~ I ~ u u  
1 5  00  1 2 0  1 = 1 9 3  
16  % S c E I v ( I )  = U J U E I ~ ( ~ ( E A R T H - I + I )  + R S C D D K I I l  / R U N I T  
17 129  3 S c E I r d ( I )  = V O O E I N I K E A R T H - 1 t I I  + V S C O D K t I ]  / V u N l l  
1 fi C A L L  P L T I T L  ( ' S P A C E  C K B F T  A N D  VIRTUAL MASS U E P A ~ T I N ~  ~ h e T H @ i  
19 H E A L  E Y E ( 3 1 ,  0 9 1 u I d ( J )  
2 L l  O A T A  E Y E  / 8 0 ,  -jl.Y, 91.6 / Q R l G I N  3 * 0 e  / 
2 1 C A L L  P H J E Y E  ( E Y E ,  1 )  
2 2 X L  = - 2 . 9 0 0  
2 3 X u  = .7UO 
2 4 YL = -1.2uD 
2 5 Y t J  = 1 .600  
2 6 C  I I ~ I T I A L I Z L  S I M J L A T O d  
2 7 C A L L  v n X A C T  
2 Y L P R ~ ~ O V V  = .TRUE. 
2 9 G O  T O  9 9 1 5  
3 0 Z l i 7  C A L L  E L N A C C  ( 9  I t ,  t r 1 ' 9  A l ,  C l r  B L Z ~ )  
3  1 C A L L  P L O T  
3  2 6 0  TO Y Y 1 5  
3 3 2 2 0  C A L L  E v N A C C  ( *  2" 1's r 2 9 ,  A 2 ,  C 2 1  ~ 2 3 0 )  
3  4 C A L L  P L T  I TL  ( ' T ~ A N S  lviAffs M O V E M E N T *  )
3  S C A L L  P L O T  
3 h 6 0  TO 9915 
3 7 23n C A L L  c v h ~ C C  ( *  3'. ' 2 * *  r 39, A 3 ,  C3, B 2 Y U )  
3 tr C A L L  P L T I T L  ( ' ? P A C E  C R A F T  A N D  VIRTUAL MASS A p P R O A C H I k 6  M A R S * )  
3 5 C A L L  P L O T  
Y U C A L L  P L T E I ~ D  
4 I CALI, E X I T  
4 2 2Lti) COIUI I g\I!jE 
4  3 E N  2 
4 4 M P D P ~ F L I  U A U X ~ O / R U N I I ! J  
4  5 Q A U x E d  PHOC 
4  h T E P E J  o T t P F J B  + T E P t J S  / ~ 8 4 4 t l O  
4 7 I F  ( I E V C U e  . h E e  ' U ' )  b O  T O  5 1 0  
4  8 A 1  = V A L U E  ( R V V E I I V J  
4 9 R E T J Y I Q  
So 5 1 0  I F  ( IEvCUH * i d € .  ' I * ]  G O  TO 521 l  
5 1 A,? Q V A L U E  (RSCEOO(KPIAHSI) 
5 2 R E T U S N  
5 3 520 C O N T I N U E  
5 4 6 N I> 
5 5 D P U P  B F L I  1 4 E ~ l C E ~ / ~ U N 1  1 U  
5 6 Q E U C t O  PROC 
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- -- - - - - - 
--- - -- 
5 7 DO '530 I = 6s 2 
-- 58---.-. - CAII  - r- -L ___ILL_c&cNGLIRZcFt L! 1 I ) 1 . 
5 9 CALL C O L E C ~  ( Q V M E L X ~  + I, SNGL ( R V M E I N ( 1 a l ) l )  
c A I  I P ~ F P T  - I KFUTCI A r ( n n n t w ~ - -  a -- 
6 1 CALL COLECT (KMARS + I, S N t L  ( R O O E I N ~ K M A R S  + I l l )  
- - 4 2 _ d _ - C A l l r O I E r T L -  --c&-$~GLABQQL~CELC#SWPC- - 4 1  b D I - - 
6 3  I F  ( M O D  ( I N C N T R *  I P L O T M )  .NEo n )  RETURN 
_ -43 _ - I F  ( W C N T R L U - @ - $ D - &  - - - -- -- - - - - 
6 5 CALL PLTOUT 
6 6  CAI I  PI T I C S  ( L  X M I  (MI  .  S u  ( X U % !  
6 7 CALL  P L T I C S  ( @  Y ' ,  SNGL ( Y L ) B  SNGL ( Y U ) )  
-_hB 64f l  L P I  0-r --- - - 
6 9  E N D  
7 8  ia PDPBFI I QZtORE/RLLNIIB - - - - 
7 1 P S T o R E  PROC 
- F Q U I V ~ C F  
7 3  2 (VAc(3)r A 2  
. - 2.L- -2 - ---- L ( V A C O . _ X L _ I - c  
7 5 '4 ( V A c I 8 ) r  XU m ( V ~ C ( 9 1 1  Y L  
76  C NOTE. THE D A T A  S T  
7 7 C  SEE LODCOM knJHICH C 
7 8  
- DATA e l  / el000 / C 2  I r l  SiE.J 
7 9 I X P  ( X I  = I F I X  ( 1 0 2 4 c  * S N G L  ( ( X  - X L )  / ( X U  - x L ) ) )  
8 0  
---- I Y P  ( y )  r I F I X  ( 1 0 2 Y 0  * S N G I  ( I Y _  I Y I  1 / ( Y U  - v l  1 1 1  
8 1 E N  ~9 
8 2  m P D P B F L I  Q P R I N T / R U N l 1 0  - . a -- - - -- --- 
8 3 Q P R l N T  PROC 
13 4 C A L L  SCAI  E  ( R U N I T .  R S C E O O ~ K F A B T H ) B  T V I )  --- 
8 5 C A L L  SCALE ( ~ U N I T ~  V S C E O O ( K E A R T H ) ,  T V Z )  
8 6  CALL SCALE ( R U N I T ,  R S C E O O ( K S U N - >  T V 3 )  - - - - - - . - 
8 7 C A L L  SCALE (VUNIT~ V S G E O O ( K S U N  l o  T V 4 )  
-" 9 0 W R I T E  ( I O P R T e  7 1 0 )  (Tvl(1)r I r I r  1 8 1  -- 
9  1 7 1 0  F O R M A T  ( / /  U S C E g J * (  3630.18/ " ~ C E O ~ "  33630.18/ 
9 7 ENTRY PLOT 
9 8  7 5 0  C A L L  PLTSIM&- ...-.--.---p 
----- - -- - - - -- -- - 
99 CALL PLCWAR ( q S @ )  
1 0 0  _ C A ~ L ~ R ( ! _ - ~ - ' ! _ _ _ . -  Y ' . ' Z Q  ) - -  -- - 
10 1 C A L L  PLCHAR ( e v e )  
103 
- 
1 0 7  C A L L  A U R I T E  ( I X P  ( R o O E ~ N ~ K E A R T H ) + ~ ~ ) ~  I Y P  ( R o O E ~ N ( K E A A T H * ~ ~ ) ,  
. 1 1 1 1 2 3 . 4 n , R k .  " E A B T @ '  1 -- --- 
CALL AURITE ( I X P  (ROOEIN(KMARS ) - + 5 ) $  I Y P  ( R D O E I N ( Y M A R S  *I)), 
-. - - L -- -InU_L-Sll_r--Qb"WARSi 9 ) - - 
CALL AURITE ( I X P  (ROOEIN(KSUN ) + 0 1 ) ,  I Y P  ( R o O E I I \ ~ [ K % U N  +I)), 
- 
1 1 3  END 
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- "".-*.- . . -- - - -.-- 
- - - - - -- B C O P ~ , ~  L V ~ ~ A S S . S I M X X X , S I ~ X X X  
C O P Y B S  L V M A S S ~ P R T X X X ~ P R T M X X  a -- - 
d C o P Y , S  L V M A S S ~ C Q M M O N , C O M M O N  
ld F . ' O t ? t u ~  S I T . 1 X X X r S l M X X X -  --.-----I---- - -  -- ---- 
Q F 0 5 , n  P K T X X X . P R f X X X  
- 2 3 , L 3  - - -- - . - - - --- 
I k C L U D E  wFAC 
I N C b U O E  d T E M  - - - -- -". -- . - .- - -- -- 
I N C L U D E  QEPM 
Q M A P  L V U S S . ~ ~ ~ A E ? A M ~ P - L ~ . A L  --------- - - -- ---- ---- 
r$ X o T  M A p l l O  
B D I B T ~ M K  . - . - - - - - - --- 
R S C B U K  t - e 1 5 5 2 1 9 1 7 D 7 ,  * 1 1 7 5 8 1 6 4 0 7 ,  e5465127006, 
VSCDOK t *rZY2600UYOlr r 1 ~ 1 5 1 3 1 3 0 1 ,  0 8 4 4 3 2 h + 2 0 0 ~  
T E P U J D  IE a 2 4 3 8 7 3 5 0 7 9  T E P D J S  1 4 9 6 5 . 0 0 ~  
L S T U O K  . T R U E . ,  .- - -- 
I P L d T f l  = 1 6 .  
S E P ; I J  
$ F R E E  1 2 .  
D A S b e T M  PCOTFILE.T,PLUT 
r;3 X U !  L 4 U P L T m P H A S E Z  
Figure 4 
Print-out from Earth Mars Trajectory with Graphics 
VIRTUAL MASS THAJECTOdy 2 5  SEP 70  18:U8:48 
0  AT U  !JAYS O HR U  111~1 n SEC: J u L I A I ~  2438735.0 DAYS .149650+u05  SEC ( 1 9 6 4  DEC 5 16: 9 : 2 5 ) :  COMPUTED 2 5  SEP 7 0  le?:lb(ES8 
HSCEUJ - . 1 5 5 2 1 9 1 6 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 + U ~ 7  1 1 7 5 8 1 6 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 V 8 8 + 0 0 7  .b46512699999999935+0O6 
VSCEO1 - . p 4 l L o o U 3 ? 9 V ? 9 9 9 9 9 7 + 0 0 1  r 1 R 1 5 1 3 1 2 9 9 V 9 ~ 9 ~ 9 9 9 + 0 n l  . ~ 6 7 3 2 6 2 1 ~ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 4 + 0 0 0  
H S C E I ~  * ~ u b 2 1 6 9 2 2 b 4 2 4 2 5 5 8 6 + 0 0 ~  * 1 3 0 7 5 3 7 0 0 7 7 5 9 1 2 6 2 1 + ~ ~ 9  .567375381543019336+008  
vSCElrt ' . 1 1 4 6 8 3 7 6 1 1 1 3 9 4 0 6 4 3 7 + U 0 2  * 9 5 3 9 1 9 3 ? 3 2 0 1 1 1 ~ 7 7 1 + O n l  . r 2 1 8 0 V 0 9 5 ~ 6 ~ 9 3 5 9 4 6 + 0 ~ 1  
KSCELlr( . l d 9 7 9 5 8 7 1 C Y Y 7 I b 7 3 7 + 0 0 9  - . 4 5 7 9 1 ~ 8 3 9 1 3 2 Y 7 5 8 3 i l + 0 0 8  -.~83052261211136422+00$ 
v5CE114 - . 1 3 1 4 4 0 5 5 1 5 0 1 5 1 4 5 0 5 * 0 0 L  * 2 1 2 0 3 8 4 1 9 5 1 2 5 5 0 7 2 8 + ~ 1 1 2  . o 0 8 ~ 2 8 4 5 0 ~ 9 2 ~ 8 4 0 8 9 + 0 0 1  
TEPEJ .243873517320601A51+007  INCNTH 0 




YSCEl i l  
R S C E I ~ ~  
VSCEn4 
TEPEJ 
JULIAN 2938744.0 DAYS . 1 3 7 1 4 5 * O U ~  SEC ( 1 9 6 4  OEC 14 15:98:34) :  COYPUTED 2 5  5CB B O  I&;QIIOL 
EVYVT **s DIVERGENCE 
I E V I  I )  2 2  605 1173  14 0  -51589908-002  -.173472J5-@17 
- 2  A T  183  ~ A Y S - 3  HK 3 6  MIN 2 SEC: JULIAN 2438918a~_D.AYS ,21928n+a09 SCC (19-65 JUN 6  19 :q5 :27 l ;  CO~IPUTED 25 S C P  70 i 8 : l h : L l d  
HSCEOI 1 ~ 7 2 4 4 4 7 9 ~ 9 8 1 3 d 9 7 9 + U 0 9  - 3  1 8 1  17720416785605+0r18 . 1 4 1 3 3 l 5 7 1 3 6 7 1 4 2 1 3 7 + 0 0 ~  
Y.5TE.C 3 ' * 2 ~ d 5 ~ 7 k ~ ~ q 3 5 1 7 0 1 9 4 + ~ 2  . .119201930L921U89Jl3UnZ_ _- -ILZD~U~I(J l 9 9 L B B l S A f l l P ~  
USCE l n ' . 1 9 4 8 4 7 0 2 n 8 7 8 2 9 6 4 9 6 + 0 0 9  - * 1 0 3 1 4 2 4 1 7 2 7 8 3 6 7 7 0 b + o n P  - ~ q q 3 8 9 6 1 0 ~ 0 9 5 6 3 0 0 2 1 + 0 0 8  
VSCElu ~ Y 1 2 6 0 8 5 6 5 7 5 6 1 6 O 4 l o + U O I  1*187742889172192646+u i12  - . ~ 1 7 8 2 3 5 8 9 3 2 9 6 4 7 8 8 5 + 0 0 1  
RSCEIl4 . ;43437791842034969+UOB .Y l4124572163613574+Dn7 - . 7 ~ 2 8 9 5 2 0 4 8 4 7 0 6 0 5 3 5 + 0 0 6  
!LSCEu4 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 2 6 9 ~ 1 9 1 3 6 6 4 9 6 9 I + U ~ l  - * 1 4 9 5 5 5 5 Y 9 4 U 9 7 J 3 6 7 2 + ~ 1 1 1  . 9 3 4 1 0 6 0 8 3 8 ~ 8 5 1 9 2 7 8 - 0 0 ]  
TEPEJ * 2 4 3 8 9 1 8 3 7 3 2 4 0 6 3 2 9 0 + 0 0 7  INCNTR 171  
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i 
- 
VIHTIIAL M A S S  1 1 0  EARTH T O  ~ A R S  r r l i u  GRAPltICS / H JESSIJP 
2 4T 1 8 3  DAYS 3  H K  3 6  M I N  2  SEC; JULIAI.J 2 4 3 8 9 1 8 . 0  D A Y S  . 2 7 9 2 8 0 + 0 0 5  5EC 1 1 9 6 5  JUN 6 1 9 : y 5 : 2 7 ) ;  C O n P U T E D  25 5LP 10 i 8 :15 :2U  
RSCEIJ1 
YSCE03 
R S C E I ~  
ur.crli~ 
RSCEO4 
V S ~ E U *  
TEPEJ 
A T  2 2 1  DAYS 1 0  HI? 5 8  M I N  9 SEC: 





FIGURE 5 - EARTH TO MARS TRAJECTORY: VIEW 1 


S 3 4 C k  CFiAFT A V O  VIRTUAL MASS AP'PROACtlIF\IG M A i i S  
MARS 
FIGURE 8 - EARTH TO MARS TRJAECTORY: VIEW 4 
S34CE CRAFT A Y D  VIRTUAL MASS APPROACH-ING MARS 
X -2.30O . '0tl3 
1 - I  S R n  I an- - 
..4500 7 -.4500 .41FJ 1 
S P A C E  C R A F T  A Y D  . V I R T U A L  M A S S  A P P R O A C H I s N G  M A R S  
FIGURE 10 - EARTH TO MARS TRAJECTORY: VIEW 6 
Figure 11 
Restricted 3-Body Trajectory Instructions 
V~ASS*SFJ<.RJV300 
1 2 4 3 s  V YASS EA3T-l-YOOV H I T H  5 P i 9 C 3  / S JESSU' 
2  2 ' 3 P v r L I  SEVEVT/2JV300 
3  3EVEVT 330C 
4  C - SEFESEVCE: 3  i VOVAd, '~VIST\IIIL Y ~ S S  TECYVIOUE FOR CfjqPUTIVG 
5  C - SaACE T2AJECT03IESp" ER 1 4 0 4 5 ~  COVTSACT '44s 9-43709 
6  C - '492TIV COUPAVY, JAVJAqY 1966 .  
7  CALL EVVACC ( " T A 2 T b  FOv ' S T a R T b  TTREv FOt  $ 3 1 0 )  
8 C I EVENT 5T99T  3VE TIYE, C A L C ~ L A T ~ 3 V ~ .  CDVVE9T IVPUT TO ' ; )LYEYSIOVLE%S 
9  P w J V I T S  =39  C O Y P A T A ~ I L I T Y  N I T Y  9-333? EPdEqESIS 
1 0  6 0 2  = e 0 1 2 1 4 3 2 8 9 3 0  
11 GO1 = F 1  - GO2 
1 2  R J V I T  = 207747.230 
1 3  T J Y I T  = ?TO3 / .5490149330  
1 4  V J V I T  = RJV IT  / T J y I T  
1 5  CALL SCALE ( F 1  / 3 t j V I T r  QSr?)rie ?SC:EIV) 
1 6  CALL SCALE ( F 1  / V:jVITv V S r 3 3 ~ r  VSCEIV) 
1 7  r u I V I T I A L I Z E  SIYdLATOS 
1 8  TEE = - 93.5911773,n / T U Y I T  
1 9  TJT33A = TUVIT / F p 4  
2 0 CALL EPHEY 
2  1 CALL VUXACT 
2  2  L'5VOd = .TRUE. 
2 3  6 3  TO 9 9 1 5  
2 4  3 1 0  CALL EVVACC ('Y3CORS" qSTARTtv  ' Y ~ C D S S ~ ,  70.00, TTSEYSP f 3 2 0 )  
2  5 63 T3 9 9 1 5  
2 6 3 2 0  CALL EVVACC ("LJTOFF" 9 ~ ~ ' C ~ ~ q ' v  C Y T O F F ~ ,  42, FOP 831+0) 
2 7  I E V 5 T P  = IEVCJR 
2  8 LP2VDd = .FALSE. 
2  9  S3 TO 9 9 1 5  
3 0 3 4 0  C3YT IVJE  
3 1 EV3 
3 2  3 ?3? ,FL I  OAJXEO/RJV300 
3 3  PAJXEP =ROC 
3 4  T T ? E i ?  = TTRE * TUVIT 
3  5 EVERSY = ( F 2  * (SO1 / 3SCDO1 + SO2 / RSC302) 
3 6  1 - FZ * (QSCEIV(~) * VSCIIY() - %SCE'IV(~) * V S C E ' E " I ( ~ ) )  
3 7  2  - 3 3 T  (VSCEINP VSCEIM)~ )  3: V J V I T  t VJY,IT 
3  8 C " A J X I L L I A R Y  E3U4TIOVS ~ 3 %  CALCj~L9T1DVS C D V T ~ ~ L L I V S E W E Y T S  Y 3 C D 2 S  
3 9  P &, AV3 CJTDFF 
40 I F  ( IEVCU? .ELI. ' S T A ~ T ' I  RETJqV 
4  1 I F  ( IEVCJS .fQ. tY3CDaSq) A2 = 3 3 T  (9SCE02v VSCE02) 
4 2 EV2 
4 3  a ? ) ? r F i I  3E3CEO/RJV300 
4  4  SE3CEQ ?ROC 
4 5 EV3 
4  6 @ ? 3 ? v F L I  PpSIVT/RJY300 
4  7  ~ P ~ I V T  320:: 
4  B C ., P S I Y T  SPACE CRAFT STATE I N  IVDJT UYITS, 
4  9  YAUE L I S T  / PRTOO1 / lVCNT?r  T T ~ E Y Q ,  EYESGYP RSCXINP V S C X I V  
5 0  CALL SCALE ( S J V I T v  SSCEIY, 5 5 r ' ~ I V )  
5 1 CALL SCALE ( JJV IT ,  V S ~ ~ I Y ,  VSr 'X IY)  
5 2  # ? I T 5  ( IDDPTv PSTOO1) 
5  3 z'd3 
5 4  3 P 3 P v F L I  35T3RE/RJV300 
55 35T32E PSOC 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V YASS EAST+-Y33V H I T 4  EDY2C3 9  JESSUP Restricted 3-Body Trajectory Printout 
ST4RT 4T 0  JAY5 0  i R  0  Y I V  0  S E c l  JULIAY . O  9 4 ~ 5  . 0 0 0 0 0 ~ + 0 0 0  SEC ( * * t *  !OW 2 4  r 2 :  0: 0 , ;  C O V ~ J P E ?  95 F:3 7n  t O i 1 ? : 3 5  
B P S T O O ~  
IVCUT? s t 0  
TTREi2  s ~0000000000000000003t000 
EVE?BY z .70339097387847201~3.007 
RSCXIV r ~ ~ 1 1 2 6 0 ~ 8 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J t 0 0 ~ ~  -.~'+330950999999999B3tOO4, 
.19597270000000000o3+003 
VSCXIV = .1936487899999999993+005, .315253209999993999r)t004~ 
.1062k009000000000oJtOO5 
Y3C3RS Ar 2  JAYS 2 2  4R 0  Y I V  0  SEc'i JULIAu .O 3AYS . 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0  jEC (**L* VOV 2 4  12 :  0: 0 1 1  tOYDUTE7 15 5:' 70 10:1P:u5 
2  3LYS 2 2  i R  0  Y I V  0  S E c i  JULIAy  .O DAYS .000000+000  SEC (**t* VOV 2 4  12 :  0: 0 1 :  COYDJTE? 15 5Ea 70 10:?7:U5 
t 4 9 2  
Figure  13 
R e s t r i c t e d  3-Body T r a j e c t o r y  w i t h  Graphics 
V~455*1'J<.SJV310 
1 @ 335 V 4455 EAqTi-YO09 ,+J ITP~ ED isC3  413 3VE1LAY5 / R JESSJP 
2  @ ? ~ ? P = L I  3EVEVT/?JV310 
3  3ZVEVT " i0C  
4 C C1 1E'EIEVCE: 3  rl V3VA<, " V I S T j 4 1  Y455 ~ E C I V I ~ U E  FOR COYPSTI~G 
5 - w S34CE T34JfCT331fSp" ES 14045, C3VT14CT V4S 9-V3709 
5  C " Y4qTIU C34JAVYt JAVJAQY 1955. 
7 C4LL EVVhCC ( 5 T 4 1 r ' v  '0, ' 5 ~ 8 ? T "  rT?,Ev = O V  S31O) 
B .. - EVEVT STAiT 3yZ T I Y f  t ' A L C ~ L 4 T r 3 ' J ~ .  C ; ~ U V ~ ' ~ T  IYPLIT TO 3Iv(EV5BD\Bi,ESS 
9  - C J V I T 5  F 3 1  C ~ Y P A T A ~ I L I T Y  N I T 1  9-3031 E 3 i E Y E i I 5  
10 GO2 = .01214329930 
11 SO1 = F 1  ' 502 
1 2  RJUIT = 207747.230 
1 3  TJUIT = $TO3 / ,5490149330 
1 4  VJUIT = SJVIT / T J v I T  
1 5  CALL SC4L: ( F 1  / 3:jVITv 554.'33<, QSCEIV) 
1 5  C ~ L ,  SCALE ( ~ 1  / v jUITv ~ 5 4 . 3 3 < ,  VSC'EIV) 
1 7  - " I U I T I A L I Z E  SIYJLAT31 
1 3  TEE = - 93.5911773n / TJUIT  
1 9  TJT3SA = TdVIT / F p l  
2 0  CALL E3iEY 
21 C A L L  VYXACT 
2 2 I E V i E P  = IEVCJ? 
23 IEYVA = 'EVVASl t 1 i J N  
2  4  ISTEP = STTEP51 + ~ i 3 Y  
2 5  ITT1E = "T?E i?*  + I i J Y  
26 I 1 d V  = I 1 J V  4 1 
2  7  93 112  1 = 1, 3 
2 3  CALL CJL3JT ( '3uYEJN' t I )  
2  9  CALL CJL3JT (93n2EUdl  t I )  
3  0  112  CALL CJL3JT ( '3qCEgdq t I) 
3  1 L'?VD& = .TIJEe 
3  2 63  TO 9915 
3  3 310 C4-L EVVACC ('Y3C3SS" l'5T4ST9, q ~ 3 C 3 1 5 ' v  70.30, TTSEYSs 9 3 2 0 )  
34 CALL f3CE9 
3  5  53 1 3  9915 
3 5  320 C4,L EVUACC (VCJTOFF?, 'Y3C33q'*  *CJT3cFqp 42, FOI 8340)  
3  7  C4LL Z3EE9 
3  8 IZVST? = IEVCJS 
L21V3d = eFALSEe 
C 
w ? L ~ T  3 I5JLTS 
CALL 3TX (955CEJX9, 'RSCEJV')  
1Z4L E Y f ( 3 )  / .1E5, .15EBv , 1 ~ 7  / 3 ? 1 5 I V ( 3 )  / 3*0. / 
C4L, 933035 ( 3 R I S I u v  1 )  
CALL 833EYE (EYE@ 1 )  
C ~ L ,  333544 (.O, 3 )  
C4L- PLTSIY ( 1 )  
C41, DLTICS ('9SCf j X * e  -2OnOe~ .15ES) 
C A L ~  PLTICS ( 'SSCElY ' r  - 0 l r 5 ,  .21E5) 
C A L -  PLTICS ( 'RSC,E:IZ'V -1On. * 9100,) 
C ~ L L  8333ES ( f S S C E j X q r  ' ? S C E J Y * V  "35CfUZq)  
CAL, Q33'5iA (01 ,  0 )  
"cL- 333"ES ( '2VYE,jX'r  ' R V U E J Y * ~  ' ? V Y Z J Z * )  
C 4 i -  333"ER ( ' 1 0 2 f  1X f  v 'SOPEJY' P q S o 2 ~ 4 3 ~ q  
1; ( I S J V  . V E .  1 )  59 TO 314 
X O  = 1SCEIV(1 )  
Y O  = SSCf IV (2 )  

Figu re  13 - Page 3 
11 9  3P3IVT 73OC 
120  VAYE L I S T  / pRTOOl / rYCNT?, TT?EASP E'VE'?G'Y~ RSC'XIWP V 5 C K I V  
1 2 1  CAbL SCAL'E ( ? U V I T t  ~ S C C I U P  QSCXIY)  
1 2 2  CALL SCALE ( VJVITr  V S ~ ' E I U ,  VSY'XIY 1 
1 2 3  J q I T E  ( I D D 3 T t  p?T001)  
1 2 4  El3 
1 2 5  - - 3 -?3?r F L I  3ST3?E/SJV310 
r25- 35T31E '33C 
1 2 7  E ~ J I V A L E V C E  ( V A C ( 1 , v  T T ? E i S ) t  ( V 4 C ( 2 ) @  4 1  1 B 
1 2 8  1 ( V A C ( 3 ) r  A2 1 (VAC(4)e  i?J,VIT ) v  ( V A C ( S ) D  T U V I T  I @  
1 2 9  2  ( V A C ( 6 ) r  VUVIT ) r  (VAZ(71, TEE ),P ( V A C ( B ) ,  E V E S G Y I *  
1 3 0  3  (VAC(911 PSCXIV), ( V A C ( 1 7 ) @  VSC'XIV), 
1-3 1 4  (503 v 6 0 1  P [ G 0 3 ( 2 9 )  r 602)  r (2OOEIY(221, 502EIU)t 
1 3 2  5 (3SCE33r 3SCEO11, ( i?sCt3q1(22),  ? S C E : O ~ )  * 
1 3 3  5 (VSCE33, VSCEOl), ( V ~ C E 3 0 ( 2 2 ) t  VSCE02)p 
1 3 4  7  (35C333, 1 5 C 3 0 1 ) ~  ( R ~ C 3 3 n ( 2 2 ) ,  ?SCD02) 
1 3 5  DIYEVSIDV PSCXIV(31, v S C X I V ( ~ I P  RO~C'IV(~) 
1 3 5  EV3 
1 3 7  3 C D ? Y v S  L ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C O Y Y O V , C O Y Y ~ ~  
1 3 9  a C ~ ? Y P S  L ~ Y ~ S ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ~ X ~ , P R T ~ X ~  
1 3 9  a C3?YrS L I / ~ A S S ~ E ~ - ~ ~ C D , E ? - I ~ C ~ ~  
1 4 0  3 CDPYpS LVYASSoSIYXXX,SIYKxX 
1 4 1  @ F 3 3 ~  d SIYXXX, 5 1  Y X X X  
1 4 2  3 F 3 3 r d  ?3TXXX,?STXXX 
1 4 3  a F33, ri E'i2C3r f?+42:3 
1 4 4  @ '442 LVY&S5~YADpYA3310 
1 4 5  a 4 5 5 ~ 1 - 1  31, TpT4PE 
1 46 3 X3T Y 4P310 
1 4 7  J;3ATA3< 
1 4 8  3SC33< = - 1 1 2 6 m 0 9 9 3 0 t  -5433.09513nv 195,972730, 
1 49 - ---- VSC234 = - .-- 1 3 3 6 4 . 8 7 9 3 0 ~  - - -  3152.53212nr 1 0 6 2 4 ~ 8 8 9 0 2 0 ~  
150  ?TO??? = 1.3-19, 
Figure 14 
Program Przntout Restricted 3-Body Trajectory with Graphics 
- - G ' T ? r J 4 1 M 1 I S f - T m m ? Y  15 5Ef  7U-TSnh:OU 
ST4?T 4T 0  3AY5 0  -Is 0 V I V  0 j E c :  JULIAu . O  3 4 Y j  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0  5EC ( * t r *  vov 24 $2: 0: 0 , ;  C O Y ~ J T E ?  t 5  SED 7n t 5 : 0 6 n b B  
Figure  14 - Page 2 
V Y4SS EAqT-1-Y33V d IT -1  E1-12t3 413  ~ V F ~ L A Y S  / ? JESSJP 
~ 3 ~ 3 5 5  A T  2 3 4 ~ ~  22  -19 o YIY o SEci J U L I 4 y  
.O D ~ Y S  . o o o o ~ o t o o o  SEC i**t* vov 2s  12: 0: O ~ I  C D Y Q J T S ~  1 5  SED 70 t 5 : n ~ : 2 7  
E V V ~ T  *** )IVE?GEVCE --- 
I E V ~  1) CJT3FF CJT3FF 605 -115 i3 - - 0 -.12910293-004 
CUT3Fr PT 2 34YS 2 2  -13 20 Y IV  1 9  S E r f  ~ 2 ~ 1 4 ~  
-- 
.O D4YS .000000t000 SEC it*** vOV 24 12: 0: 011 C O Y ~ U T P  15 SED 70 1 
- - - . - . . -  -- . - -. -- - - 
Frgure 14 - Page 3 
-V YXS5 E4?T i -Y30V WIT4 E'42CO 4'43 ~ V E S L ~ Y S  / S JESSJ? 
- 5 . m ~  A T  0 3 6 ~ 5  u i? 0  YIU 0  ~ E ~ ' I -  J U Z ~ A U  .O 5 4 1 5  .00000Ot000  5E€ ( 8 8 8 ~  NOV 2 4  12: 0: Or; CDYDJTE3 15 <E> 7n '5:07:73 
- - 
- - 
YsC'3S% 4T 2 3 4 1 5  2 2  44 0  Y IV  0  SEC'~ JULI~U .O 3 4 1 5  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 0 0  5EC (**** NDV 2 4  12: 0: O r r  CDYDUTE7 15  S E 3  70 15:n7.s6 
-- - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - -  - 
$PST001 
INCVTR r 
r I Q E 4 R  : 
EVE9GY = 
$EU3 
-- - .- - - - - -- 
YJt3RS 4~  2 34Y5 2 2  -19 0  Y I v  0  5 E r I  J L ~ L ~ A ~ - -  - -  ;O $43; . O o o B ~ T t o T D  ~ E ? - ( ~ * i - v d v  i?--tP: 6 f  o r ~ - c o u ~ ~ ? ~ i  IS s;Eo ? R  r3:i77$ia6 
$P?TOO1 
IVCVT? : t 4 9 2  
T T S - T ~ ?  = 
--- . 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ n 3 t O _ 0 2 2  _ _  _ _- _ _ - E---- - - - . ' t ~ T 9 9 S t ; 8 7 Y d B ~ 6 0 5 t 0 0 1  . .-.- 
95CXIV = - .77865675233461244~5t003,  .2060337293000512385t006~ 
~155425026016192'+2~3+003 
VSCXIV = ~17460920392877674p3+00V, .1629318028599331103t004~ 
-.40189070699182028~3t003 
Figure  14 - Page 4 
V Y 4 S 5  E 4 ? i i - Y 3 3 ~  NIT4 E P i 2 C 3  A Y 3  D V ~ ' R L ' A Y S  / ? ' J E S S U P  
DT- -'-I - - - -- -  
Figure 14 - Page 5 
- V '4455 EAiTi-Y33V NIT4 E'42C3 AV3 D V F ~ L P Y S  / ? JE55JP 
ST4?T AT 0 3415 0 4R 0 '41'4 0 SEC'; JJLIPU .O 94Y5 . O O O O O O + O O O  SEC (**+* VDV 2 s  (2 :  0: O \ i  CDUDJTE? 15 55' 7n P5:n3:&9 
m 3  




- $ 0 3  
' 4 3 ~ 3 4 5  PC 2 >PYX-Ti  -lR 0 YIV 0 Sit; JULIPN .O 04Y5 .000000+000 SEC (**t* uoq 28 12: 0: o l i  c o v 3 ~ t 5 7  1 5  51s 7~ 15:nq:51 
$PRTOOl 
- 
INCVTP :: t 9 7  
TJT'Ji: & T  2 34Y5 22 44 20 YIV 19 SEc'f JULIhy  .O 34Y; .000000+000 SEC I****  VDV 2U 12: 0: O i l  COYDJTE? 15  5 5 3  7 0  15:P7:52 
Figure 14 - Page 6 
V  4 4 5 5  E k i T i - 4 3 3 V  N I T 4  EP i2CD 4'43 ~ V F ? L ~ Y ~  / ? J E ' s S J ~  
ST4?T 4 ~  0 J4YS 0  i ?  0 Y I V  0 5 : ~ ;  J U L I ~ U  .O 3 h Y ~  .D00000+000  SEC ( t e e *  VOV 24 12: 0: 01'; t 3 ~ D ~ i i - 1  1 5  5?'3 70 1 5 : n 1 : 5 1 6  
2 3RYS 22 -12 13 Y I V  2 5:~') JUL14y 
.O 34YS . 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0  SEC I**** VOV 2U 12:  0: 0 1 ;  CDUDJTE3 15 5 E J  70  15:07:55 
.O  34YS .DOOOOOtOOO SEC I**** Vow' 24 12:  0: O j i  ~DYDLJTE? 1 5  S:= 9 0  15:07!5!5 
FIGURE 15 - RESTRICTED 3-BODY TRAJECTORY (RTOPRF = 
FIGURE 16 - RESTRICTED 3-BODY TRAJECTORY (RTOPR F = 
FIGURE 17 - RESTRICTED 3-BODY TRAJECTORY (RTOPRF = 10-") 
FlGURE 18 - RESTRICTED 3-BODY TRAJECTORY (RTOPRF = 


FIGURE 21 - FINAL POSITION VARIATION VS TRAJECTORY REFERENCE PRECISIOBn 
Table 1 
Virtual Mass Program Symbol Conventions 
Most of the VMASS program symbols are formed in 
accordance with the following conventions. The general 
intent of the conventions is to convey information about 
physical quantities, indicating what body or system they are 
referred to and what coordinate and/or time system they are 
measured in. As shown in Table 2, some combinations suggested 
by the convention are not used in the present version of V W S S ,  
but are reserved for future expansion of the program. 
Position Character Physical Quantity 
1 A Acceleration 
D Deflection or angle 
E Eccentricity 
G Mass times Universal Gravitation Constant 
H Angular Momentum 




















Table 1 (Contd.) 















(Numbers indicate non-rotating 
planetocentric systems; letters 
indicate rotating planetocentric 
systems. ) 
Point at Which Quantity Evaluated 
End of computing interval 
Beginning of computing interval 
Magnitude corresponding to E 
Magnitude corresponding to B 
Program start-up 
Increment 
Table 1 (Contd. ) 
Pos i t ion  Character Reference Coordinate System 
5,6 I N  I n e r t i a l  
VM V i r t u a l  Mass 
01 o r  ME Mercury 
0 2  o r  VE Venus 
03 o r  EA Earth 
0 4  o r  MA Mars 
05 o r  J U  J u p i t e r  (Numbers i n d i c a t e  non-rotating 
p lane tocen t r i c  systems; letters 
06 o r  SA Saturn i n d i c a t e  r o t a t i n g  p lane tocen t r i c  
systems. ) 
07 o r  UR Uranus 
08 o r  NE Neptune 
09 o r  PL Plu to  
1 0  o r  SU Sun 
11 o r  MO Moon 
T a b l e  2 
D e f i n i t i o n s  of VMASS COMMON Symbols 
D i m e n s i o n  E q u i v a l e n c e  D e f i n i t i o n  A p p e a r a n c e s *  
AU - I E T B L l l  A s t r o n o m i c a l  DDREAD , ZODCOFq, 
u n i t  expressed READE 
i n  desired 
READE ou tpu t  




D T A I  
DTAIDN 
- 
FAC3 3 K i l o m e t e r s  R U N 1 0 0 ,  RFJN110, per  AU 
- 
VARl 2 T a y l o r ' s  se- KEPLER ries t e r m  
1 EPH17 I 1 R i g h t  PLANET 
ascension 
1 E P H 1 9 ,  1 L o n g i t u d e  of PLANET 
node a t  refer- 
ence t i m e  
1 EPH18 I 1 O b l i q u i t y  PLANET 
- 
vAR15 T r u e  anomaly DDREAD , LODCOM , i n c r e m e n t  S T E P I N  
- 
VAR16 D e c r e m e n t  DDREAD , LODCOl4, f ac tor  f o r  S T E P I N  
D T A I  changes 
DTAIMN - M i n i m u m  value DDREAD , LODCOM, VARl 7 f o r  D T A I  S T E P I N  
DTAIUP - I n c r e m e n t  DDREAD , LODCOM , VAR1 8 factor  f o r  S T E P I N  
D T A I  changes 
DTOR - R a d i a n s  per LODCOM FAC3 1 degree 
*See also  e l e m e n t s  COMMON and PRTVAR 
T a b l e  2 ( C o n t d .  1 
Symbol D i m e n s i o n  E q u i v a l e n c e  D e f i n i t i o n  A p p e a r a n c e s  -
EMRAT - I E T B L 1 7  E a r t h - M o o n  DDREAD , LODCOM , 





EVN 4,21 I E V l  
FAC 







E p h e m e r i s  DDREAD, EPWEM 
data array EPH2C0 ,  PRTIME 
1 ERCBVM 1 CONIC,  CONICT , 
KEPLER 
B a c k  value CONIC,  COWHCT, 
of ERCEVM KEPLER 
E c c e n t r i c i t y  
vector of 
reference conic 
re la t ive  t o  
V.M. a t  begin- 
n ing  of in te rva l  
E v e n t s  t ab le  EVNACC , EVNDT , 
INDEX 
M u l t i p l y i n g  DDREAD 
factor  data 
array 
S m a l l  number CONICT , IEVNDT , 
KEPLER, LODCOM 
K i l o m e t e r s  LODCOM 
per f o o t  
F l o a t i n g  p o i n t  
cons tan t  i, 
i = 0 ,  1, 2 ,  
..., appearing 
throughout t h e  
VMASS s y s t e m  
A r r a y  of gravi- EPH2C0 ,  LODCOM, 
t a t i o n a l  con- RUN300,  IRUN3P0, 
s t a n t  t i m e s  VMXACT 








Table 2 (Contd. 1 
Equivalence Definition Appearances 
EPH16, 1 Array of GOO EPHEM, LQDCOM data ratio to 
total mass 
VAR2 4 Back value of CONIC, CONECT GVME INDEX, KEPLER 
PREPAR 





VAR2 7 I HRCBVM I CONIC, CONIC$,  KEPLER 
VAR9 5 Back value CONIC, CONIC$, of HRCEVM KEPLER 
Reference conic 
angular momen- 
tum relative to 
V.M. at begin- 
ning of interval 
IETBL21 Indicator for EPHEM , GETTA , 
initial call LODCOM 
to ephemeris 
files 
IETBL22 Indicator for EPHEM, LODCOM, 
central body READE 
in ephemeris 
data 
IsW42 Input tra j ec- DDREAD , P R T M J  , tory identifi- SETUP 
cation 
IEV 8,21 EVN1 Events table, EVNACC, EVNDT, 
integer form INDEX 
BELLCOMM, INC.  - 4 - 
Table 2 (Contd. ) 
Symbol Dimension Equivalence Definition 





IEVFLG - ISW4 Events table EVNACC , EVNDT , 
update flag PRTRAJ , S TMXXX , 
IEVM - ISWl Events table EVNACC, LODCOM, 
maximum size 
IEVN - ISW2 Events table EVNACC , EVNDT , 
current size INDEX 
IEVREP 2 Events inter- DDREAD, WUN100, ISW45 
val to be RUN310, SETUP' 
repeated 
IEVRUN 2 Events inter- DDREAD ISW47 
val to be 
simulated 




IEVSTR - ISW7 Starting event DDREAD, P R T M J  , 
S IMXXX 
INCNTR - ISW9 Computing INDEX, RECOW), 
increment RUN100, R U N P 1 0 ,  
counter RUN300, RUN310 
IOCDR - IOUl Input card DDREAD, LODCOM, 
reader SETUP 
IOEPH - IOU4 Ephemeris DDREAD , GETTA , 
file LODCOM 
IOMES - IOU5 Diagnostic CONICT , DDREAD , 
message EPHEM, EVNACC, 
printer EVNDT, XEPLER, 
LODCOM, P R T m J ,  
SETUP, SEMXXX 
T a b l e  2  ( C o n t d .  ) 
Symbol D i m e n s i o n  Equivalence D e f i n i t i o n  
I O P C H  - IOU3 O u t p u t  card DDREAD , LODCOM 
punch 
I O P R L  - IOU7 P r i n t  la ter  DDREAD , LODCOM , 
f i l e  P R T R A J  , RECORD, 
R O L L I O  
I O P R T  - I O U 2  O u t p u t  p r i n t e r  EPHEM, LODCOM, 
P R T I M E ,  RECORD, 
R O L L I O  , RUN100, 
R U N 1 1 0 ,  R .UN300 ,  
R U N 3 1 0 ,  SETUP, 
S T E P I N  
IOROL - IOU8 R o l l  back f i l e  DDREAD, LODCOPI. 
R O L L I O ,  SETUP 
I O S C R  - IOU6 Scratch f i l e  
I O U  2 5  KVAR9 5 1 Input-output f i l e  n a m e  
array 
IPLATM - I S W 1 0  C o m p u t i n g  i n c r e m e n t s  
b e t w e e n  w r i t e s  
t o  I O P R L  
IPLOTM - I S W 1 2  C o m p u t i n g  i n c r e m e n t s  
b e t w e e n  ca l l s  
f o r  p lo t s  
IPNOWM - IsW13 C o m p u t i n g  i n c r e m e n t s  
b e t w e e n  c a l l s  
t o  PRTOUT 
I R E Q  13  I E T B L 2 3  READE t ab le  
of ou tpu t  
requests 
DDREAD , LODCOM 
DDREAD 




DDREAD , LODCOM, 
RECORD 
EPHEM , LOlDCOM, 
READE 
BELLCOMM. I N C  
Table 2 (Contd. ) 
Symbol Dimension Equivalence Def in i t ion  
IRTIME 3 
''24 Current t r a j e c -  PRTRAJ, SETUP t o r y  i d e n t i f  i- 
c a t i o n  
ISW 50 KVAR7 0 1 Integer  va r i -  DDREAD 
ab les  d a t a  
a r r a y  
ITEPOG 6 
IVAR 
- I n i t i a l  ephem- DDREAD 
eris  t i m e  i n  
Gregorian u n i t s  





STEPIN i t e r a -  PREPAR, STEPIN 
t i o n  counter  
Array VAR i n  
i n t e g e r  form 
Array of DDREAD , EPHEM, 
ind ices  t o  EPH2C0, I N D E X ,  
g r a v i t a t i n g  LODCOM, PLANET 
bodies VMXACT 
Current  s i z e  DDREAD , EPHEM , 
of J K  EPH2C0, I N D E X ,  
LODCOM , TJNXACT 
Number of EPHEM, PLANET 
g r a v i t a t i n g  
bodies given 
mass po in t  
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  
Ephemeris LODCOM , PLANET 
d a t a  block 
s i z e  
Index t o  e a r t h  LODCOM, RUN100, 
d a t a  i n  ephem- R U N l l n  
e r i s  blocks 
Ephemeris LODCOM 
index t o  
Earth-Moon 
d a t a  
Table 2 (Contd. ) 
Symbol Dimension Equivalence Definition Appearances 
KEPLER, LODCOM KEPMAX - ISW17 Maximum number of terms in 
KEPLER series 




RUN1 1 0 












LODCOM KPLUTO - 

















DEVAR , LODCOl4, 
RECORD, ROLL10 
KVAR 1000 COMMON 
KVENU S - ISW31 Ephemeris index to 
Venus data 
LODCOM 
Table 2 (Contd. ) 
Dimension Equivalence Def in i t ion  Symbol 
LIMPEV - LSW2 Flag showing 
i t e r a t i o n  t o  
an event 
EVNDT, KEQLER, 
SIMXXX , STEPIN 
Flag  showing 
reduct ion of 









- LSWl Flag showing 
subrout ine 
log  ou t  on 
e r r o r  
condi t ion  
CONICT , DDREAD , 
EVNACC , KEQEEW, 










t r a j e c t o r y  
recording 
DDREAD , RUN10 0 , 
R U N 1 1 0 ,  RUPJ300, 
RUN310, SETUP 
Flag  showing 
l a s t  da ta  deck 
of a s e r i e s  
has been read 
LSTDDK - 
LSW 50 Array of 





LXECEV - EVNACC , EVNDT , 
PRTXXX , RECORD, 
S IMXXX 
MONTH 1 2  COMMON Table of names 
of t h e  months 
PRTIME, RTCLOK 
BELLCOMM, INC. 
Table 2 ( C o n t d .  ) 
Symbol D i m e n s i o n  E q u i v a l e n c e  D e f i n i t i o n  A p p e a r a n c e s  
MVAR - M a x i m u m  s i z e  LODCOM, SETUP ISW10  of array KVAR 
NMAX - I S W 2 2  
PHC 5 0  COMMON 








Maximum n u m b e r  
of t e r m s  i n  
CONICT 
COMMON array 
f o r  phys ica l  
cons tan t s  
C u r r e n t  value 
v i r t u a l  m a s s  
rate 
E a r t h  r ad ius  
K i l o m e t e r s  
per RE 
planetographic 
m a s s  p o i n t  
pos i t ion  
G r a v i t a t i n g  
body radius  
A r r a y  of cur- 
r e n t  gravi- 
t a t i n g  bodies 
i n e r t i a l  
p o s i t i o n s  
1 RRCBVM 1 
R e f e r e n c e  
conic posi- 
t i o n  vector  
r e l a t ive  t o  
t h e  V.M. a t  
beginning of 
c o m p u t a t i o n  




S T E P  I N ,  VMXACT 





RUN110,  WUN310, 
VMXACT 
CONIC,  I N D E X ,  
PREPAR, STEPIN 




T a b l e  2 ( C o n t d .  ) 
Symbol D i m e n s i o n  E q u i v a l e n c e  D e f i n i t i o n  
RRCDVM INDEX, KEPLER, 
PREPAR, STEP I N  
RRCEVM 3 VAR1 1 6  R e f e r e n c e  INDEX, KEPLER , 
conic posi- PREPAR 
t i o n  vector 
relat ive t o  
t h e  V.M. a t  
end of compu-  










V A R l O 1  RRCEVM incre-  CONICT, REPEER 
m e n t  (RRCEVM - 
RRCBVM) 
EPH13, 1 B a c k  values of INDEX RSCDOO 
VAR1 2 2 B a c k  value of INDEX RSCEIN 
VARll~ B a c k  value of RSCEVM 
vAR137 Spacecraft DDREAD , RUN16 0 , pos i t ion  f r o m  RUN110,  ELUN300, 
data deck RUN310 
E P H 1 4 ,  1 1 RSCEOO 1 INDEX, RUN300, RUN3 1 0 ,  VMXACT 
VAR4 1 1 RSCEVM 1 INDEX, STEP I N ,  VMXACT 
vAR12 8 Ine r t i a l  DDREAD , INDEX, spacecraft RUN100,  RUNI10, 
pos i t ion  a t  RUN300,  RUN3168, 
end of com- STEP I N ,  VWACT 
pu t ing  
i n t e rva l  


















the V.M. at 
end of com- 
puting 
interval 
Array of space- RUN100, RUNB10, 
craft positions RUN300, RUN310, 
relative to the VMXACT 
gravitating 
bodies at end 
of computing 
interval 
See RTOPRF CONICT 
Degrees per LODCOM, RUN300, 
radian RUN3 10 
Position DDREAD , LODCOM , 
tolerance RUN100, RUNEIO, 
precision RUN310, STEPIM 
reference 
Back value of INDEX, ]?REPAR 
RVMEIN 
Inertial INDEX, PREPAR, 
Virtual Mass RUN100, RUNILO, 
position at RUN310, VMXACT 
end of com- 
puting interval 





T a b l e  2 ( C o n t d .  ) 
Symbol D i m e n s i o n  E q u i v a l e n c e  D e f i n i t i o n  A p p e a r a n c e s  -
TABOUT 6 , 1 2  IETBL41 E p h e m e r i s  EPHEM, READE 
output  f r o m  
READE 
TEE - - I n i t i a l  ephem-  EPH2C0, RUN300, 
eris t i m e ,  RUN310 
g iv ing  or ien-  
t a t i o n  of 
2 - b o d y  gravi- 
t a t i o n a l  
sys tem 
TEPB - TTRB S e e  TTRB INDEX 
TEPE - TTRE See TTRE INDEX 
TEPEJD - VARl C u r r e n t  J u l i a n  
day 
TEPEJS - VAR2 C u r r e n t  J u l i a n  
day f r a c t i o n  
i n  seconds 
T E P I  - T T R I  S e e  TTRI: 
TEPO J D  - VAR3 I n i t i a l  J u l i a n  
day 
TEPOJS - VAR4 I n i t i a l  J u l i a n  
day f r a c t i o n  
i n  seconds 













TEVI - VAR9 T i m e  increment EVNACC, KVNDT, 
t o  nearest STEPIN 
event 
TPD - IETBL15 S imula t ion  DDREAD , LODCOM , 
t i m e  u n i t s  READE 
per ephemeris 
day 
Table 2 (Contd. ) 
Symbol Dimension Equivalence Definition Appearances 
TTO - VAR53 Time tolerance CONICT, EVNDT, precision KEPLER, STEPIN 
reference 
TTRB - VAR6 Back value of STEPIN 
TTRE 
TTRE - VAR7 Elapsed tra- EPHEM , EPN2C0, 
jectory time PRTIME , RUN300, 
at end of RUN3 10, STEPIN 
computing 
interval 
TTRI - VARll TIRE increment KEPLER, STEPIN 
TUTODA - VAR5 4 Ephemeris days EPHEM, LODCBM, per simulation PRTIME, RUN300, 
time units RUN310 
TV 3 TEM Temporary - 3 vector storage 
'i - TEM Temporary - j scalar storage 
VAC 50 COMMON storage DDREAD, RUN100, 
for user-coded RUN110, RUN300, 
trajectory RUN310 
descriptions 
VAR 300 KVARl COMMON storage DDREAD, DEVAR, 
for program EVNACC 
working 
variables 
VOOEIN 1 EPH Inertial EPHEM, EPW2CO, 
4F1 velocities of PLANET, RUN100, 
gravitating RUN110, VMXACT 
points at end 
of computing 
interval 
BELLCOMM. INC. - 1 4  - 
T a b l e  2 ( C o n t d .  
Symbol D i m e n s i o n  E q u i v a l e n c e  D e f i n i t i o n  A p p e a r a n c e s  -
VRCBVM 3 VAR1l 3 B a c k  value of CONIC,  INDEX, 
VRCEVM KEPLER, PWEPAW, 








W M B I N  3 
Re'f erence 
conic veloci ty  
vector relat ive 
t o  t h e  V.M. a t  
end of c o m p u t i n g  
i n t e rva l  
VARl 2 5 B a c k  value of INDEX VSCEIN 
VAR14 9 B a c k  value of VSCEWI 
VARl 4 0 Spacecraft DDREAD , RUM10 0 , 
veloci ty  f r o m  RUN110,  IRUN3O0, 
data deck RUN310 
VARl 3 1 I n e r t i a l  DDREAD , I m E X ,  
spacecraft RUN100,  l R U N 1 I 0 ,  
ve loci ty  a t  RUN300,  IRUN3L0, 
end of STEP I N ,  T9MXACQT 
c o m p u t i n g  
i n t e rva l  
E P H 1 O  1 1 Spacecraft RUN100,  RUNI10, 
ve loc i ty  rela- RUN300,  RUN3L0,  
' t ive  t o  gravi- VMXACT 
t a t i n g  body 
a t  end of com-  
pu t ing  i n t e rva l  
VARl 5 5 Spacecraft INDEX, PREPAR, 
ve loci ty  rela- S T E P I N ,  'i7PaXACT 
t i v e  t o  t h e  
V.M. a t  end of 
c o m p u t i n g  
in te rva l  
VARl 6 1 B a c k  value of INDEX, PREPAR VVMEIN 
Table 2 (Contd.) 
Symbol Dimension Equivalence Definition Appearances 
WMEIN 3 Inertial INDEX, PKEPAR, VARl 6 7 












VMASS Error and Diagnostic Printouts 
CONICT *** TIME SERIES DIVERGENT 
This error message indicates a divergent series 
calculation in subroutine CONICT ( z  > 1). It usually results. 
from a too tight precision requirement or from gross error in 
input data. 
CONICT *** TIME SERIES TERMS EXCEEDING i 
This diagnostic printout indicates slow convergence 
in CONICT. The maximum permissible number of terms may be 
raised by a change in NMAX. Increasing the value of RTOPW for 
looser precision may also be appropriate. 
DDREAD *** DATA DECK LOGOUT 
This printout results from a data deck setting of 
LOGOUT to time. See subroutine SETUP for applications. 
EVNACC *** EVENTS TABLE OVERFLOW 
More than IEVM events are scheduled for placement in 
the events table IEV. Simplify the trajectory description, that 
is, recode with fewer events, or recompile system. On recornpi- 
lation it is necessary to increase IEVM in LODCOM and to increase 
IEV dimensions in COMMON. 
EVNDT *** EVENT DIVERGENCE 
On iteration to an event the program has taken more 
than 12 steps, or the event appears to have been passed. An 
event is passed if TEVI is negative. Execution of the event is 
initiated, and a printout is given for the table entries of 
the event. 
KEPLER *** CONVERGENCE NOT UNIFORM 
This error message indicates non-uniform convergence 
in the series calcuLation of subroutine KEPLER. It usually 
results from too tight precision requirements or from a gross 
error in input data. 
- 2 -  
Table 3 (Contd. ) 
KEPLER *** TERMS IN SERIES EXCEEDING i 
This diagnostic printout indicates slow convergence 
in KEPLER. The maximum permissible number of terms may be 
raised by a change in KEPMAX. Increasing the value of RTBPRF 
for looser precision may also be appropriate. 
PRTRAJ *** END-OF-FILE 
Processing of the print later file has reached an end 
of file condition before the specified stopping event, This 
message may also appear if the search for specified trajectory 
identification or starting event is not successful. In such a 
case check the input data values of IDTRAJ and IEVSTR, 
READE *** DATE TOO EARLY FOR EPH 
Current Julian date-time group (TEPEJD, TEPEJS) is for 
later date than that covered by the assigned ephemeris file, 
READE *** IMPROPER OUTPUT REQUEST 
The array IREQ does not contain proper entries for 
gravitating body positions and velocities. Check for modifica- 
tions following calls to LODCOM. 
READE *** INVALID CENTRAL BODY 
The variable ICENT does not contain proper entry for 
central body selection. Check for modifications following 
calls to LODCOM. 
READE *** ICW OUT OF RANGE 
The variable ICW does not contain proper entry for 
indicating type of record to be read by READE. Check for 
modifications following calls to LODCOM. 
ROLBCK *** REQUESTED EVENT NOT ON ROLL BACK FILE 
A search for an earlier event recorded on the roll 
back file is not successful. Check calling sequence. 
Table 4 




















0 0 4019 
41 9 CVAR, CTEM 
153 31 CVAR, CTEM, CFAC 
20 152 CVAR, CEPH, CPHC, 
CFAC, CETBL1, CETBE2, 
CETBL3, CETBL4, CETB%5,f 
CETBL9 
T a b l e  4 ( C o n t d . )  
Storage R e q u i r e m e n t s  E l e m e n t  
C o d e  
2 7  





9 CVAR, CTEM 
CFAC, CTEM 
CVAR, CPHC, CTEM, 
CEPH, CFAC, CETBL1, 
CETBL2, CETBL3, CETBL4, 
CETBL5, CETBL9 
CVAR, CTEM, CFAC EVNACC 
EVNDT 
GETTA 
CVAR, CTEM, CFAC 
CVAR, REC1, REC2, 
CETBL1, CETBL2, CETBL3, 
CETBL4, CETBL5, CETBL9 




CVAR, CFAC, CTEM 
CVAR, CEPH, CFAC, 
CPBC, CTEM, CETBL1, 
CETBL2, CETBL3, CETBL4, 
CETBL5, CETBL9 
CVAR, CEPH, CTEM, 
CFAC, CPHC, CETBL1, 





CVAR , CTEM, CFAC 
CVAR, CTEM, CFAC, 
CPHC 
T a b l e  4 ( C o n t d . )  
E l e m e n t  
C o d e  
S t o r a g e  R e q u i r e m e n t s  
D a ' t a  
PRTIME 113 5 0  CVAR, CTEM, CFAC, 
CMON 
PRTRAJ 7 7 3 6  CVAR 
PRTFAC 4 1  2 9 9  CVAR, CEPH, CPHC, 
CETBL1, CETBL2, CETBL3, 
CETBL4, CETBL5, CETBL9 
PRTVAR 1 4 4  4 4 9  CVAR, CEPH, CETBL1, 
CETBL2, CETBL3, CETBL4, 
CETBL5, CETBL9 
READE 5 3 7  1 6 4  CETBL1, CETBL2, CETBL3, 
CETBL4, CETBL5, CETBL9 
RECORD 4 0  5 CVAR 
ROLL10 1 0 3  2 4  CVAR 
RTCLOK 4 9  13  CMON 
SCALE 3 0  1 4  
SETUP 7 9  2 5  CVAR 
STEPIN 1 7 4  2 0  CVAR, CFAC, CTEM 
UNITV 3 3  1 2  CTEM 
VALUE 2 6  1 0  
VMXACT 1 5 0  1 9  CVAR, CFAC, CPHC, 
CTEM, CEPH 
S u b t o t a l  3 9 8 2  1 8 3 5  
S IMXXX 2 3 2  8 0  CVAR, CFAC, CEPH, CTEM 
PRTXXX 8 9  3 8  CVAR, CFAC, CEPH, CTEN 
. 












S u b t o t a l  
T o t a l  
C o d e  
3 2 1  
8 7  
1 9 0  
2 7  
8 2  
583 
2 7  
8 2  
1 7 2 0  
5 7 0 2  
T a b l e  4 ( C o n t d .  ) 
Storage R e q u i r e m e n t s  
D a ' t a  
-
COMMON 
1 6 3  CVAR, CFAC, CEPH, CTEM 
38 CVAR, CFAC, CEPH, CTEM 
53 CVAR, CFAC, CEPH, CTEM 
1 9 4  CVAR 
11 
1 7 8  CVAR, CFAC, CEPH, CTEM 
2 3 9  CVAR 
11 
1 0 0 5  
2 8 4 0  
Table 5 





Definition Program Appearances 
Location of sub- DTJTOG, LODCOM, PRTCOM, 
routine starting PRTVAR, ROLLIO, SIMXXX, 
point other than PRTFAC 
at its beginning. 
Used mainly to 
combine several 
small subroutines 
into one element. 
Edit a Fortran 
Procedure into an 
element. Used to 
edit COMMON ele- 





maintenance of one 
copy of the COMMON 
cards. 
CONIC, CONICT, CROSS, 
DDREAD, DEVAR, DOT, 
DTJTOG, EPHEM, EPH2CO, 
EVNACC, EVNDT, GETTA, 
INDEX, KEPLER, LODCOM, 
PLANET, PREPAR, PRTCOM, 
PRTIME, PRTRAJ, PRT'VAW, 
PRTXXX , READE , ROLL 10, 
SCALE, SETUP, SIMXXX, 
STEPIN, UNITV, V-UE, 
VMXACT 
Define a Fortran COMMON, RUN100, RUN110, 
Procedure, under RUN300, RUN310 
control of the 
EXEC VIII PDP sys- 
tem. Use is limited 
to defining Fortran 
card sets to be 
edited into VMASS 
subroutines. Applies 




VMASS Program Descriptions 
This appendix provides a description of each program 
element in the'VMASS system. The description includes element 
names and calling sequences, purposes, lower level elements, 
programming language, computations, flowcharts, and listings, 
Of the 32 elements in VMASS as implemented on the UNIVPK 1108 
computer, 30 are written in Fortran V, and two are written in 
UNIVAC Assembler code. The other elements include a Fortran V 
procedure for convenient representation of COMMON storaige 
and an EXEC VIII Map element for composing executable elements. 
Error and diagnostic printouts produced by each pro- 
gram are tabulated in Table 3, which also suggests possible 
remedial actions the system user may take. Each printout begins 
with originating program name. Program storage requirements are 
given in Table 4. As an aid to making conversions to other corn- 
puters, Table 5 sets forth VMASS references to UNIVAC Fortran 
special features. 
VMASS cOlvlbIOi\i Page 2 
V ~ , A S S * H F ~ K  .COMMOIJ 
1 UTYPE FROC 
2 C  
3 C  VMASS SYMBOL CONVENTIONS 
Y c A - t i ,  0 - 2  DOUBLE PRECISION 
5 C L  LOGICAL 
6 C I - K t M - N  INTEGER 
7  C  
8 IF lPL IC IT  LOGICAL (L)  
9 I M P L I C I T  DOUbLk PRECISION (A-yv 0 -7)  
1 0  EiJU 
11 OVAK f'HI)C 
1 2  C  
1 3  C  TI-IESE FORMALLY NAbaED VARIABLES ARE MAINTAINEb ANU UPUATED T H R O t l G H -  
1 4  C bUT THE VIKTUAL MASS PROGRAM. THEY AkE AVAILABLE TO BOT%{ PRINT NOW 
1 5  C Ai4D PRINT LATER 0PTIO:jS (I. E,v THEY ARE COPIEC ON THE ROLL-BACK 
1 6  C AND PRINT LATEH F I L E S  AS A P P H ~ J H I A T E  FOR (LATER, PROlCESSING 
- 
C 
COMMON / CVAR / KVAR(1160) 
C 
CIMENSION VAR(3UO)r IvAR(GOO), VAC(O50) 
EQUIVALEIICE (kVARv VARP I V A R ) ,  ( ~ V A R ( 6 0 1 ) p  VAC) 
EI4U 
EVAHI:  PKOC 
C 
CIIMEIISION I S h ( 5 0 )  v ~ ~ ( 1 0 0 )  v JkPTS(2 rP2 )  
LQUIVALENCE (KVAF<(701)*  1SW)r ( K V ~ H ( 7 5 1 ) v  J K ) ,  (KVARaeS l I r  JMPBS) 
L 
E~QUIVALEPICE ( I S W ( O l ) r  IEVM I t  
1 ( I S h ( 0 3 ) ~  1EVCIJR)v ( I S W ( 0 4 ) t  IEVFLGI r  
2 ( I S h ( 0 6 ) v  IEVSTP) ,  ( I S k J ( O 7 ) ,  IEVSTK),  
3 ( I S b ( 0 9 ) r  1hCkTR) t  ( I S W ( l n ) t  IPLATM),  
4 ( I S k ( l 2 ) r  1PLOTM)r ( I S W ( 1 3 ) p  IPNOWM), 
5 (ISh(15)v ITRAT ) P  ( I S W ( l 6 ) f  JKN ) P  
6 ( I S h ( 1 8 ) r  JKPTSNIr  ( I S W ( ~ Q ) ?  MVAH ) r  
7  ( I S W ( 2 2 ) v  NMAX ) v  
8 ( I S h ( 2 4 ) r  IKT IME)  
LdUIVALEhCt  ( I S k ( 3 n ) ~  KMERC 1 ,  
1 ( I S k i ( 3 2 ) r  KEAHTH), ( I S W ( 3 3 ) 9  KMAKS I t  
2 ( 1 5 h ( 3 5 ) v  KSAT 1 ( I S W ( 3 h ) r  KURAN I t  
3 ( I S b ( 3 8 ) v  KPLUTO), ( I S W ( 3 9 ) t  KSUN ) v  
4  ( I S W ( 4 1 ) t  KEMB t ( I S W ( + ? ) ?  IDTRAJ), 
5 ( I S h ( 4 7 ) t  IEVHlJN) 




LIMENSIOtj  LSW(S0) 
LQUIVALEhCE (KVAH(901 )v  LSW) 
C 
t Q U  I L ALENCL ( L S W ( U l ) ,  LOGOUT), 
1 ( L S h ( 0 3 ) v  LXECEVIr (LSW(U4)v LSTCDKIt  
2  (LSW(G6)r  LPRPHC), ( LSW(07 ) r  LPRFACIt  
3 ( L S k i ( 0 9 ) r  LPRVAR)? (LSW(10)p  LPPEKP), 
4 ( L S b ( l 2 ) r  LPRLAT), (LSW(13)v  LPPTEM), 
5 ( LSW(15 ) r  LPRCOM), (LSW(16)v  LRESKP), 
b ( L S b i ( 1 8 ) r  L INTDN),  (LSW(19)v  L I N I T  1 
BEVN B c  
I E V S E E )  e 
MVENCBS) r 








b IMENSIOh I O U ( 2 5 )  
kQUIVALENCE ( K V A h ( 9 5 l ) r  IOU)  
C 
C IOCDH ON-LINE CARD READER 
C TOPRT Old-LIIuE PRINTER 
C  IOPCH ON-LIhE CARD PUNCH 
C 1 OPRL PRINT LATER 
C IOROL UNIT  COhTAINlNG EVE~JTS STATES FOR "ROLL-UACKVVUUFSPOSES 
C  TOEPH EPHEMLRIS DATA F I L E  
C IOMES EKRUH AND PROGRAM CO~ITHOL F L O ~  MESSAGES 
C 1OL;CH SCPATCH F I L E  - A V A I L ~ B L E  FOR ANY LOCAL USlC 
L 
tQUIbALENCE ( I O U ( 1 ) t  IOCDR)P ( I O U ( 2 ) o  G O P R V ) ,  
1 ( I O U ( 3 1 ,  1OPCH)r ( I O U ( 4 ) p  1OEPh)r  ( I Q U ( 5 1 ,  IOMESI, 




tQUIVALENCE ( V A R ( l ) r  TEPEJD), ( V A ~ ( Z ) P  T E F E J S ) ,  
1 (VAR(31 ,  TEPOJCIr ( V A R ( 4 ) r  TEPOJS), 
2 ( V A k ( 6 1 ~  TTRB 1 ,  ( V A R ( 7 ) v  TTRE 1 9  
3 ( V A h ( 9 1 ,  TEVI  1 ,  ( V A R ( 1 0 ) r  TRCI  1 ,  ( V ~ R ( 1 1 1 ,  T T R I  I t  
4 ( b A k ( l 2 ) r  CT2 I t  
5 ( v A H ( l . 5 ) ~  D T A I  1  ( V A H ( ~ & ) P  &?TAIDN)r ( v ~ R ( 3 . 7 ) ~  P i A B k l a 4 ) ~  
6 ( V A h ( l 8 )  v DTAIL'P) P 
7 ( V A R ( 2 1 )  v EKCALM) Q 
8 ( V A R ( 2 4 ) r  GVMB I Q  ( V A K ( 2 5 ) p  FVME 
9 (VAK ( 2 7 )  P HRCAVM) 
EQUIVALENCE 
1 
2 ( V ~ f i ( 3 5 ) r  QVMH ) ( V A R ( 5 h ) t  QVME ) P  
3 ( b A R ( 3 8 ) ~  RKCAVM), (VAR(Si3)p P,RCRVM)r (VAR("CO)P B7SGkVP\Ii), 
4 ( L A K ( 4 l ) r  R S C D V M ) ,  
5 ( V A H ( 4 4 ) e  RTOPCM), 
b ( V A K ( 4 7 ) r  RTOPPF), 
7 ( VAk ( 5 0  r RUTOAU 1 t 
8 ( V A h ( 5 3 ) v  TT0 ) p  (VAR(S4)v  TUT0DA)t  
9 ( V A R ( 5 6 ) r  VUTOAD) 
LQUIVALEhCE ( T E P I ?  T T n I ) ,  (TEpE?  T T R E I t  (TEPB, TTRBI P 
1 (HTOP RTOPRF) 
ENL, 





4 ( b A K ( 9 2 ) r  EKCBVM), ( V A R ( 9 5 ) p  t.1HCBVM), 
5 ( V A K ( 1 0 1 ) r  HRCIVM), 
6 ( V A k ( 1 1 0 ) ~  RRCDVM), ( V ~ ~ ( 1 1 3 ) r  VPCBVMIv ( V A R ( 1 1 6 ) e  HRCEVVlr 
7 ( V A H ( 1 1 9 ) v  LRCEVM), ( V ~ H ( 1 2 2 ) r  RSCBIN),  ( V ~ R ( 1 2 5 ) v  VSCRIY), 
8 ( L A R ( 1 2 d ) r  HSCEIN),  ( V ~ R ( 1 3 l ) v  VSCEIN),  
9 ( V A H ( 1 3 7 ) r  HSCDDK), ( V A H ( l 4 O ) r  VSCDDK) 
t QU I VALENCE ( V A K ( ~ L + ~ ) ,  RSCBVM), ( V ~ H ( 1 4 9 1 1  VSGRVYDv 
1 ( V A k ( 1 5 2 ) ~  HSCFVM), ( V A R ( 1 5 5 ) t  VSCEVM), ( V ~ R ( 1 5 8 1  P R V M S I ' I D t  
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2 ( V A f ? ( 1 6 1 ) ~  VVMBIN), ( ~ A R ( l f , 4 ) ,  RVMEINI t  ( V ~ R ( 1 6 7 1 8  V V M E B ~ )  
C 
DIMENSION RSCBIN(3 ) ,  R S C E I N ( ~ ) ,  H V M B I N ( 3 ) r  V S C B I N ( J ) ~  VSCEINC3)r 
1 VVIvlbIN(3)r  V V M E I N ( ~ ) P  PVME1N(3)r  
2 RSCBVM(3)t  vSCBVM(3) r RSCEVM(3)p V S C E V M ( ~ I B  HRGRVM(31, 
3 VRCBVM(3)t %RCIVM(3) ,  HPCBVM(3)r EHcBVM(31t MRCEVv(J)r 




C THESE LARELS GIVE THE INSTANT~NEOIJS EPHEMERIS OF THOSE 
C bODIES HAVING S IGNIF ICANT EFFECT ON THE SPACECRAFT 
C 
COMkOl\l / CEPh / EPH(21 t  20) 
C 
kQUIVALENCE ( E P H ( 0 l r l ) ~  RO0EIN)v ( E P H ( O Q P I ) P  VOOEINIa 
1 ( E P H ( 0 7 v l ) r  RSCEOO), ( E P H ( 1 0 ~ 1 ) v  VSCE0O)v ( E P H ( l 3 ~ 1 1 p  RSCAOOIt 
2 ( E P H ( 1 4 t l ) r  RSCDOO)P ( E P H ( 1 5 r l ) r  GO0 ) p  ( E P H ( I ~ P ~ I P  GOOR I t  
3 ( E P h ( l 7 v l ) r  DAVEO0)r ( E P H ( 1 8 t l ) ~  CIOBEOO)P ( E P H ( 1 9 s l ) r  DLNEOQIP 
4 ( E P b i ( 2 0 v l ) r  SPLEOO)P ( E P H ( 2 1 , l ) t  ROOD 1 0  
5 ( E P H ( 1 7 r l ) r  RMNEOO) 
LIMENSION R O O E I N ( 3 ) t  VOOE1N(3), RSCEOO(3)p VSCEOO(3)t 
1 R s C A 0 0 ( 1 ) ~  R S C 0 0 0 ( 1 ) ~  GOO(1) t ROOD(1) , DANEOB(l1r  
2 0 0 B E 0 0 ( 1 ) ~  ULNEOO(1)t  5 P L E 0 0 ( 1 ) ,  G O O R ( ~ ) P  
3 HMl\lEO0(3) 
C 
C EPHEMERIS LAYOUT 
C 
C EACH GRAVITATING POINT I (SEE HEADE: I = 1, . c o p  11 FOR SOLAR SYS) 
ROOEIlJ 







INERTIAL  POSIT ION 
INERTIAL  VELOCITY 
SPACE CRAFT POSITION RELATIVE TO I 
SPACE CRAFT VELOCITY RELATIVE TO 1 
PREVIOUS DISTANCE BETWEEN SPACE CRAFT AND I 
CURRENT DISTANCE BETWEEN SPACE CRAFT  AND 1 
GRAVITATIOI\IAL CONSTANT TIMES MASS OF I 
MASS RATIO OF I TO ALL THE PLANETS 
EACH PLANET 
L P H ( 1 7 v I )  DANtOO RIr,HT ASCE~!SION 
t P H ( 1 8 r I )  DOBEOO OBLIQUITY 
E P H ( 1 9 , I )  DLNEOO LOplGITUDE OF hODE AT REFEKENCt T IME 
t P H  (20 P I) SPLEOO AI\J(;ULAR RUTATION Ft ATE (SIDEREAL1 
t P H ( 2 1 v I )  ROO0 R A j I U S  OF (ASSCJMEU SPHERICAL) I 
EACh MASS POINT FKOM PLANET MASS POINT REPRESENTATION 
t P H ( 1 7 , I )  RMNEOO P L ~ N E T O G R A ~ H I C  POSITION 
JKLOC(1)  = 1 + JKSPEC * (I - 1 )  
NUTL: L I S T  JK OF JKN ENTRIES GJvEN SUBSCRIPTS I OF GRAVITATING 










COMMON / CMOh / MONTH(12) 
LATA MONTH / ~ J A N ~ ~ ~ F ~ B B O ~ M A R ~ O ~ A P R Q ~ ~ M A Y ~ O ~ J U F . ~ O O ~ * ~  
1 ~ J U L ~ ~ ~ A ~ G ~ ~ ~ S E P ~ ~ ~ O C T D ~ O N O V O ~ ~ D E C ~ ~ ~ '  
THESE I'dUMEtIICAL FACTOqS AND CONSTANTS ARE FOR SPACE SAVIIJGS AND 
FOR ASSURING MAXIMUM pRECISIOt\t I h  DOUBLE PRECISION REPRESENTATEONS 
COIV1MOI\I / CFAC / FAC ( 5 3 )  
C 
LGUI VALEllCE ( F A C ( 1 ) t  F O ) r  ( F A C ( 2 ) t  F9TNTH)t  
1 ( F A C ( 3 ) r  F l ) ,  ( F A C ( 4 )  ' F 2 )  t ( F A C ( 5 )  P F 3 )  P 
2 ( F A C ( 6 ) t  F 4 ) r  ( F A C ( 7 ) f  F 5 ) t  ( F A C ( 8 )  r F 6 )  t 
3 ( F A C ( 9 ) t  F 7 ) v  ( F A C ( 1 0 ) t  F B I ,  ( F A C ( l 1 )  P F 9 )  P 
4 ( F A C ( 1 2 )  * I -10)  P ( F ~ C ( 1 3 ) r  F 1 l ) r  (FAC(14)v  F 1 2 ) r  
5 (FAC(15)  F 1 3 )  v ( F A C ( 1 6 )  1 F 1 4 )  v ( F A C ( 1 7 ) r  F 1 5 ) ~  
b ( F ~ C ( l 8 ) t  F 2 4  1 ( F A C ( 1 9 ) r  F 6 0  ) r  ( F A C ( 2 0 ) t  F1440  ) r  
7 ( l - A C ( 2 1 ) ~  F3600  1, (FAC(22)p  F R 6 4 0 0 ) t  ( F ~ C ( 2 3 ) r  F I N I T Y I P  
b ( F A C ( 2 4 ) t  FPT15 ) r  ( F A C ( 2 5 ) r  FPT4 t ( F A C ( 2 6 ) t  F l P T S  P t  
9 ( F A C ( 2 7 ) v  F2PT5 ) P  ( F A C ( 2 p ) p  F20  r ( F ~ c ( 2 9 ) ~  F30  1 
LQUIVALLNCE ( F A C ( 3 n ) r  9T00  1 ( f ' A C ( 3 1 ) ~  DTOR l o  
1 ( F A C ( 5 2 ) v  F432UO)e ( F A C ( 5 3 ) t  AUTGKM), ( F A c ( 3 4 ) ~  PET0KM)a 
2 ( F A C ( 3 5 ) '  FPTS r (FAC(36)p  FOOl t ( F A C ( 3 7 ) p  F 0 0 0 0 1 ) ~  
3 ( F A C ( 3 8 ) p  F l P T l  1, ( F A C ( S 9 ) r  FTTO ) ( F A C ( 4 0 ) r  FRTO ) a  
4 ( F A C ( 4 1 ) t  F 1 N T L S ) t  ( F A C ( 4 p ) v  FTTOKM) 





C TAbLE OF "ACTIVE" EVENTS --- SEE EVNACC FOR LAYOUT 
C 
LIMEIJSION I E V ( 8 v 2 0 ) r  ~ V N ( 4 t 2 0 )  




C THESE PHYSICAL CONSTANTS DO NOT CHANGE DURING THE COMPUTER RUN 
L 
COMMOIJ / CPHC / PHC(50)  
C 
LQUIVALENCE ( P H C ( O 1 ) v G S  ) t  ( P H C ( ~ ~ ) P G M S U N ) ~  
1 (P t iC (03 )  e PIMASS) 






C KEAD JPL EPHEMERIS AT THE JULIAN EPHEMERIS DATE 
C GIVEN BY (JED+TSEC/86i+O0.00) 
L 
C**  ITEMS COMMUNICATED THROUGH THE CALLING SEQUENCE ** 
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JED KEFERtNCF JULIAN EPHEMERIS DATE, 
TSEC SECONDS OF EPHEMERIS T IME PAST JED. 
ANY COMBINATION O F  VALUES OF JED AND TSEC 
I S  ACCEPTABLE AS LONG AS (JED+TSEC/8640O,DO) 
I S  WITHIN THE RANGE CF THE EPHEMERIS TAPE 
BEING USED, ~IOWEVER TO OBTAIN THE 
FINEST PGSSIILE RESOLUTION I N  INTERPOLATION 
THE NUMBER JED MUST BE AN EXACT MACHINE 
NUMBEH. FOR EXAMPLE JEU COULD BE A DATE ENDING 
WITH .O OR .S . 
lCl iR ERROR FLAG 
O=NO ERROR 
l=(JEO+TSEC/86400.D0) LESS THAN FIRST DATE 
ON TAPE 
2=(JEil+TSEC/8640O,DO) GREATER THAN LAST DATE 
ON TAPE 
3=SOME IREQ( I I S  NOT O t l r  OR 2 
4=ICENT I S  NOT I N  THE RANGE 1 THRU 11 
5=ICW I S  NOT l r 2 ,  OR 3 
L 
C** THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE INPUT TktROUGH COMMON ** 
C * COMMON bLOCK CETBLl * 
C A U A.U. EXP;;iESSED I~J &=SIRED OUTPUT UNITS 
C RE EQUATORIAL RADIUS OF EARTH I N  DESIRED OUTPUT U N I T S  
C RE I S  USED TO SCnLk THE LUNAR EPHEMERIS 
C TPD DESIRED NUMREp OF TIME UNITS PER DAY 
C EMfIAT EAR TI^ MOON MASS RATIc,  SUGGESTED VALUE=81e3D0 
C 
SUGG.LSTED VALUES FOR AU AND H E  DEPEND UPON 
PESIHEG OUTPUT UNITS AS FOLLOWS*. 
FOR OUTPUT I N  tAHTH R A D I I  AU=23454.794001225117DO~ Rk =1IDO 
FOR OUTPUT I N  KILOMETERS ~U=149598640 .D01  RE =6378.16900 
FOR OUTPUT I N  A.U. Aj=l .DOt RE =4.2635207111508500D-5 
SET TPL=R6400.UO FOR VELOCITY IN LINEAR UNITS PER SECOND, 
SETTPO= ~ ~ U O F O R V E L O C I T Y I N L I N E A R U N I T S P E H D A Y .  
CCMMON BLOCK CETHL2 * 
ICW FLAG INDICATING STATtjS OF COMMON BLOCKS REC2 AND GETBL-3 
1 .MEANS IlEITflER BLOCKS CONTAIN VALID GATA 
2 MEANS BOTH BLOCKS cOI~TAIN VALID DATA 
3 MEAkS REC2 I S  VALID, CETBL3 I S  NOT 
USER MUST SET ICW=I ~ E F O R E  INITIAL CALL 
ICENTH SPECIFIES CEtqTRAL BODY FOR COORDINATE 
TRANSLATION AS FOLLOWS*. 
1 MERC 5 JUP 9 PLUTO 
2 VENUS 6 SAT 112 SUN 
3 EAkTH 7 URANUS 11 MOON 
4 MARS 8 NEP 
I R E Q O  I R E Q ( J )  SPECIFIES OUTPUT DESIRED FOR 
BODY NO. J. 
IKEQ(J )=O NO OUTPUT 
1 POI;ITION 
2 POc,ITION AND VELOCITY 
J RUNS FROM 1 TO 11 AS FOLLOWS., 
1 MERC 5 JUP 9 PLUTO 
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C 2 VENUS 6 SAT 10 SlJN READ0670 
C 3 EARTH 7 URANUS 11 MOON READ0680 
C 4 MARS H NEP 1 2  ERTH-MN-BAHYCENTER READ0690 
C 1 3  NUTATION READ0700 
C * CGMMON BLOCK CETBL3 * READ0710 
C TAB3 8 2 9  DOUBLE PREC. WORD BUFFER TO ACCOMODATE J.D. AND E P H E M E R I S ~ R E A D O ~ ~ ~  
C rJUTAT 204  SINGLE PHEC. ,@RD BUFFER TO ACCOMODATE NUTATION DATA, READ0730 
C CKSUlvl 1 S.P. WORD FOR C:~ECKSUM. READ0740 
c** TH& FOLLOWING I T t M S  ARE OUTPUT THROUGH COMMON ** READ0754 
c * CGMMON BLOCK CETBL4 * READ0760 
C TABOUT( P PLANETARY AND L U ~ ~ A R  OUTPUTv SCALED AND READ0770 
C TRANSLATED WITH RESpECT TO CENTER. READ0780 
C TABOUT (IvJ) CONTAINS OUTPUT FOR REAP0790 
C BODY NO. J e  ( 1  . L E *  J .LEI 1 2 )  READ0800 
C THE INDEX I IDENTIFIES COMPONENTS AS FOLLOWS., REAQOBIO 
C l = X  2=Y 3=2 READ0820 
C 4=XDOT 5=YDOT 6=ZDOT READ0830 
C hUT( ) NUTATION OUTPUT REAP0840 
C NUT ( 1 ) =DELTA LOIJC, ITUDE READ0850 
C NUT(~)=DELTA OBLIQUITY READ0860 
C NUT(S)=TIME DERIVATIVE OF NUT(1)  READ0870 
C NUT(Y)=TxME DERIVATIVE OF NUT(2)  READORRO 
C * COMMON OLOCK CETBLS * READ0890 
C b l \ / E C T (  , WORKING ARRAY. CONTEFITS ARE INTERPOLATED READ0900 
C AhD SCALED BUT 1l0T TRANSLATED. 1ST INDEX RUNS REAP091 0 
C OVER X,Y,ZVXDOTV~DOTVZDOT AS I N  TABOUT REWP0920 
C BUT 2ND INDEX I S  DIFFERENT AS FOLLOWSer READ0930 
C BODIES 1 THHu 9 ARE HELIocEFJTRIC. READ0940 
C 1 MERC 5 JUP 9 PLUTO READ0950 
C 2 VENUS 6 SAT 1 0  MOON REL TO EARTH READ0960 
C 3 ERTHMN 7 URANUS 11 ERTHMN REL TO EARTH READ63970 
C 4 MARS 8 NEP 1 2  ERTHMN HEL TO MOON READ0980 
C 1 3  SEE 4092+ READ0990 
C RE401050 
C THE COMMON BLOCK 'CETgL9' I S  FOR COMMUNICATION READlOlO 
C bETWEEN RDEP2 AND G E T R ~ .  READ1020 
COMMON / CETBLl  / I E T B L ~ ( B )  
1 / CETBL2 / 1 E T ~ L 2 ( 1 5 )  
2 / CETBL3 / I E T ~ L 3 ( 1 8 3 b )  
3 / CETBL4 / 1 E T ~ L 4 ( 1 4 8 )  
4 / CETBL5 / I E T ~ L 5 t 1 5 6 )  
5 / CETBL9 / 1 E T ~ L 9 ( 7 1  
INTEGER IREQ(13)  
REAL NUTAT(204) t  N U T ( 4 ) r  CKSUM 
DOUBLE PRECISION AUt jDlr J D I F P  EMRAT? REP TPDV TDAYt 
1 T A B 3 ( 8 2 9 ) *  TAD@UT(6r12) r  B 1 V E C T [ 6 r l 3 )  
EQUIVALENCE L I E T B L ~ ( ~ ) V  AU), ( I E T B L l ( 3 ) v  REBp 
1 ( I E T B L l ( 5 ) t  TPD), ( I E T B L ~ ( ~ ) ,  EMRAT), 
2 ( I E T B L 2 ( l ) r  ICW), ( I E T B L ? ( ~ ) ,  ICENT), ( I E T B L 2 ( 3 ) ,  I R E Q I P  
3 ( I E T B L 3 ( l ) r  TAB3)v ( I E T B L ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ N U T A T ) P  (IETBL3(1863),CKSUM)s 
4 ( IETBL4(1)vTABOUT),  ( I E T B L 4 ( 1 4 5 ) t  NUT), ( I E T B L S ( ~ ) V  B I V E @ T ) P  
5 ( I E T B L 9 ( 1 ) ,  J D l ) ,  ( I E T B L ~ ( ~ ) ,  TDAY), (XETBL9(5)w J D I F ) ,  
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QTLPr FROC 
C 
C THESE TEMPORARY VAHIAqLES ARE FOR CONVENIENCE AND SPACE ECONOMY. 
C THEY ARE NOT NECESSARILY MAII~TAII\ IED FROM ONE sURKOUTBNE 10 ANOTHER 
C 
COMMOI4 / CTEM / TEM(100) 
C 
tQUIVALENCE ( T E M ( 1 ) '  T l ) r  (TEM(2)t T21v 
1. ( T E M ( 3 ) r  TS)v  ( T E Y ( I + ) ?  T 4 l v  (TEM(5)  P 151 I 
2  ( T E M ( 6 ) r  T b ) ,  ( T E M ( 7 ) f  T7)p  (TEM(8)  r 88) e 
3 (TEM(9)v  T 9 ) ?  ( T E M ( ~ o ) ~  1 1 0 ) ~  ( T E M ( I I I P  TIIIv 
4 ( T E K ( 1 2 ) r  S l ) v  ( T E M ( 1 3 ) f  521,  ( T E k ( l 4 ) r  531, 
5 ( T E F ( 1 5 ) r  S 4 ) e  ( T E M ( l 6 ) '  551, (TEM(17)  r 56) r 
6 (TEVt(18)v  57) r (TEM(19)p  S8)r ( T & V ( 2 0 ) r  S91r 
7 ( T E h ( 2 1 ) v  X l ) r  ( T E M ( 2 p ) r  X2)v  ( T E M ( 2 3 ) r  X 3 1 ~  
8 ( T E M ( 2 4 ) r  X4 )v  ( T E M ( 2 5 ) f  X 5 ) r  ( T ~ M ( 2 6 ) r  X ~ ) P  
9  (TElui(27)v X7)v  ( T E M ( ~ R ) ~  X8)v  (TEM(29)  r X 9 )  
kQUlVALENCE (TEM(S0) '  T V 1 ) r  ( T E M ( 3 3 ) r  T V ~ I P  
1 (TEM(36)p  TV3)v  ( T E M ( 3 q ) t  T V 4 ) r  (TEM(42)n  I V 5 ) r  
2 ( T E M ( 4 5 ) r  T V 6 ) r  ( T E M ( 4 p ) r  T V 7 ) r  (TEM(S l1n  TV8)t 
3 ( T E M ( 5 4 ) t  TV9)e ( T E M ( 5 7 ) r  TV10)v  ( T ~ M ( 6 0 ) o  BV11)v 
4  ( T E M ( 6 3 ) r  SV1)v  (TEM(6h)p  SV2)v  (TEM(69)o  S V ~ ) P  
5 (TEP:(72)v SV4)v  (TEM(75)p  S V 5 ) r  ( T E M ( 7 8 ) r  S V 6 ) p  
6 (TEM(R1) r  X b 1 ) t  (TEM(8y )v  XV.21,  (TEM(87)v  XV3ls 
7 (TEIV1(90)v X V 4 ) v  ( T E M ( Y x ) ?  X V 5 ) t  (TEM(961, X V 6 1  
b IMEhSION T V 1 ( 3 ) ,  ~ V 2 ( 3 ) v  T V 3 ( 3 ) ?  T ~ 4 ( 3 ) ,  T V S ( 3 ) r  TV613Ds 
1 T V 7 ( 3 ) ?  T V 8 ( 3 ) v  ~ V 9 ( 3 ) t  T V 1 0 ( 3 ) r  T V 1 1 ( 3 ) t  
2 S V l ( 3 ) v  S V 2 ( 3 ) v  ~ V 3 ( 3 ) v  ~ V 4 ( 3 ) r  S V 5 ( 3 ) v  S W 6 ( 3 1 ~  





Purpose: Compute the vector orbital elements of the reference 
conic section, given the position and velocity vectors relative 
to the virtual mass. 
Calls: CROSS, VALUE 
Called by: STEPIN 
Erros and Diagnostics: None 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: (See Table 2 for definition of symbols): 
HRCBVM = RRCBVM x VRCBVM 
HRCAVM = 1 HRCBVM~ 
ERCBVM = - RRCBVM - HRCBVM x VRCBVM RRCAVM GVMB 
CONIC P 
PER FORM COMPUTATIONS s
VMASS SUBROUTINE CONIC 
VMASS*HFJK.CONIC 
1 C 
2 C PtJHPOSE 
3 C 
4 C COMPUTES THE VECTOR ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF THE REFERENCE CONIC 
5 C SECTIOhr GIVEN THE POSITION ApjD VELOCITY VECTORS RELATIVE TO THE 
6 C VIRTUAL MASS. OUTPUT5 THESE VECTOR ELEMENTS I N  THE VIRTUAL MASS 
7 C CENTERED INERTIALLY ORIENTED COORDINATE FRAME, 
8 C 
9 C LI\IF)UT 
C 
C GVMB PkODUCT OF U:qIVERSAL GRAVITATION CONSTANT AND THE VIRTUAL 
C MASS MAGNITUDE 
C kRCRVM THREE COMPONENTS OF T H ~  PEFERENCE CONIC 
C POSTION RELATIVE TO THE VIRTUAL MASS 
C ~RCBVM REF CONIC VELOCITY RELATIVE TO THE VIRTUAL MASS 
C kRCAVivl REF CONIC DISTANCE FROM THE VIRTUAL MASS (MAGNITUDE 06 
C RRCBVM) 
2 0 C 
2 1 C hRCBVM ANGULAR MOMEyTUM (AREAL RATE) VECTOR OF REFERENCE CONIC 
22 C ORBIT RELATIVE TO THE VIRTUAL MASS 
z 3 c ~ K C A V M  MAGNITUDE OF ANGULAR MOKENTUM VECTOR (HRCBWMD 
24 C CRCBVM ECCENrHICITY VECTOR OF CONIC ORBIT RELATIVE TO THE V MASS 











CALL CROSS (RRCBVM, VRCBVM~ HRCBVP) 
IiRCAVM = VALUE (HRCBVM) 
CALL CROSS (HRCBVM, VRCBVM, T v 1 )  
L O  1 0  I = 1, 3 
10 ERCGVM(1) = -HRCBVpl(I) / KRCAVM - T V i ( I )  / GVMB 





Purpose: Compute the reference conic time of flight from initial 
position vector and incremental vector to desired final position 
on orbit. 
Called by: KEPLER 
Calls: CROSS, DOT 
Errors and Diagnostics: The CONICT result is based on a time 
series calculation. If the series is found to be divergent, a 
subroutine log out is initiated. If found to require an exces- 
sive number of terms, a diagnostic printout is initiated. 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
'Compu'ta't'i'o'n s : 
- 'RRC'IVM x HRC BVM 
'3 - HRCAVM HRCAVM 
T2 = 1 - ERCAVM 2 
T4 = V3 0 (ERCBVM + T3 * RRCBVM) 
T5 = I T ~ I  (T4 GVMB HRCAVM) 2 
T = GVMB T4 3 
6,O 
T 7 , o  = 1 
T 9fO = T2 
TRCIO = V3 0 RRCBVM 
T - - 
- T7,n- l  T 7  ,n-1 t 2 n  7 ,n 
T  - 
9 , n  - T g , n - l  T 2  




NUMBER OF TERMS 
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VtUiASS*RFJ~ COI\IlCT 
1 C 
2 C PURPOSE 
L 
C TH IS  PROGRAM COMPUTES THE REFFRENCE CONIC TIME OF FLIGHT FROM 
C I N I T I A L  POSITION VECTaR AND I~\;cHEMENTAL VECTOR TO DESIgED F INAL  
C POSITION ON ORBIT. TwE REFERFNCE CQKIC ORBIT  I S  SPECIFIED R Y  THE 




C hRCHVM REFLRLNCE CO.jIC ANGULAR MOMkNTUM (AREAL RATE)  
C hRCAVM MAGIvIlUDE OF THE ANGULAR MOVENTUM 
C F-HCBVM REFERENCE COyIC ECCtpiTRICITY VECTOR 
C ERCAVM MAGhIlUDE OF ECCENTRIC~TY 
C t<RCBVM REFLHENCE COhjIC INITIAL POSITION VECTOR 
C kRCIVM REFERENCE COlyIC POSITION VECTOR INCREMEIvT 
C IkMAX MAXIMUM NUMBER OF T E ~ M S  I N  SERIES EXPANSION FOR E V A &  T I M E  
C GVMB PRODUCT OF U~JIVERSAL GRAVITATION CONST AND V I R T  YASS M A G  




C TRC I REFERLNCE C0h;IC IPICHEMENTAL TIME 
C 
SUBROUT I N E  CON1 CT 
C 
INCLUDE QTYPE 









L O  1 I = l r  3 
T V l ( 1 )  = KHCIVM(1)  / HRCAVM 
1 TVL( I) = HRCBVPI( I )  / HRCAVpfl 
CALL CROSS (TV1, TV2, TV3) 
TRCI = DOT ( T V 3 t  RRCuvM) 
C 
T2 = F 1  - ERCAVM ** 2 
13 = GVKB * T2 / HRCkVM ** 2 
LO 29 I = 1, 3 
2 0 T L S ( 1 )  = LRCCVV( I) + RRCBVw( I )  * T3 
T 4  = DOT (TV5r  TV3) 
T5  = ABS ( T 2 )  * (GVMi3 * T4 / pRCAVM) ** 2 
C 
C CHECK FOR DIVEHGEKT TIME SERIFS 
L 
1F ( T 5  eLEe F 1 )  60 TO 5 
WRITE (ICMES, 2) 
2 FORMAT ( ' C O N I C T  ** TIME SERIES DIVERGEl\T ** A R G  .GTe 1'1 
LOGOUT = .TRUE. 
1-7tTURl~ 
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5 T 6  = GVRB * T4 ** 3 
T 7  = F1  
7 9  = TS 
bO 20 h = 1, NMAX 
T 7  = T7  - T7  / ( N  + h )  
18 = 16 * T7  / ( N  + s + 1) 
I F  (AbS ( T 8 )  OLE. TTo )  RETURN 
I F  (AtiS ( T B )  .LEO FIPITES * T R C I )  RETURN 
T 9  = 7'9 * T 2  
TRCI = T R C I  + SIGN T 9 )  
20 T6 = T 6  * T 5  
68 G 
69 C TIME SERIES REQUIRES >!ORE THAbl NNAX TERMS FOR CONVERGENCE 
73 C 
78 h K I T t  (IOMESt 30) NMAx 
72 3 0  FORMAT ( v  C O N I C T  *** TIME SERIES TERMS E X C E E D 1 N G ' r  16) 
73 RETURN 
79 EiNU 
: CROSS (a ,  b,  c )  
: C a l c u l a t e  v e c t o r  c r o s s  product .  
: CONIC,  CONICT, KEPLER 
Calls: None 
Errors and Dia-gnostics: None 
- 
Language: F o r t r a n  sub rou t ine  
Computations: 
PER FORM COMPUTATIONS 
VMAbS SUBROOTINE CROSS Page 16 
3 C 




SUBROUTINE CROSS ( A t  n *  C )  
I L 
8 INCLUDE QTYPE 
9 EIMENSION A ( 3 ) v  B ( 3 ) v  C(3) 
12 J = 1 + MOD ( I  P 3, 
13 K = 1 + MOD ( I  + 1, 31 






: Read input data deck via Fortran Name List 
Calls: None 
SETUP 
: Log out initiation from the data deck 
: Fortran subroutine 
Com~utations: None 
WITH NAME LIST DATADK 
RETURN A
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hAME L I S T  / OATADK / EPHV FAC, IOUI 1SNt LSwv PHCt VAG,  V A R P  
1 DTAI,  DTAIDNQ DTnIMN, DT~IUP, IOTRAJe IEVREP, IEVRUNB IEVSTP, 
2 IEVSTH? IPLATM, IPLOTM~ IPNOWM, LFRLAT, L P R ~ O W ,  LSTDDKD 
3 RTOPHFe TEPOJD, TEpOJS, ITEPOG, AUI RE, TPD, EMRAT, ZCENTRP 
4 I o ~ F t l  t IOMES Q IOpRL P IO@L LOGOUTt L I N I T  ? 
5 RSCDDKv VSCUDKv LPRNOWV J K  ? JKN P RSCEIN, VSCEINo 
6 IOPCH v IOPKT v IOSCR p 
kEAD (IOCDH? DATADK) 
I F  (LOGOUT) NRITE (IO:b~ESt 10) 
FORMAT ("GDKAD *** pATA DECK LOG OUT') 
FETUKN 
tLNO 
BELLCOMM, I N C .  
Proqram: x = DEVAR (m, n) 
Purpose: Obtain difference between two variables for which a x e  
given subscripts relative to some common symbol. 
Called by: EVNACC, EVNDT, INDEX 
Calls: None 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
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VMASS*HFJK.UEVAR 
1 C 
2 C PURPOSE 
C 
C OBTAIN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO DOUBLE PRECISION VAR LOCADIONS 
C FOR WHICH SINGLE PRECISION INDICES HAVE BEEN COMPUTED 
C 




C X = DEVAR (Mt N)  
C 
C RATHER THAN 
C 
C X = VAR(M) - VAR(N) 
L 
C kHICH AT OBJECT CODE LEVEL BECOMES 
C 





EQUIVALENCE ( T I ,  I T l ) ,  ( T 3 t  1 ~ 2 )  
OIMENSION I T l ( 2 1 r  I T 2 ( 2 )  
I T l ( 1 )  = KVARCM) 
I T l ( 2 )  = KVAR(M+l)  
I T 2 ( 1 )  = KVAR(N1 
I T 2 ( 2 )  = KVAR(N+1) 




Program: x = DOT ( y ,  z )  
Purpose: Calculate vector dot product 
Called by: CONICT, KEPLER, PREPAR, STEPIN, VMXACT 
Calls: None 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
Language: Fortran function 
Computations: 
I PERFORM COMPUTATIONS I 
VMASS 5UBROUTiNL DOT 
C 
C CALCULATE DOT PROCUCT OF TWO 3 COMPONENT VECTORS 
5 C 
6 FUNCTION DOT (A@ €3) 
7 C 
8 lNCLUDt QTYPE 
9 DIMENSION A(3)e H(3) 





Program: DTJTOG (Jdr Jtr G) 
DTGTOS (Gr Jdt Jt) 
Purpose: Convert date-time group from Julian to Gregorian form 
and vice versa. 
Called by: PRTIME 
Calls: None 
Errors and ~iagnostics: None 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: (See for reference Fliegel and Van Flanders, 
Communications of the ACM, October 1968) 
where 
and 
BELLCOMM, INC. - 24 - 
On the reverse calculation for Gregorian to Julian 
Jd = .5 + k - 32075 
+ 1561 (i + 4800 + (j - 14) / 12) / 4 
+ 367 (j - 2 - (j - 14) / 12) / 12 
- 4 ((i + 4900 + (j - 14) / 12) / 100) / 4 
Jt = 3600 G4 + 60 G5 + G6 
where 
i = G1 
j = G2 
k = G3 
COMP~TE GREGORlAN DATE-TIME 
RETURN A
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Vp,ASS*HFdh e DTJ  TOG 
1 C LTJTOG R JESSUP - RcLLCOMM - 21 JAN 69 
2 C 
3 C PUkPOSE 
4 C 
5 C COiJVERT DATE - TIbIE Ff iOM JULIAN TO GREGORY (UTJTOGW OR 
6 C L I C E  VEHSA (DTtiTOJ) 
7 C 
8 C ItEFEREhCE 
9 C 
1 0  C FL IEGEL AND V ~ 1 . r  FLANDERS COMM~INICATIONS ACM OCTObER bS 
11 C 
12 C CALLING SEQUEI~CL 
1 3  C 
1 4  SUBROUTINE D T J ~ O G  (DJ, TJp 13) 
15 C 
1 6  c I iJPLTS 
17 C 
18 C L J  JULIAlv OATE 
19 C T J  TIME 114 SECO~.IDS PAST JULIAN DATE 
2 0  C 
21 C bUTPUT 
2 2 C 
2 3 C 1 G GKEGOKIAN DAY, MONTH, YEAR, HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND 
2 4  C ( 2 4  HOUR CLOCK)  
2 5  C 
2 6 1 hCLUDE QT YPE 
27 INCLUUE OFAC 
2 8 INCLUOE QTEM 
2 9 C 
3 0 INTEGER I G ( 6 )  
b 1  I F I X  (FPTS + D J  + T J  / F 8 6 4 0 0 )  
T 1  = TJ + F86Y00  * (UJ - D l )  
COP-IPUTL GREGORY DATE 
Page 26 
L 
C COMPUTkD JULIAN DATE GIVEN AS uJ.5 + BJ 
C 
I = IGI(1) 
J = IGl(2) 
k = IGl(3) 
bJ1 = 0.5 + FLOAT (K - 32075 
1 + 1461 * ( I  + 4800 + (J  - 14) / 121 / 4 
2 + 367 * (J - 2 - (J - 14)/ 12 * 121 / 12 
3 - 3 * ( ( I  + 4900 + ( J  - 14) / 12) / 100) / 41 
TJ1 = IGl(4) * F3600 + IGl(5) * F6O + IGl(6) 
KETURN 
fll\JU 
Program: EPHEM (element EPHEM) 
Purpose: Determine positions and velocities of gravitating bodies 
Called bv: STEPIN 
Errors and Diagnostics: Error returns from the subroutine 
READE are indicated. A log out is initiated. 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: READE is called to obtain sun-centered planetary 
state vectors. The following type transformation is then made 
to obtain inertial coordinates. 
where 
TABOUTi = position vector, jth planet relative to sun 
, j 
TABOUTi+3 = velocity vector, jth planet rela.tive to 
sun 
and Vi is sun vector relative to the inertial frame of reference 
and is given by 
where 
GOO$ = ratio of mass of planet j to sum of malsses  of 
solar system. 
k = JKLOC (j) 
EPHEM P 
GETSUNCENTEREDVECTORS 
I PERFORM CALCULATlONS I 
ALL PLANETS SINGLE 
MASS POINTS 
RESOLVE MASS DISTRIBUTIONS 
INTO INERTIAL COORDINATES I 
PLANET I--------- 1 
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iMASS*RF~ik  e EPiiEh 
1 C EPtdEM R J tSbUP - BELLCOMM - 09 JAh 69 
2 C 
3 C PLIRkOSE 
4 C 
5 C ~ E T E H M I N E S  FROM JPL EPHEMERIS FILES THE PO ITIONS AND VELOClfHES 
6 C CJF TtiE GRAVITATIhG BODIES 
7 C 
8 C II\IPClTS 
9 C 
1 0  C TTHE ELAPSLD TRAJECTORY TIME FROM F IRST EVENT 
11 C TEPOJD JUL IAN EPH UATE AT FIRST EVENT 
12 C TEPOJS J U L I A k  EPH TIME AT FIRST EVENT 
13 C TEPEJD CURRENT J U L I A N  EPHEMFR~S DATE (DAYS) 
1 4  C 7EPEJS CURRENT J U L I A N  EPHEMERIS TIFIE (SECONDS) 
1 5  C TUTODA MULTIPLIER FOR CONVERTING TRAJECTORY TIME 80 DAYS 
16 C 
1 7  C OUTPUTS 
1 8  C 
1 9  C J K L I S T  OF CURRENT GRAVITATING MASS POINTS 
20  C JKlJ NUMBER OF ENTRIES I N  JK 
2 1 C KJKEIN CURRENT INERTIAL  PO5 VECTOR OF MASS PT JK 
22 C LJKEIN CURREivT INERTIAL  VEL VECTOR OF MASS PT 4 K  
23 C GJKR RATIO OF MASS OF GRAV PT JK TO MASS OF ALL THE GRAV PTS 
24 C 
2 5 C 
26 SUbROUTINE EPHEM 
2 7 C 
2 8 INCLUDE QTYPE 
2 9 INCLUDE QVAR 
3 0 INCLUUL QPHC 
3 1 INCLUDL QTEM 
32 lNCLUDE QEPH 
3 3 INCLUDE QFAC 
3 4 lNCLUDE QREADE 
35 lNCLUDE EVARIO 
3 6 INCLUDE EVARS 
3 7 INCLUDE EVAR 1 
30 C 
39 DIMENSION 1EPER1(2) ,  IEPEH2(!b,5) 
4 0 CATA LEPER1 / VKEADE *** V 
1 IEPEH2 / 'DATE TOO EARLY FOR EPH ' r 
2 'DATE TOO LATE FOR EPH ' t 
3 "IMPROPER OUTPUT REQUEST" 
4 ' I N V A L I D  CENTRAL RODY ' P 
5 'ICW OUT g F  RANGE ' /  
I N I T I A L I Z E  
T 1 = TTRE * TUTODA 
I = T I  
VkASS sUBROUTI~V~~ EPHEW Page 30 
TEPEJS = TEPOJS + ( T 1  - T2)  * F66400 
1 = TEPEJS / F86400 
T3 = I 
TEPEJS = TEPEJS - F86400 * T3  
TEPEJD = TEPEJU + T3  
C A L L  READE (TEPEJD, TEPEJS~ I )  
IF (I .EQe 0 )  GO TO 1 0 4  
kR ITE  (IOPHT, 8 2 )  IEPER j r  ( I E P E R 2 ( J ? I ) r  J = l e  4) 
WHITE (IOMES, 8 2 )  IEPER1, ( I E P E R ~ ( J ~ I ) ~  J = 41 
FORMAT ( 12A6 1 
WRITE (IOMES? 1 0 2 )  
FORMAT ( V E A U E  CALLED BY EPHEM*) 
LOGOUT = oTKUEe 
RETURN 
CONVERT TO INERTIAL COORDINATES (CENTER AT SOLAR @WRY-CENTER) 
LO 110 I = 1, 3 
T V l ( 1 )  = FO 
T V 2 ( I )  = FO 
LO 130  J = l r  1 2  
I F  ( IREW(J1 eNEo 2) GO TO 130  
K = JKLOC ( 4 )  
DO 120 I = l r  3 
T V l ( 1 )  = T V l ( I 1  + GOOR(K) * TABOUT(1,J) 
T V 2 ( I )  = T V 2 ( I )  + GOOR(K) * T A B O U T ( I + ~ ~ J )  
CONTIhUE 
DO 150  J = 1, 1 2  
I F  ( I R E Q ( J )  .NE. 2) GO TO 150 
k = J K L O C  (J) 
GO 140 I = 1, 3 
ROOEIN(I+K-1) = TAROUT( IPJ )  - T V l ( I )  
VOOEIN(I+K-1) = T A B o u T ( I + ~ ~ J )  - T V 2 ( I l  
CONT I NUE 
kESOLVE PLANETS INTO INERTIALLY BASED COMPONENTS PER L I S T  JKPTS 
I F  (JKPTSN .NE, 0 )  CALL PLANET 
HETURN 
LND 
Program: EPHEM (element EPH2CO) 
Purpose: Determine p o s i t i o n  and v e l o c i t y  of t w o  g r a v i t a t i n g  
bodies i n  c i r c u l a r  o r b i t  about each o the r .  
Called by: STEPIN 
C a l l s :  SIN, COS 
Errors  and Diagnostics:  None 
Lanauaae: For t ran  subrout ine 
ROIEINx  = - GO2 COS (TTRF: - TEE) 
R O l E I N  = - GO2 s i n  (TTRE - TEE) 
Y 
V O l E I N  = ROIEINx  
Y 
R02EINx = G O 1  cos (TTRE - TEE) 





VMASS sUUHOUTINE EPH2CO Page 32 
V~ASS*HF~K.EPHZCO 
1 C LPHEM D NOVAK AND q JESSUP BELLCOMM 0 1  APR 69 
2 C 
3 C PCIRI-.OSE 
4 C 
5 C DETERMINE POSITIOEJS ApjD VELOCITIES OF TWO GRAVITATING POINT5 I N  
b C CIKCULAH ORBIT ABOUT EACH OTHER- NORMALIZED SYSTEM WITH TOTAL 
7 C MASS 1 AND ANGULAR ROTATION 1 I N  INERTIAL COORCINATES, 
El C 
9 C INPUTS 
10 C 
11 C TTHE CURHEIvT VALUr TRAJECTORY TIME (NORMALIZED ELAPXE DEP HT) 




C K O I E I N  POSITION I T H  POINT INERTIAL 











J K ( 1 )  = 1 
J K ( 2 )  = 2 
JKN = 2 
KO1 = JKLOC ( J K ( 1 ) )  
KO2 = JKLOC ( J K ( 2 ) )  
1 0  11 = TTRE - TEE 
12 = CCjS ( T I )  
T 3  = S I N  ( T I )  
T 4  = 72  * GOU(KO1) 
T5 = T3 * G O o ( ~ 0 1 )  
T6 = - T2 * 6 0 0 ( K 0 2 )  
T 7  = - T3 * GOO(K02) 
C 
HOOEIN(K02 = T4 
KOOEIN(k02+1) = T 5  
ROOEIN(K01 = T 6  
KOOEIN(KOl+ l )  = T7 
VOOEIN(K02 = - T5 
bOOEIN(K02+1) = T4 
bOOEIN(K01 ) = - T7 
VOOEIN(KOl+ l )  = T6 
RETURN 
END 
Program: EVNACC (i, j, k, a, c, m) 
Purpose: Build and maintain table of trajectory events. 
Called by: SIMXXX 
Calls: DEVAR, INDRS, RECORD, ROLOUT 
Errors and Diagnostics: An overflow of the events table, XEV, 
causes an error indication and program log out. 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Com~utations: None 
ACTIVATION CYCLE 
ACTIVATE EVENT i I 
RECORDING TRAJECTORY 
RECORD TRAJECTORY STATE 
UPDATE EVENTS TABLE I 
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V~ASS*KFJK.EVNACC 
1 C EVNACC R JESSUP - BELLCOMM - 06 JAN 6 9  
2 C 
3 C PURPOSE 
4 C 
Y C LMASS USER CODING I N  THE SIMULATOP (SIMXXX) CoNSlSTS OF SUCCESSIVE 
6 C CALLS TO EVNACCv ONE CALL FOR EACH TRAJECTORY EVENT* ON EVENT 
7 C ACTIVATION ( IELFLG I SR 0) EV~IACC RETURNS CONTROL TO OldE TIME 
8 C EVENT CALCULATIONS FOLLOWING THE CALL. ON TABLE UPDATES (ZEVFLG 1 
9 C AS SET BY THE SIMULATOR AFTER EVENT ACTIVATION AND BEFORE MOVING 
1 0  C ON TOdARD NEXT EVENT) EVNACC RETURNS CONTROL TO NEXT C A L L  OR TG 
11 C THE SIMULATOR AFTER A L L  CALLS HAVE REEN MADE. 
12 C 
13 C 
1 4  C CALLING SEQUElJCE 
1 5  C 
1 6  C C A L L  EVNACC (1, IACT, IDACTr GRIT,  AIMPT, BMIsS)  
17 C 
1 8  C lNPUTS 
1 9  C 
2 0 C I ANY EVENT DESCRIBED IN THE SIMULATOR (EVENTS L I S T )  
2 1 C IACT " A C T I V A T I N G V ~  EVENT FOR I (IACT MUST ""OGCUR@* BEFORE I) 
2 2  C lDACT ODE-ACTIVATING*~ EV FOR I (THE "OCCURRENCE** OF IDACT 
23 C PRE-EMPTS FURTHER CO~~SIDERATION O F  I) 
2 4  C CR I T EVENT CRITERION 
2 5 C AIMPT AIM-POINT OF THE CRITERION 
26 C I4155 CALLING PRG STATEMENT NUM TO RECEIVE CONTROL ON EV MISS 
2 7 c 
2 8 C TRCI REFERLNCE CONIC TIME INCREMENT FOR NORMAL COMPUTING STEP 
2 9 C lEVFLG NANE OF EVENT EXPECTED TO BE DECLARED (AS SET BY VEVNDTB) 
3 0 C OR FLAG SET TO 0 BY THE SIMULATOR FOR TABLE UPDATES 
OJTPUTS 
TEV I TIME HEMAING FOR OCCuHKENCE OF APPARENT NEAREST EVENT 
IEVCUK LATEST OK CURRENT DECLARED EVENT 
EVEhTS TABLE LAYOUT 
t V N ( l r 1 )  CRITERION DEVIATION FROM AIMPT I N  LAST COMPUTING INTERVAL 
I E V ( 3 r I )  EVENT I 
I E V ( 4 p I )  DE-ACTIVATING EVENT FOR I 
TEV(5 , I )  VAK INDEX POINTER TO CRITERION FOR I 
I E V ( 6 , I )  VAR INDEX POINTER TO AXM-POINT FOR" I 
i E V ( 7 , I )  STEPS TAKEN IN ATTEMPT TO CONVERGE TO THIS EVENT 
I E V ( 8 , I )  FLAG FOR EVENT I N I T A T I O N  THROUGH PROGRAM CONTROL 









VWASS ~Ui3 i toUTIkE EVNACC 
5 7  INCLUDE EVARL 
5 8 C 
5 9 I F  (IEVFLG rEQ. 1) GO TO 30 
EVENT ACTIVATION (IEVFLG I OR 0 ) .  NOTE EVENT AND MAKE RECORD 
63 C 
6 4 I F  (IEVFLG .NE. I ,AND, IEVFLG .NE. 0 )  RETURN 6 
65 LXECEV = .TRUE. 
6 6  IEVCUR = I 
6 7 CALL ROLOUT 
6 8 I F  (.NOT. LRESKP) CALL RECORD 
69 RETURN 
TABLE UPDATING ( IEVFLG 1). HEMOVE INHIBITED (DEACTIVATED) ENTRIES 
I F  (IEVCUR ONE. IDACT) GO TO 50 
0 0  40 K = 1 r  IEVN 
I F  (IEVCUR .NE. IEV(4 ,K) )  GO TO 40 
DO 32 M = 1, 8 
IEV(MIK) = 0 
UO 34 M = IEVM, 0, -1 
IEVN = M 
I F  (xEVt3 rM)  .NE. 0 )  RETURN 6 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 6 
I F  (I ONE* IACT .AND. IEVCUR I A C T )  RETURN 6 
INSERT ENABLED EVENTS (WHICH CAN LOGICALLY FOLLOW I I N  T IME FLOW1 
DO 60 k = l r  1EV.N 
I F  ( I  .EQ. I E V ( 3 v K ) )  RETURN 6 
G O  70 K = I r  IEVM 
I F  ( I E V ( 3 r K )  .NE. 0) GO TO 70  
IEVN = MAX ( IEVNV K )  
I E V ( 8 t K )  = 0 
IEV(7 ,K)  = 0 
I E V ( 6 r K )  = INDRs (AIMPT) 
I E V ( 5 r K )  = INDRs (CRIT ) 
I E V ( 4 * k )  = IDACT 
IEV(3vK)  = I 
EVN(1vK) = OEVAR ( I E V ( 5 , K ) t  IEV (6 ,K ) )  
RETURN 6 
CONTINUE 
LOGOUT = .TRUE. 
WHITE (IOMESt 9 0 )  




Purpose: Apply linear interpolation to estimate time differences 
between present trajectory state and each event in the events 
table. If the predicted time for an event is less than the 
normal computing interval, iteration to the event is initiated. 
An adjusted computing interval is taken in an attempt to reach 
predicted time accurately. On reaching predicted time, event 
activation is initiated. 
Called by: SIMXXX 
Calls: DEVAR 
Errors and Diagnostics: A diagnostic is given whenever it. 
appears that an event has been passed, or whenever iterktion 
to reach an event accurately is not successful. Activation of 
either such event is initiated. 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computation: The predicted time, TEVI, to an event is given by 
the linear extrapolation 
TEVI - r 
- - -  
TRCI s-r 
where 
TRCI = normal reference conic computing interval 
increment 
r, s = present and previous differences, respectively, 
between the event controlling variable and its 
expected value, sometimes called aim paint or 
criterion. 
TTRB TTR E 
DIFFERENT SIGN ITERATION 
SlGN CHANGE COUNT 
OVERFLOW 
VRASS sUHROUTZNE EVNDT 
VMASS*RFJ~.EVNOT 
1 C 
2 C INPUTS 
3 C 
4 C THC1 REFERENCE CONIC TIME INCREMENT OVER COMPUTING INTERVAL 
5 C LINTDN LENGTH OF COMP INTERVAL I S  DOWN FROM EARLIER VALUE 
6 C 
7 C OUTPUTS 
C 
C TEVI TIME TO GO Tg NEAREST EVENT 
c IEVFLG IF SOME EVENT WILL OCCUR IN CUR COMP INT THIS IS ITS NAME 
C LIMPEV FLAG FOR INDICATING IMPENDING EVENT OCCURRENCE 




C FIND SMALLEST TIME TO GO FOR ~ ~ N E A R E S T "  EVENT AS BASED ON EARLIER 











TEVI = F I N I T Y  
I F  ( I E V N  .EQe 0) RETURN 
I F  (,NOT, LINTDN) GO TO 205  
LIMPEV = .FALSE. 
LINTDN = *FALSE. 
0 0  280  K = 1, IEVN 
I F  ( I E V ( 3 t K )  .EQe 0) GO TO 280 
I F  ( I E V ( 8 e K )  .EQe 0) GO TO 210  
TEVI = THCI " - .  
GO TO 230 
T 1  s DEVAR ( I E v ( 5 r ~ ) t  I E V ( 6 r K ) )  
I F  (SIGN ( F 1 r  E V N ( 1 t K ) )  .NE. SIGN ( F l r  T i ) )  I E V ( ~ B K B = I E V ( ~ P K ~ + ~  
T 2  = EVN(1vK) - T 1  
I F  ( T 2  eNEo F0) T E v I  = MIN (TEVI TRCI * EVN(1pM) / T2) 
I F  (TEVI  eGTe FO) GO TO 240 
WRITE (IOMES, 222 )  
FORMAT ( / /  V V N D T  *** DIVERGENCE') 
DO 224  1 = 1 r  IEVN 
T 1  = DEVAR (IEV(S,K), I E V ( 6 r I ) )  
WRITE (IOMES, 2 2 6 )  I , ( I E v ( J I I ) P J = ~ @ ~ ) ~  E V N ( B P I ) P  TI 
FORMAT (~~~(',13~')'t2~9~419e2G30.8) 
IEVFLG = I E V ( ~ ? K )  
LXECEV = .TRUE0 
LIMPEV = .FALSE, 
RETURN 
I F  ( I E V ( 7 , K )  eEQo 0 1  GO TO 250 
LIMPEV = .TRUE. 
I E V ( 7 , K )  = I E V ( 7 , K )  + 1 
I F  ( I E V ( 7 , K )  ~ G T O  12) GO TO 220 
250 I F  (.NOT. LIMPEV) GO T O  280 
T 3  = ABS (TEVI  - T R C I )  
I F  ( T 3  .LEO T T O )  GO TO 230 






Purpose: Get current record from ephemeris tape 
Called by: READE 
Calls : None 
Errors and Diagnostics: Initiates READE error return on 
faulty ICW flag setting or on current date out of range 
of assigned tape. 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: None 
Flowchart: (Omitted: This program was furnished by SPL) 
Program: INDEX 
Purpose: Update back values of certain program and trajectory 
state variables. 
Called by: STEPIN 
Calls: None 
Errors and Diagnostics: . . None 
Lanauaae: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: None 
UPDATE COMPUTING I INTERVAL COUNTER I 
MOVE CURRENT STATE 
VARIABLES TO BACK LOCATIONS I 
vMASS SUB ROUT IN^ INDEX Page 42 
V~ASS*RF~K. INUEX 
1 C 
2 C PURPOSE 
3 C 
4 C T H I S  PROGRAM INDEXES THE APPROPRIATE VALUES AT THE END OF A 
5 C COMPLETED COMPUTING INTERVAL TO COMPRISE THE BEGINNING VALUES FOR 
6 C THE NEXT INTERVALe 
7 C 
8 C IlJPCiTS 
9 C 
1 0  C hSCEIN 
11 C VSCEIN 
12 C IiRCEVM REFERENCE CONIC F INAL  POSIT ION REL TO THE V B R P  MASS 
1 3  C VRCEVM 9 9 VELOC I TY w 9 
1 4  C HVMEIN VIRTUAL MASS F I N A L  POSIT ION RELATIVE TO INERTIAL FRAME 
1 5  C VVMEIN @ v VELOCITY w 9 
1 6  C 6VME G TIMES FINAL VIRTUAL MASS MAGNITUDE 
1 7  C GVME ' 9 MAGNITUDE RATE 
18 C TEPE F I N A L  EPHEMERIS TIME (AT END OF OLD INTERVAL) 
19 C kHCDVM REFERENCE CONIC FINAL DISTANCE FROM VIRTUAL MASS 
2 0 C hSCDJK D I S T  FROM SPACECRAFT TO MASS PT JK AT END OF COMP INB 
2 1 C 
22 C OUTPUTS 
23 C 
2 4 C F\SCBII^J 
25 C VSCBIN 
26 C RRCBVM REFERENCE CONIC INITIAL POSITION REL TO THE V I R T  MASS 
27 C LHCBVM @ v VELOCITY o B 
28 C RVMBIN VIRTUAL MASS I N I T I A L  POSTION REL 8 0  THE INERTZAL FRAME 
29 C VVMB I N * v VELOCITY o I 
3 0 C GVMB G TIMES INITIAL VIRTUAL MASS MAGNBTUDE 
3 1 C OVMB 9 v MAGNITUDE RATE 
32 C TEPB INITIAL-EPHEbqERIS T I W E  (AT START OF NEW TNTERVAL) 
33 C kHCAVM REFERLNCE CONIC INITIAL DISTANCE FROM VIRTUAL MASS 
3 4 C RSCAJK D I S T  FROM SPACECRAFT TO MASS PT JK AT BEG OF COMP INP 
35 C 
3 6 SUBROUTINE INDEX 
37 C 
3 8 INCLUDE QTYPE 
3 9 INCLUDE QVAR 
4 0 INCLUDE QEPH 
4 1 INCLUDE QILV 
4 2 INCLUDE EVARI 
43 INCLUDE EVARS 
44 INCLUDE EVARV 
4 5 C 
4 6 INCNTR = INCNTR + 1 
4 7 DO 1 0  I = 1 r  JKN 
4 8 J z JKLOC ( J K ( 1 ) )  
4 9 1 0  RSCAOO(J) = HSCDOO(J) 
5 0 0 0  2 0  I = 1, 3 
5 1 RSCBIN(1)  = RSCEIN(1)  
52 V S C B I N ( I 1  = VSCEIN(1)  
5 3 RRCBVM(1) = RSCEVM(1) 
5 4 VRCBVM(1) = VSCEVM(1) 
5 5 RVMBIN(1)  = RVMEIN( I1  
56 2 0 VVMBIN(1)  = VVMEIN(1)  
vkASS ~ U O H O d l I N t  INDEX 
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00 30 I = 1 9  IEVN 
30  IF ( I E V ( 3 9 I )  .NE. 0) EVN(1,1)  = DEVAR (IEV(SeI), HEV(6rI)) 
kRCAVM = KSCGVM 
GVMB = GVME 
GVMB = QVME 





Purpose: Given the initial position and velocity vectors and 
the vector orbital elements relative to the virtual mass, 
this program computes the final relakive position and velocity 
vectors for an arc of the reference conic section. 
Called by: STEPIN 
Calls: CONICT, CROSS, DOT, UNITV, VALUE 
Errors and Diagnostics: Indicates log out from CONICT. Initiates 
log out on non-uniform convergence of the computation series or 
on failure to converge after several terms. 
La'nguage: Fortran subroutine 
Com~utatio,ns : 
S 2 ,k = CT2k-l TTRI~ + TTRI 
v l,k = VRCBVM * S2tk 
v 2,k = RRCBVM + V 1 ,k 
S 4 ,k = HRCAVM~ t GVMB 
- 
S5,k - '4,k t (ERCBVM o V + Iv2 I ) 2 ,k 
RRCIVMk = V1 + V2 (S5,k - 1) 
CT2k = '2,k TRCI-2 - TRCI-1 
RRCEVM = V 2,k * '5,k 
RRCDVM = ~RRCEVM] 
VRCEVM = HRCBVM x 
1 RRCEVM 1 
CALCULATE RRCIUM 




LAST PERMITTED TERM 
RSCDUM, VSCEVM 
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VMASS*UFJK.KEPLER 
1 C 
2 C PURPOSE 
3 C 
4 C GIVEN THE I N I T I A L  POSITION ANp VELOCITY VECTORS AND THE VECTOR 
5 C ORBITAL ELEVENTS RELATIVE TO THE VIRTUAL MASS, THIS PROGRAM COM- 
6 C PUTES THE F I b A L  RELATIVE POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTORS FOR AN ARC 
7 c OF THE REFLRENCE CONIC SECTION. DEPENDING UPON A FLAG SETTING THE 
8 C PROGRAM OPTIONALLY WILL ITERATE ACCURATELY TO A DESIRED FXNAL TIME 
9 C OHI I N  A SINGLE PASS, WILL OBTAIN F INAL CONDITIONS WHICH ONLY 
1 0  C APPROXIMATE THE SPECIFIED F I N A L  TIME. 
11 C 
42 C 1NPUTS 
1 3  C 
1 4  C LOOP FLAG SET .TRUE. I F  FINAL TINE TO BE ITERATED ACCURATELY 
1 5  C TO THE PRESCRIBED VALUE 
1 6  C RRCBVH I N I T I A L  POSITION ON REF CONIC RELATIVE TO VIRT MASS 
1 7  C VRCBVM I N I T I A L  VELOCITY v e 
1 8  C HRCBVM ANGULAR MOME{qTUM VECTOR OF REF CONIC REL TO THE VIRT MASS 
1 9  C ERCBVM ECCENTRICITY 9 9 
20  C hRCAVM MAGNITUDE OF THE VECTOR ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
2 1 c ERCAVM I e ECCENTRICITY 
2 2  C GVMB PRODUCT OF UNIV GRAVIT CONST AND VIRT MASS MAG 
2 3 C TEPI DESIRED (EPHEMERIS) TIME INCREMENT 
24 C TTO TOLERANCE ON ACCURACY OF COMPUTED TIME INCREMENT 
2 5 C CT2 COEFICIENT OF SQUARED TERM I N  BIASED TIME EXPANSION, 
26 C THIS I S  COMPUTED INTFRNALLY I N  THIS SUBROUTINE, BUT AN 
27 C I N I T I A L  VALUE (OF 0 )  MUST RE PROVIDED FOR THE STARTING 
2 8  c COMPUTATION INTERVAL, AFTER THIS THE LAST VALUE OF THE 
29 C PKECEEDING STEP I S  USED AS A CURRENT FIRST GUESS, 
30 C KEPMAX MAX ALLOWABLE NUM OF I~ER Ih THIS PRoG FOR FINAL CQND 
3 1  C 
3 2 C OUTPUT 
3 3 C 
34 C RRCEVM REF CONIC F INAL POSITION REL TO VIRT MASS 
3 5 C LRCEVM REF CONIC FINAL VELOCITY REL TO VIRT MASS 
36  C RRCDVM REF CONIC FINAL DIST~NCE FROM VIRT MASS 
37  C kRCIVM REFERENCE CONIC POSITION INCREMENT RELATIVE TO V MASS 
38 C CT2 
39 C 
40  SUBROUT INE KEPLER 
4 1 C 
4 2  IhCLUDE QTYPE 
4 3 INCLUDE QVAR 
4 4 INCLUDE QFAC 
4 5 INCLUDE QTEM 
46 INCLUDE EVARI 
4 7 INCLUDE EVARIO 
4 8 INCLUDE EVARL 
4 9 INCLUDE EVARS 
50  INCLUDE EVARV 
51 C 
5 2  5 1  = F IN ITY  
5 3  UO 50 K = l r  KEPMAX 
54  5 2  = (CT2 * TEPI + F 1 )  * TEPI 
55 DO 1 0  I = 1, 3 
5 6  S V l ( I 1  = VRCBVM(1) * 52 
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S V 2 ( I )  = RHCBVM(1) t SVl(I1 
S3 = VALUE ( S V 2 )  
54 = (HHCAVM / GVyB) * HRcAVM 
S5 = 54 / (DOT (ERcBVMt SV2) + 5 3 )  
56 = S 5  - F1  
C A L L  CONICT 
I F  (rNOTe LOGOOTI GO TO 30 
hRITE (IOMESv 25) 
FORMAT ( U O N I C T  CALLEU BY KEPLERO 
KETUHN 
CT2 = ( S 2  / THC1 - F1)  / THC1 
I F  (ef\10Te LIMPEV) GO TO 7 0  
57 = ABS ( T T n I  - TRCI)  
I F  (57 .LE, S1) GO TO 40 
WHITE (IOMES, 110) 
LOGOUT = .TRUE. 
RETURN 
I F  ( 5 7  .LE. TTO) GO TO 70 
I F  (S7  rLEe FINTES * ( T T R I  + T R C I ) )  GO TO 70 
s1 = S7 
k(RiTE (IOMESt 1201, KEPMAX 
RETURN 
L O  75 I = 1, 3 
RHCEVM(1) = S V 2 ( I )  * S5 
KRCDVM = VALUE (IIHCEV*~) 
C A L L  URITV (RRCEVW, Sv4) 
DO 80  I = 1, 3 
SV6(I) = (ERCBVM(1) + S V 4 ( 1 ) ) /  S4 
C A L L  CROSS (HRCBVM, S v 6 ~  VHCEVM) 
RETURN 
FORMAT ("EPLER *** cONVERGE~~C~ NOT UNIFORM@) 




Purpose: Clear working COMMON storage to zero and load standard 
constants and calculations. 
Called by: SIMXXX, SETUP 
Calls: None 
Errors and ~iagnostics: None 
Lanquage: Fortran subroutine . 
Computations: As shown in program 
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VMASS*HFJK.LODCOM 
1 C 
2 C PURPOSE 
3 C 
4 C I N  THIS  PROGRAM VLODCoM' CLEARS ALL VARIABLE LOCATIOKS TO ZERO AND 
5 C LOADS VALUES SHOWN FOR LOCATIONS NORMALLY REGARDED AS CONSTANT 
6 C 
7 SUBROUTINE LODCOM 
8 C 
9 INCLUDE QTYPE 
1 0  INCLUDE QVAR 
11 INCLUDE QEPH 
1 2  INCLUDE QFAC 
1 3  INCLUDE QPHC 
1 4  INCLUDE QTEM 
1 5  INCLUDE QREADE 
1 6  C 
1 7  1NCLUDE EVAHI 
1 8  INCLUDE EVARS 
1 9  INCLUDE EVARIO 
2 0  C 
2 1  LO 1 0  I = 1, 1160  
2 2 1 0  K V A R t I )  = 0 
2 3  IEVM = 2 0  
2 4 MVAR = 1160  
25 KEPMAX = 6 
2 6 hMAX = 3 0  
2 7 C 
28 IOCDR = 5 
2 9 IOEPH = 12 
3 0 IOMES = 6 
3 1  IOPCH = 7 
3 2  IOPRL = 9 
3 3 IOPRT = 6 
3 4 lOROL = 8 
3 5 IOSCR = 11 
3 6  IPLOTM = 1 
37 IPLATM = 10000 
38 JKSPEC = 2 1  
39 IPNOWM = 500 
4 0  C 
4 1 C 
4 2 F 0 -- .OD0 
4 3  F o o l  = .OOlDO 
4 4  FOOOOl = .OOOOlDO 
4 5  FPT5 = e5DO 
4 6  F l P T 1  = 1.lDO 
4 7  F P T l 5  = e15DO 
4 8 FPT4 = e4D0 
4 9  F 1 = 1 0 0  
5 0  F l P T 5  = 1.5 
5 1  F 2 = 2.0 
5 2  F2PT5 = 2.5 
5 3  F 3  = 3.0 
5 4 F 4 = 4.0 
5 5 F 5  = 5.0 
56 F 6 = 6.0 
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F 7 = 7.0 
t 8 = 8.0 
F 9  = 9.0 
F 1 0  = 10.0 
F 1 1  = 11.0 
F 1 L  = 12.0 
F 13 = 13.0 
F 1 4  = 14.0 
F 15 = 15.0 
f-20 = 20,UO 
F 24 = 24.000 
F30 = 3U.UO 
F 6 0  = 60oCJDO 
F 1 4 4 0  = 1440 ,000  
F 3 6 0 0  = 3600,ODO 
F 4 3 2 0 0  = 43200oDO 
F.80400 = 8 6 4 0 0 ~ 0 0 0  
F I r d I T Y  = 1 .0E37  
F I N T E S  = 1.0-18 
F TTO = FPTS 
FRTO = F 5  
HTOD = 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 9 5 1 3 0 8 2 3 2 0 0  
FTTOKM = .3048U03 
RUTOAU = F1  
TUTODA = F1 
kTOPHF = 1.0-15 
DTAIDN = F P T 5  
L T A I U P  = F l P T l  
L T A I M N  = F 1  
F O R  J P L  READE AND FOR GRAVITATING BQDIES REFERENCING 
l C E N T  10  
ICW = r. 
TPD = F1  
AU = F1  
UO 210 I = 1, 11 
I U E Q ( 1 )  = 2 
J K ( I )  = I 
dKi4 = 11 
KMEHC = JKLOC ( J K ( 1 ) )  
kVENUS = JKLOC ( J K ( 2 ) )  
hEART1-i = JKLOC ( J K  ( 3 )  ) 
KMARS = JKLOC ( J K ( 4 1 )  
KJUP = JKLOC ( J K ( 5 ) )  
hSAT = JKLOC ( J K ( 6 ) )  
kUUAN = JKLOC ( J K ( 7 ) )  
kNEP = JKLOC ( J K ( 8 ) )  
KPLUTO = J K L O C \ ( J K ( 9 ) )  
kSUN = JKLOC ( J K ( 1 O ) )  
kMOON = JKLOC ( J K ( 1 1 ) )  
hEME = JKLOC ( J K ( 1 2 ) )  
FOLLOdING DATA FROM JpL COMPUTER PROGRAM DPTRAJ 
AUTOKM = 149597893,DO 
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KETOKM = e63781492D4 
I? E = RETOKM / AUToKM 
EMRAT = 81.301DO 
T 1 = F66400  ** 2 / AUTOKM ** 3 
GOO(KMEHC ) = T I  * 022181597605 
GOO(KVENUS) = T 1  * .32486010306 
GOOCKEARTH) = T l  * . 3 9 8 6 0 1 2 0 0 ~ 6  
GOO(KMARS = T l  * *428284438n5  
GOO(KJUP ) = T I  * .126707718809 
G00(KSAT ) = T I  * m379265257n8 
GOO(KURAN ) = T I  * 0 5 7 8 7 7 2 3 4 6 ~ 7  
GOO(KNEP ) = T 1  * 068905762707  
GOO(KPLUT0) = T 1  * 0732408934n5  
GOO(KSUN 1 = T 1  * . I32712499012  
GOO(KMO0N ) = T 1  * e 4 9 0 2 7 8 3 4 8 ~ 4  
GOO(KEM0 1 = GOO(KEARTH) + GoO(KNOON 1 
hETUHN 
ENTRY UPDCOM 
THIS SECTION FOR COMPUTED VALirES OF COMMON, THE ABOVE CONSTANTS CAN 
BE REPLACED VIA  DOREAD I F  DESIRED. 
DTAI  = F1 / HTOPRF 
DTOR = F 1  / HTOD 
T I  = FO 
GO 4 0 2  I = 1, JKN 
I F  (I rGT. 11) GO TO 4 0 4  
K = JKLOC ( J K ( 1 ) )  
T I  = 11 + GOO(K) 
UO 4 1 2  1 = 1, JKN 
I F  ( I  mGTm 11) GO TO 4 1 4  
K = JKLOC ( J K ( 1 ) )  





Purpose: Transform to inertial coordinates the planetographie 
state vectors of aspherical mass point representations of 
designated planets. 
Ca'lled by: EPHEM 
Calls: SIN, COS 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: Each mass point has inertial state vector 
ROOEINk = ROOEIN + V q l,k 
VOOEINk = VOOEIN + V 
q 2 Ik 
where ROOEIN and VOOEIN give the inertial state vector of the 
4 cl 
the planet itself. 
VIIk = W * ROOEIN q 
v 2,k,i = SPLEOOg (WiI ROOEIN - wiIl ROOEIN qr2 
W = transformation matrix as given in program Listing. 
See array XI. 
PLANET GIVEN AS 
CALCULATE 
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX I 
CALCULATE MASS POINT 
LAST PLANET 
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VbiASS*KFJ& PLANET 
1 C PLANET D NOVAK AND R JESSUP BELLCOMM 1"FMAR 69 
2 C 
3 C PURPOSE 
4 C 
5 C TO TRAhSFORM TO THE REFERENCE INERTIAL COORDINATE SYSTEM THE 
6 C PLANkTGGKAPHIC STATES (POS AND VEL)  OF COLLECTIONS OF MASS POXNfS 
7 C JkEPRESENTING ASPHERICAL POTEIJTIALS OF DESIGNATED PLANETS 
8 C 
9 C lNPUTS 
1 0  C 
11 C TEPOJO REFERENCE EPOCH OF EPHEMERIS TIME ( J u L I A N  DAY COMPOMENfB 
1 2  C 7EPOJS REFERkNCE EPOCH OF EPHEMERIS TIME (JULIAN SEC COMPONENT) 
1 3  C TEPEJD CURRENT DAY 
1 4  C TEPEJS CURRENT DAY FRACTION I N  SEC 
1 5  C 
1 6  C JKPTSN COUNT OF ALL POINT MaSSES I N  USE 
1 7  c JKPTS PLANETARY MASS POINT LOCATORS 
JKPTS(1 , I )  FOR PLANET I SUBSCRIPT I N  RMNOJK OF FIRST POINT MASS 
dKPTS(2, I )  FOR PLANET I COUNT OF POIhT MASSES 
FOR EA PLANET JK (JK = 01,...,11) AT SETUP OR RECONF~ECGUWATPON TIME 
kMNOJK PLANETOGRAPHIC POS VECTOR OF MASS Pk  MN OF PLANET JK 
DANEJK RIGHT ASCENSION OF ASCENDING NODE OF EQUATORBAL PLANE 
MEASUHED FROr4 X REF DIKECTION I N  BASE INERTIAL SYS XV PL. 
IJOBEJK OBLIQUITY OF EQ PL TO BASE INERTIAL XY PLANE 
OLNOJK LONGITUDE OF NODE AT REFERENCE TIME - (TEPOJDe TEPOJS) 
SPLEJK AlJGULAR' ROTATION RATE (SIDEREAL) 
FOR EA PLANET AT CURREblT TIME 
L 
C RJKEIN  INERTlAL  POS VECTOR OF CENTER OF MASS ( J K  = Dlr c r * ~  IlS 




C RJKEXN INERTIAL PO5 VECTOR OF EA MASS PT (JK = 1 1  + JKPTS + r e )  
C VJKEXN INERTIAL VEL VECTOR OF EA MASS PT ( 3 ~  = 11 + dKPBS + e r )  
C 
EPHEMEKITlES STORAGE LAYOUT (SEE ALSO JPL READE) 
H O l E I N  CURRENT INERTIAL POS 0 1  MECURY 05 JUP 619 PLUTO 
K02EIN 0 2  VENUS 0 6  SAT 10  SUN 
0 s .  0 3  EARTH 0 7  URANUS 11 MOON 
k l 2 E I N  04 MARS 08 NEP 12 EM B CEN 
KJKEJN RMNOJK AS LOCATED V I A  L I S T  JKPTS (JK = 11 9 a e . 1  
* * a  
h..EIN CURREhT INERTIAL POS PLANETARY MASS PTS 
SUBROUTINE PLANET 











CIMENSION X l ( 3 ~ 3 1  
C 
K1 = JKSPEC * (12 + JKPTSN) 
T1 = TEPEJD - TEPOJC + (TEPEJs " TEPOJS) * F86400 
DO 40 J = 1, 11 
IF (JKPTS(1,J) o E Q ,  O )  GO TO 4 0  
72 = DLNEOO(J1 + T1 * s~LEoO(J) 
T3 = COS (DANEOo(J)) 
T4 = SIN (UANEOO(J)) 
TS = COS (DOBEOo(J)) 
T6 = SIN (DOBEOo(J1) 
T7 = COS (T2) 
T a  = SIN (72) 
Xl(lr1) = f 3  * T7 - ~4 * T5 * T8 
X l ( 1 ~ 2 )  = -T3 * T8 - ~4 * 1 5  * T7 
Xl(lr3) = T4 * T6 
Xl(2rl) = T4 * 17 + ~3 * T5 * T8 
Xl(2t2) = -T4 * T8 + ~3 * T5 * T 7  
X l ( 2 ~ 3 1  = -13 * T6 
Xl(3rl) = T 6  * T8 
Xl(3t2) = T 6  * T 7  
X 1 ( 3 ~ 3 )  = T5 
N = JKPTS(2rJ) 
K2 = JKSPEC * 12 
DO 30 M = l r  N 
DO 20 I1 = 1, 3 
TVl(I1) = FO 
DO 10 I2 = l r  3 
10 TVl(I1) =, TVl(11) + Xl(Il~12) * ROOEINoP;2+I2-1) 
TV2(11) = SPLEOO(K~) 
1 * (Xl(1lr2) * R O O E I N ( K ~ - ~ )  - X1(I1,1) * ROOEfN(K2) 1 
RQOEIh(K1+11-1) = RO0EIN(K2+11-1) + TV1BZ11 
20 VOOEIN(Kl+Il-1) = V O O E I N ( K ~ + I ~ - ~ )  + TV2tL11 
K1 = K1 + JKsPEC 
30 K2 = K2 + JKsPEC 
4 0  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
LND 
P r b ' g r a m :  PREPAR 
' P u ' r p o s e :  M a k e  f i rst  estimate of f i n a l  s tate of t h e  V i r t u a l  Mass 
and initialize per turbat ion  equation calculat ion.  
C a l ' l e d  by: STEPIN 
C a l l s :  DOT 
E r r o r s  and D i a g n o s t i c s :  N o n e  
L a n g u a g e : .  For t ran  subrout ine 
C a l c u l a t i o n s :  
T 4  = GVMB * RRCDVM-3 
T5 = QVMB RRCAW-3 
2 T6 = TRCI  * T 5  + 1 2  
T7 = TRCI  (T1 + 2 )  T 4  + 4 
SV1 = RVMBIN + TRCI  ' W M B I N  
+ T 9  * RRCBVM + T10 RRCEVM 
- T1l * VRCEVM 
SV2 = W M B I N  - T 6  * RRCBVM + T7 RRCEVM 
+ T8 * VRCEVM 
RSCWMO = RRCEVM 
vSCEVMo = VRCEVM 
GVMEo = GVMB + T R C I  * GVMB 
QVMEo =' QVMB 
S2 = T R C I  * (.4) 
S1 = T R C I  (.5) 
1 PR EPAR P 
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VMASS*RFJ~ePREPAR 
1 C PREPAR D NOVAK AND R JESSUP BELLCOMM 04  FEB 69 
2 C 
3 c PURPOSE 
4 C 
5 C TO MAKE FIRST ESTIMATE OF F I N A L  STATE OF VIRTUAL MAS% AND $0 
6 '  C COMPUTE FIXED QUANTITIES FOR THE ITERATIVE SOLUTION O F  THE 
7 C PERTURBATION EBUATION 
8 C 
9 C PREPARE FOR ITERATION OF INTERVAL COMPUTATIONS, ESTIMATE END OF 
1 0  C INTERVAL VIRTUAL MASS STATEe SOLVE VIRTUAL MASS PERTUBATION 
11 C EQUATIONS* 
12 C 
1 3  C XfJPUT 
C 
C RRGBVM I N I T I A L  REFERENCE CONIC POSITION RELATIVE TO THE V MASS 
C VRCBVM I N I T I A L  REFERENCE CONIC VELOCITY RELATIVE TO THE V MASS 
C RRCEVM FINAL REFERENCE CONIC POSITION RELATIVE TO THE V MASS 
C VRCEVM FINAL REFERENCE CONIC VELOCITY RELATIVE TO THE V MASS 
C kVMBIN I N I T I A L  VIRTUAL MASS INERTIAL POSITION 
C VVMBIN I N I T I A L  VIRTUAL MASS INERTIAL VELOCITY 
C GVMB I N I T I A L  VIRTUAL MASS MAGNITUDE 
C Q VMB I N I T I A L  VIRTUAL MASS MAGNITUDE RATE 
C HRCAVM I N I T I A L  DISTANCE BETWEEN REF CONIC AND V MASS 
C RRCDVM FINAL DISTANCE BETWEEN REF CONIC AND V MASS 




C ITRAT ITERATION COUNTER (SET TO 0 )  
C ~ V M E I N  FIRST ESTIMATE OF FI~AL V MASS INERTIAL POSITION 
C VVMEIN FIRST ESTIMATE OF FINAL V MASS INERTIAL V E L O C I T Y  
C GVME FINAL VIRTUAL MASS MAGNITUDE 











C FIXED QUANTITIES FOR STEPIN HAVE S PREFIX 
C 
T l  r TRCS %--DOT (VRCEvMs RRCEVM) / RRCOVM ** 2 
T2 = TRCI ** 2 
T3  I TRCI * T 2  
T4 = GVMB / RRCDVM ** 3 
T5 I QVMB / RRCAVM ** 3 
76 = T2 * T5 / F12  
T7 z X R C I  * (F2  + T i )  * T4 / ~4 
T 8  = F 1  - 1 2  * T4 / F12  
T 9  = T3  * T5 / F20 
T10 = F 1  + T2  * T4 * (FPT15 + T 1  / F10 )  
7 1 1  = T3 * T4 / F30 
VMASS sUUROUTINE P R E P A R  
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UO 20 I = l r  3 
SVl(1) RVMBIN(1) + TRCI * VVMBIN(I) - 7'9 * HWCBVM(I) 
1 + T 1 0  * RRCEVM(I) - T I 1  * VRCEVM(I1 
S V 2 4 I )  = VVMBIN(1) - T6 * RRCBVM(I) + T7 * PRCEVM(I1 
1 + T 8  * VRCEvM(1) 
RSCEVM(1) = RHCEVM(1) 
VSCEVM(1) = VRCEVM(1) 
2d SV3(I) = F I N I T Y  
G V M E  = GVMB + T R C I  * QVMB 
U V M E  = QVMB 
S5 = T 2  / F20 
54 = T 2  / F4 
S3  = T2 / F12 
52 = TRCI * F P I 4  





Purpose: Tabulate program COMMON by block name and subscript, 
Called by: SETUP, SIMXXX 
Calls: PRTBLK, PRTINT (internal subroutines) 
Errors and ~iagnostics: None 




I TABULATE VAR, PHC, FAC, TEM, VAC 
-------- 
PRTBLK 
HECK FOR LINE OF ZERO 
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VMASS*HFJK.PRTCOM 
1 C 
2 C PURF'OSE 
3 C 

















INCLUDE EVAPI  
lNCLUDE EVARIO 
C 
h R I T E  ( IOPRT, 1 0 0 )  
CALL PRTINT ( V S W ' v  IgW, 3 0 0 )  
CALL PKTRLK ( 'VAR' ,  V A R V  300) 
CALL PWTBLK ( W H C v t  PnCt  5 0 )  
CALL PRJBLK ( " A c t ,  FACP 5 8 )  
C A L L  PRTBLK ( V E M ' t  TEMP 100) 
CALL PRTBLK ("LAC', VACI 50)  
RETURN 
C 
1 0 0  FOHMAT ( / / /VPHTCQM *** PRINT OF COMMOf40 
C 
SUBROUTINE PRTULK ( N A ~ ~ E P  BLOCK, NUMRER) 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION ULOCK~NUMBER) 
C 
LO 30 I = 1, NUMBER, 4 
0 0  1 0  K = 0, 3 
10 I F  (BLOCK( I+K)  ,NE, FO) GO TO 20 
GO TO 30 
20  WRITE (IOPHT, 1 1 0 )  NAME, ~t ( B L O C K ( I + K ) t  K = 0, 3 )  
3 U CONTINUE 




49 ENTRY PRTINT (NAN, I O L O C ~  NUM) 
5 0 C 
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70 WHITE (IOPRTv 120) NAM, 1, (IBLoC(I+KI, K = 0, 71, 
1 (IHLOC(I+K)V K = 0, 71, (IBLOC(I+K)P K z Q P  7) 
80 CONTINUE 




1 1 0  FOR~VIAT ( A 7 ,  ' ( ' P  1st 1 + G 3 p e 1 8 )  
120 FORMAT ( A 7 ,  ' ( %  13, r ) "  8015/ 1 2 X ~  8A15/  1 2 X ~  6115) 
130 FORMAT ( / / / I  
t N D  
BELLCOMM,  INC.  
Program: PRTIME 
Purpose: Print out various date-time groups 
Called by: PRTXXX 
. Calls: DTJTOG, RTCLOK 
Errors and Diaanostics: None 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: Convert current trajectory time to calendar units, 
I PRINT RESULTS I 
Page 65 
Vi4ASS*kF~k e PRTIME 
1 C PRTIME R JESSUP - BELLCOMM - 1 0  JAN 69 
2 C 
3 C PURPOSE 
4 C 
5 C PRINT OUT DATE TIME GROUP 
6 C 
7 C I I ~ P U T  
8 C 
9 C TTHE CURKEhT TRAJECTORY TIME 
1 0  C TEPOJD EPH DATE CURRENT AT FIRST EVENT (JULXAN DATES 
11 C TEPOJS EPH TIME CURRENT AT FIRST EVENT 
1 2  C TEPEJO CURRENT FPH DATE 
1 3  C TEPEJS CURRENT EPH TIME 
14  C IEVCUR CURRENT EVENT 
1 5  C 
1 6  C OUTPUT 
17 C 
18 C lOPRT DATE T I M E  STATEMENT (TRAJECTORY - EPHEMERIS - SIMULATOR) 
19 C 
2 0 SUBROUTINE PHTIME 
2 1 C 
2 2 INCLUDE QTYPE 
23 INCLUDE QVAR 
2 4 II'ICLUDE QFAC 
25 IEJCLUDE QTEM 
26 INCLUOE EVARI 
2 7  INCLUUE EVARS 
28 ZNCLUUE EVARXO 
29 C 
3 0 INCLUDE QMON 
3 1 INTEGER IGREG(6)' t  I T R A J ( ~ ) ~  IS TIME(^) 
32 LQUIVALENCE ( ITRAJP ITRDA),  ( I T R P J ( 2 ) r  ITRHR)s 
33 3. ( I T R A J ( S ) *  ITRMNIP ( I T R A J ( & ) *  ITRSC) 
3 4 C 
35 T P = TVHE s TUTODA 
3 6 LTRDA = 71 
3 7 7 2 = I T R D A  
3 8 ITRHR = ( T I  - T2)  * F24 
39 T3 = ITRHR 
48  PTRMN = ( T i  - 72 - T3 / F24) * F1440 
4 1 ITKSC = ( T I  - T2 - T3 / F24 - ITRMN / F144O) * Fa6400 
4 2 CALL DTJTOG (TEPEJDo TEPEJSP IG~EG) 
43 CALL RTCLOK 6ISTIME) 
44 C 
4 5  J = IGREG(2) 
46 IGKEG(2) = MONTH(J) 
4 7  h K I T E  (TOPRTt 100) IEvCURP ITRAJ, TEPEJD, TEPEdSr IGREGv ISTISqE 
YE3 100 FORMAT ( /  A?# 9 AT" 1st 9 DAYS', I 3 r  V R b  13, @ MIN*t 
4 9 1 13, ' SECi JULIAN' ,  F10,lp ' G A Y S * ?  G12.6, VSEC 
5 0 2 I 4 r  1 x 8  A3r 213, 2(Y9" ,2 ) ,  ' 1 ;  COMPUTED 5 33668/1 
5 1 FiETURN 
5 2 &NU 
Program: PRTRAJ 
Purpose: Process a trajectory stored on the "print later8' file, 
IOPRL, to obtain extra output in the event interval ( IEVSTR,  
IEVSTP) . 
n: Separate computer execution 
Calls: LODCOM, SETUP, PRLIN, PRTVAR, PRTOUT 
Errors and Diagnostics: A diagnostic message is given whenever 
the event interval or the requested trajectory, as given by the 
trajectory identification, IDTRAJ, cannot be found on the tape* 
Language: Fortran main program 
Computations: None 
IMlTlALlZE COMMON 
- - - -  LODCOM 1
I INITIALIZE PROGRAM I 
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V14ASS*KFJ~ e PRTHAJ 
1 C PHTHAJ R JESSLIP BELLCOMM 20 JUN 69 
2 C 
3 C PUKF'OSE 
4 C 
5 C PROCESS A TRAJECTORY STORED Orr A SECGNDARY F I L E  FOR EXTRA OQITPUT 
6 C IN THE EVENT I~MTEKVAL (IEVSTR, IEVSTP) 
7 C 
8 C I I ~ P L T  
9 C 
10 C I D r H A J  I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF THpJkcTORY TO RE PROGESSEU 
11 C IEVSTH EXTRA OUTPUT STARTING EVENT 
12 C IOPRL THE PROCESS LATER FIL-E 
13 C IEVSTP EXTRA OUTPUT STOPPZI\I~~ EVENT 
14 C 
15 C OUTPUT 
16 C 





INCLUDE EVAPI  
LLDCOM = *TRUE* 
CALL LODCOM 
REvf INd HOPKL 
LALL  SETUP 
SEARCH FOR TKAJECTORY AND STARTING EVENT (START AT BEGINNING I F  
L O  STARTING EVtNT I S  GIVEN)  
I1 = IEVSTR 
1 2  = IEVSTP 
CALL PHLHN 
I F  ( IEVCUR ,EQ. -1) GO TO 50 
I F  (IDTHAJ(1) .EQe 0 )  GO TO 30 
DO 12 I = 1, 3 
i F  ( I D T R U J ( 1 )  .NE. I R T I I v I E ( I ) )  GO TO 14 
GO TO 22 
WRITE (IOMESv 100) 
CALL PRTVAR 
GO TO 1 0  
I F  (11 e E Q e  0 ) GO TO 30 
I F  (I1 .EQ. IEVCUR) GO TO 30 
GO TO 5 
PROCESS INFORMATION TI.+ROUGH SUBROUTINE PRTXXX 
CALL PFiTOUT 
CALL PRL IN  
I F  (IEVCUR aEQ, -1) GO TO 50 
TEHMXMATE AT STOPPING EVENT ( O H  AT END OF TRAJECTORY I F  NO 
STOPPING EVEkT I S  G I V r N )  
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C 
IF (IEVFLG OEQ. I2 oAlt1De 12 .PIE* IEVCUR) GO T O  5 
GO TO 30 
5 0  PRINT 130 
GO TO 10 
1 0 0  FORMAT ( 9  PRTRAJ *** CANNOT FIND SPECIFIED TRAJECTORY Q l  
110 FORMAT ( 9  PRTRAJ +** CANNOT FIND SPECIFIED START EVENTO 
120 FORMAT ( t  PRTRAJ *** CANNOT FIND SPECIFIED STOP EVENT * I  
130 FORMAT ( r  PRTRAJ *** END-OF-FILE,) 
END 
Program: PRTXXX (element name) 
PRTOUT 
Purpose: Provide structural element for user coded trajectory 
print statements. 
Called by: RECORD, PRTRAJ 
Calls : PRTIME 
Errors and Diaanostics: None 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: As coded by user in element QPRINT. 
SHOW CURRENT TIME I 
PERFORM USER CODED 
COMPUTATIONS AND 
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VMASS*I<FJK. PIITXXX 
1 C k JESSUP - BELLCOMM - 3 JAN bg 
2 C 
3 C PUKC'OSE 
4 C 
C PHLSENT THE COMPUTED TRAJECTO~Y VIA TYE SYSTEM PHINTER 
c 
9 C ALL FORMALLY NAMED PHoGRAM VARIABLES 
10 C 














1F (LXtCEV)  CALL PRTIrdE 
C 
2 9 INCLUDt QPHINT, L I S T  
30 C 







Purpose: Tabulate program COMMON by symbol name using the 
Fortran name list feature. 
Called by: SIMXXX 
Calls: None 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
Landuaae: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: None 
PRINT EPH SYMBOLS 
PRlNT FAC SYMBOLS 
PRINT PHC SYMBOLS 
PRINT TEM SYMBOLS 
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VMASS*HFJK.PRTVAR 
1 C 
2 C PURPOSE 
3 C 
4 C TABULATE COMMON BLOCKS BY NAME 
5 C 
6 SUBROUTINE PRTVAH 
7 C 
8 INCLUDE QVAR, L I S T  
9 C 
1 0  INCLUOE QTYPE 
11 INCLUDE QEPH 
1 2  INCLUDE QIEV 
1 3  INCLUDE QREADE 
1 4  INCLUDE EEPH 
1 5  INCLUDE EVARI 
1 6  INCLUDE EVARL 
17 INCLUDE EVARS 
18 INCLUDE EVARV 
19 INCLUDE EVARIO 
2 0  C 
21 hAME L I S T  / VAKS / TE~EJD, TEPEJS* TEPOJD, BEPOJSI 
2 2 1 TTRB, TTRE? T E v I ~  TRCI, T T R I v  CT2c 
23 2 D T A I t  DTAIDNo DTAIMNP DTAIUPP E R C A V ~ ~  
2 4  3 GVMBV G V M E ~  HRcAVM P 
2 5 4 QVMG * QVME P 
2 6 5 RRCAVM? RRCDVM, RScAVM, RscDVM, 
27 6 RTOPCM? RTOPRF, RUTOAU I TTO t 
2 8 7 TUTODA, VUrOAD 
2 9 C 
30 hAME L I S T  / VAHV / 
3 1 1 ERCSVMO HRCBVM? 
3 2 2 RRCIVMV RRCBVM, VRCBVM, RRCEVMP VRCEVMP 
33 3 RSCGINP VSCBINt RScEIN, VSCEINI RSCDDK, VSCDDKP 
3 4 4 RSCBVM, VSCljVMe RScEVM, VSCEVM, RVMBIN, VVMBLN, RVMEHNI VVMEXN, 
35 e 
3 6 NAME L I S T  / VARI / IEvcUR, IEVFLG, IEVM P 
3 7  1 IEVN t IEVSTP, IEvSTRv INcNTRP 
3 8 2 IOCDR, IOEPH, IOMESI IOpCH, IOPRL, IOPRTI IOROL, 
3 9 3 IPLATM, IPLOTM, IPNOWMP ITRAT, JKNv KEPMAX P 
4 0 4 KEARTM, KEMB , KJuP P KMARS , KMERC J XMQON 3 KNEP p KPLUTO, 
4 1 5 KSAT v KSUN t KURAN P KVAR P MVAH r NMAX r 
4 2  kAME L I S T  / VAHL / 
4 3  5 LIMPEVv LINTDN, LLDCOM~ LOGOUT, LPRBKPv LPRCOM, L-PREPHa 
4 4 6 LPRFAC* LPHLATI LPRNOW, LPpPHC, LPRVARv LRESKPI LSTDDKr LXECEV# 
4 5 C 
4 6  WRITE CLOPRT, UARI )  
4 7  WRITE ( IOPRTP VARL) 
4 8 WRITE (IOPRTe VARS) 
4 9 WRITE ( IOPRTr VARV) 
50 WRITE (IQPRT, 25) IDTRAJP IRTIMEV IEVREP? IEVRUND IEVCUR, 
5 1 1 IEVSTR, IEVSTP 
52.-..-- -25 - - -  - F O W T  I! IQ-TRAJ @,. 3A6, > XRTIME 'r 3A6r. P C  E M E P e )  ~ 7 4  
5 3 1 A6, h I E V R U N ~  A7, ' - ' r  A6, br"/  
54 2 " IEVCUR" A7, b IEVSTR'P A?, b 1EVSTP"r A 7 1  
5 5 WRITE (IOPRT, 30) ( ( IEV(J , I )@ J = 3,  71, E V N ( l v 1 1 ~  I = l@ IEVNI 
56 30 -FORMAT ( '  EVENTS TABLE?/  ( z A B ~  316, 626t18)) 








NAME L I S T  / RDLPRT / AUP RE, TPOe EMRATe ICWP ICENTB PREQI JK 
L 
WRlTE ( IOPRTP RDEPRT) 
WHITE ( IOPRT? 1 5 2 )  
DO 1 5 0  I = 1, JKN 
K = J K ( 1 )  
1SU WRITE (IOPRT, 154) K t  ( E P H ( J @ K ) ,  J = 1, JKSPECIs 
1 ( E P H ( J ? K ) e  J = 17e 19) 
1 5 2  FORMAT ('OGRAVTTATING POINT DESCRIPTIONSO 
154 FORMAT (15, ' ~00E1N\G30.18 ,2~36 .18 /  6Xe " O O E I N " G ~ ~ , I S ~ ~ G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /  
1 6 X p  WSCEOO" G30.181 2636,18/ 6 X t  'VSCEOOvr ~ 3 0 e b 8 ,  2636*18/ 
2 6x1 "SCAOOb G30.181 "RS~000'e 6 2 9 . 1 8 ~  9 0 0  629.18/ 
3 6 X t  WOOR 9 ,  G30.18, ' D A N E O O ' P  G 2 9 0 1 8 t  "OBEOOOb GG2e%8/ 
4 6 x 1  WLNEOOtv G30.18, 9 SPLEOO*~ 629.18t ROOD ' n  629,88/ 
5 6 X p  'RMNEOOQ G 3 0 . 1 8 ~  2636,18//) 
1 6 0  CONTINUE 
C 
LPREPH = .FALSE* 
RETURN 
END 
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VMASS*TPF$.PRTFAC 
1 C 
2 C PURPOSE 
3 C 
TABULATE COMMON BLOCKS BY NAME 
SUBROUTINE PRTFAC 










NAME L I S T  / FACPRT / FINITY, 
1 FRTO v FTTO v FTTOKM~ F0  P 
2 F l P T 5  P F10 P F 1 1  v F 1 2  P 
3 F2 t F2PT5 r F20 v F 2 4  v 
4 F 4 3 2 0 0 ~  F 5  F 6  r F60 r 
5 F9TNTHp DTOR t RETOKMP RTRD v 
WRITE (IOPRT, FACPRT) 
LPRFAC .TRUE* 
RETURN 
PRINT BLOCK PHC BY NAME 
ENTRY 'PRTPHC 
NAME L I S T  / PHCPRT / GSV PIMASS 
WRITE (IOPHTP PHCPRT) 
LPRPHC = *FALSE. 
RETURN 
PRINT BLOCK TEM BY NAqE 
ENTRY PRTTEM 
NAME L I S T  / TEMPRT / TVj  v 
P TV6, TV7 v TVg * TV9 t 
2 sv3v s v 4  v sv5 * Sv6 @ 
3 XV5r XV6 v v T2, 
4 T7r T8 v T9, T10, 
5 54, 5 5  P 5 6  v s7 v 
6 X 3 0  X 4  r X5 v X6 t 
WRITE (IOPRTP TEMPRT) 





F13  t 
F 3 @ 
F7 * 
AUTOKM 
Program: READE (JED, TSEC, IERR) 
Purpose: Obtain selenocentric positions and velocities of 
planets at current time. 
Called by: EPHEM 
Calls: GETTAP 
Errors and Diagnostics: Gives error return on invalid central 
body, output code, or current time out of range of assigned 
ephemeris tape. 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: Interpolate as necessary when current time lies 
between ephemeris tape records. 
Flowchart: (Omitted: This program was furnished by JPL) 
Proaram: RECORD 
Purpose: Control trajectory recording on the on-line printer 
or prlnt later file. 
Called by: EVNACC, SIMXXX 
Calls : PRLOUT, PRTOUT 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
Languaqe: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: None 
RECORD 5' 
RECORDING TO BE YES 
SKIPPED C 





I PRLOUT 1 I 
V~ASS*RFJK.RLCOKO 
1 c F~ECORD R J ~ S S U P  - I~ELLCOMM - 06 JAN 69 
2 C 
3 C PURPOSE 
4 C 
5 C 
6 C kAKE HtCORU OF THE RUN 
7 C 
8 C IIUPLITS 
9 C 
1 0  C LRESKP RECORDING BEING SKIPPED (DURING TARGETING FOR EXAMPLE) 
11 C LPHNOW PHIbTING ( V I A  PRINT-LIST) OCCURRING DURING RUN 
12 C LPHLAT PRINTING ( V I A  PRINT L I S T )  TO OCCUR LATER 
1 3  C IPLATM INCREMENTAL COMPUTING STEPS PER PRINT LATER F I L E  WRITE 
1 4  C IPNOWM IIJCREMENTAL COMPUTING STEPS PER CONCURRENT PRINTOUT C A L L  
1 5  C 
1 6  C OUTPUT 
17 C 
18 C IOPRL (PRLObT) THE V MASS PROGRAM VARIABLES BLOCK - KVAR 
1 9  C IOPRT (PRTOUT) EDITED PRINT OF THE PROGRAM RUM 
2 0 C INCNTR IfJCREIqiENTAL cOMPUTII\~G STEPS COUNTER 
2 1 C 
22 SUUROUTIPJE RECORD 
23 C 
2 4  INCLUDE QVAR 
2 5 INCLUDE EVARI 
2 6 lNCLUDE QTYPE 
2 7 INCLUDE EVARL 
2 8 C 
2 9  I F  (LRESKP) RETURN 
3 0 I F  ((LXECEV @OR. MOD (INCNTRt IPNOWM) .EQ. 0) .AND. LPWNOW) 
3 1 1 CALL PKTOUT 
3 2 I F  ((LXECEV rOH. CtOD (INCNTR, IPLATM) .EQ. 0) .Al\lD. LPALATI 
3 3  1 CALL PRLOUT 
3 4 c 
3 5 C 
3 6  RETURN 
3 7 END 
BELLCOMM, INC. - 78 - 





purpose: Transfer program state as represented by the array 
KVAR from internal to secondary storage or vice versa. 
Called by: ROLOUT: EVNACC; ROLBCK; SETUP; PRLHN: PRT 
PRLOUT: RECORD, SETUP 
Calls: None 
Errors and Diagnostics: Program log out is initiated on in- 
ability to kind roll back event state. 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: None 
END OF TAPE 
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VMASS*HFJK.ROLLIO 
1 C HOLLIO R JESSUP - BELLCOMM - 06 JAN 69 
2 C 
3 C PURPOSE 
4 C 
5 C I N  THIS YROGkAFi ~IIOLOUT"ND DPRLOUT' PLACE CURRENT V MASS SYSTE 
6 C STATE ' K V A R U O  SECONDARY F I L E S  IOROL AND IOPRL, RESPGCTIVELYI 
7 C WOLBCKK' AND T R L I N N '  READ SUCH A STATE BACK INTO THE COMPUTER. 
8 C 
9 C INPUTS 
1 0  C 
11 C 1 OPRL (PRL IN)  KVAH 
12 C I OROL (HOLIN) KVAR 
1 3  C 
1 4  C OUTPUT 
1 5  C 
1 6  C IOPRL (PRLOUT) KVAR AT EVENTS AND SELECTED COMPUTING INCREMEN 
1 7  C BETyiEEN EVENTS 
1 8  C IOHOL (ROLOUT) KVAR AT EVENTS 
1 9  C 
2 0 C 
2 1 SUBROUTINE ROLOUT 
2 2 C 
23 INCLUDE QVAR 
2 4 INCLUDE QTYPE 
2 5 INCLUDE EVARI 
2 6 INCLUDE EVARL 
2 7 INCLUDE EVARIO 
2 8 C 
2 9  k R l T E  ( IOROL) KVAR 
3 0 HETURN 
3 1 C 
32 C 
33 tNTRY PHLOUT 
3 4 CRITE ( IOPRL)  KVAR 
35 RETURN 
3 6 C 
3 7  C 
3 8 tNTRY HOLBCK (11) 
3 9 I 2  = I1 
40  1 3  = IEVCUR 
4 1 REWIND IOROL 
4 2  10 READ (IOROL) KVAR 
4 3  I F  (IEVCUR eNEe 12) GO TO 20 
4 4 REhIND IOROL 
4 5 RETURN 
4 6 20 I F  (IEVCUR aNE. 1 3 )  GO TO 1 0  
4 7 dRITE ( IOPHTt  3 0 )  
48 LOGOUT = .TRUE* 
4 9 RETUHR 
5 0  30 FORMAT ( '  ROLBCK *** REQUESTED EVENT NOT ON ROLL BACK FILE*) 
5 1  C 
52 C 
5 3 kNTRY PKL IN  
54 READ ( IOPRL)  KVAR 
5 5 RETURN 
5 6 EPIU 
BELLCOMM. INC.  
Program: RTCLOK 
RTCLOK (a) 
Purpose: Obtain current value of computer real time clock 
Called by: PRTIME, SETUP 
Calls: None 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
Language: 1108 Assembler subroutine 
Computations: Convert clock readings to printable form, 
OBTAIN CALLING PROGRAM 
NAME AND CALL LINE I 
ALLED WITH ARGUMEN? 
PRINT FINDINGS 





4 0 GBTAIN CURRENT READING OF THE COMPUTER '(REAL TIMEOWCLOCK 
5 * 
6 CALLIEJG SEQIIENCE. 
7 . 
8 , FOR PHIhT-OUT INCLUDING CALLING pROGRAW NAME AND CALL LOCATION 
9 . CALL RTCLOK 
1 0  * 
11 . FOR 18 CHARACTER RETURN V I A  A I N  THE FORM ' *DA MON YR HR:64I:5Ev9 
1 2  e CALL HTCLOK ( A )  
1 3  e 
1 4  S ( 1 )  L I T  
1 5  e 0 +O. + I *  +2, +3. +4. t 5 .  +6, t3.  98, a9 
1 6  MSG THTCLOK *** PRGNAM L INE  NUMBER DA MON yR HR:MT:SE,ONDS * 
1 7  e 
1 8  8(2) 
1 9  RTCLOK* EQU 5 




































A 1 ~ 0 1 U 1 1  . INSERT L I N E  NUMBER CONVERTED TO FBEbDATA 
A 2 ~ 5  
A0 t 3 
A0 P 3 
A 0  v 060  
A2 P 3-3 
A0 v MSG+4 
A 0 , INSERT PROGRAM NAME (OlaRI@Oid FOR MAIN PR) 
MSG+2 
A O * O r B l l  
ri+3 
A0 Q * O  ~ B 1 1  
A0 v MSG+2 
DATE3 
A 2 r ( 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 5 ~ 0 0 0 0 )  . tM1:SE 
A l e 1 2  
A 2 r 6  
A l r  1 2  
A2 r 6 
A2 Q MSb+8 
A 2 ~ ( 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 )  . YR HR 
A1 r 12 
A 2 r 6  
A0 e 2 4  
A 1  r 1 2  
A 1  r 12 
A20 6 
A2 v M5Ci+7 
B l l r  ( l r O )  




A 2 r 6 6  
A 1  v 12 
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0 
ONE 




















E N  
EG1U 
A 2  r  MS(i+6 
R l l r ( " 3 A V B 1 1 t )  
O , H 1 1  
ONE 
M S G r B r l  . PRINT COMPOSED MESSAGE AND RFTURN 
B l l v ( @ S A V B l l r )  
lrBll 
e COMMON / CMON / MON(b2) 
Program: SCALE (s, u, v) 
Purpose: Form product of a scalar and a vector 
Called by: None 
Calls: None 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: For the vectors u and v compute 
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VMASS*RFJK.SCALE 
1 e 
2 C PURPOSE 
3 C 
4 C FORM PRODUCT OF A SCALAR AND A VECTOR (3 - COMPONENTS) 
5 C 
6 C INPUT 
7 C 
8 C SCAL SCALAR 
9 C VECl VECTOR INPUT 
1 0  C 
11 C OUTPUT 
1 2  C 
1 3  C VEC2 VECTOR RESULT 
14  C 
1 5  SUBROUTINE SCALE ( S C A L ~  VEC1, VEC2) 
16 C 
17 INCLUDE QTYPE 
DIMENSION VECl(3)e VEc2(3)  
21 1 0  V E C 2 ( I )  = SCAL * V E C ~ ( I )  
2 2  RETURN 
23 END 
Program: SETUP 
Purpose: Read the data deck and perform program initia.lization 
and termination functions. 
Called by: SIMXXX, PRTRAJ 
Calls: LODCOM, PRLOUT, RTCLOK, DDREAD, UPDCOM, PRTCOM, I N I T U ,  
EXIT 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
Com~utations: None 
LAST DATA DECK NO 
.1. 
PRINT LATER MODE L2+l 
OF FILE ON IOPRL 
RDLL BACK REQUESTED 
I I 
YES 
-1 UPDATE COMMON 
- /  DATA DECK Loo OUT ) 
INITAL el
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VMASS*~FJK.SETUP 
1 C 
2 C PdRt OSE 
3 C 
4 C THIS PROGRAM READS THE INPUT * 'DATA AECKqq AND SETS UP THE 
5 C PROGRAM FOR A COMPUTER RUN. 
6 C 
7 C Ii\IPUTS 
8 C 
9 C THE ""DATA DECk' V I A  FORTRAN IOCOR (USUALLY THE OIN-LINE 
1 0  C CAKU READER) 














C FOR THE PRINT LATER OpTION ( L ~ R L A T  TRUE) PROVIDE SOFTWARE TERMINAL 
C hECOHD (IEVCUR 0) FOR THE LAST LVENT OF EACH TRAJECTORY SEGMENT* 
C KVAR 0 INDICATES TRAJECTORY BEGINNIN . 
C 
5 I F  (,NOT. LPRLAT) GO TO 7 
I F  (MVAR eEQ. 0 )  GO TO 7 
IEVCUR = 0 
CALL PRLOUT 
C 
STOP PROGRAM I F  ALL DATA DECKS HAVE BEEN PROCESSED (LSTDUK TRUE) 
1F (.i\lOT, LSTDDK) GO TO 9 
I F  (LPRLAT) CALL PRLOUT 
CALL EX IT  
PRELOAD COMMON FROM STORAGE (LLDCOM TRUE). THE CALLING PROGRAM@ 
USUALLY THE EVENTS L IST ,  SETS LLDCOM TRUE ON I N I T I A L  C A L L  TO SETUP 
LLOCOM, SET FALSE BY LODCOMP REMAINS FALSE THROUGH SUBSEQUENT 
I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N S  UNLESS CHANGE@ BY THE VMASS USER. 
I F  (LLUCOM) CALL LODCoM 
OBTAIN COMPUTER SYSTEM DATE-TIME GROUP FOR 18 CHARACTER I D E N T I F I -  
CATION ( IRT IME)  OF THE TRAJECTORY SEGMENT TO BE CALCULATED, SEE 
ALSO IDTRAJ 114 THE PRINT LATER PROGRAM PRTRAJ, 
CALL RTCLOK ( IHT IME)  
bRITE ( IOPRTP 2 0 )  IRTIME 
FORMAT ( ' IV IRTUAL  MASS TRAJECTOHY b 3A6) 
ON INDICATION IEVREP rqOT 0 RELOAD COMMON TO VALUES HELD ON THE 
PROGRAM ROLL BACK F I L E  FOR THE EVENT GIVEN BY IEVREP, THE ROLL  
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LACK F I L E  (IOROL) TRAJECTORY SEGMENTS MAY BE FROM THE CURRENT OR 
SOME PREVIOUS COMPUTER RUN, 
I F  ( I 'EVREP(1) eEQa 0) GO TO 30 
CALL HOLBCK (IEVREp) 
I F  (.NOT. LOGOUT) GO TO 30  
WRITE (IOMES, 22) 




LPHNOW SET TRUE I N  THE DATA UECK CAUSES PRINT OF COMMON AFTER 
INPUT READING. ROLL BACK OR PRELOADING OF COMMON CAN BE CONTROLL-  
ED FROM THE DATA DECK BY THE APPROPRIATE INDICATORS PLUS LOGOUT 
TRUE. 
I F  (LPHCOM) CALL PRTCoM 
I F  (.NOT. LOGOUT) GO 7 0  1 0 0  
WHITE (IOMESt Y O )  
FORMAT (@UOOEAD CALLED BY SETUP') 
LOGOUT = .FALSE, 
GO TO 5 
PROGRAM USER CAN EXTEND SETUP BY WRITING H I S  OWN INITIAL ROUTINE 




Purpose: This program controls spacecraft state vector propaga- 
tion from a starting to a stopping event. Tt is designed to 
contain user coded events descriptions and events associated 
calculations. 
Called by: Separate computer execution. 
Calls: SETUP, EVNACC, EVNDT, PRTCOM, STEPIN, PRTVAR, =CORD, 
internal subroutines AUXEQ and EOCEQ. 
Errors and Diagnostics: Acknowledges log out from SETUP 
and STEPIN. 
Language: Fortran main program 
Computations: User coded as indicated in elements QAUXEQ and 
QEOCEQ. 
'S IMMX CS 
I- - ,YES\ ( SETUPLOGOUT ) 
C I 
t 




I ( EVENT ACT~VATE~ ) YES 
L ESTIMATE EVENT TIMES ------- 1 
COMPUTE TRAJECTORY INCREMENT + 
(IT.--; To AN EVENT) YES 
I END OF CYCLE CALCULATION I I 
RECORD 4 
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VMASS*TPF$.SIMXXX 
1 C SIMXXX R JESSUP - BELLCOMM - 06 JAN 69 
2 C 
3 C PURPOSE 
COMPUTE A VIRTUAL MASS TRAJECTORY (PROPAGATE A SPACE CRAFT INITIAL 
STATE FROM A STARTING TO A STOPPING EVENT) 
(LODCOM) VALUES FOR FLAGS AND CONSTANTS REFLEC ICJG PROGRAMMED 
CONVEhTIONS FOR TYPICAL RUNS 
(SETUP) THE DATA-DECK GIVING THE I N I T I A L  SPAC+ CRAFT STATE AND 
THE STARTING AND STOPPING EVENTS dIEVSTR AND IEVSTP) 
(STEPIN) COMPUTATIONS FOR INCREMENTAL STEPS I N  SC STATE PROGABION 
(EVNACC) EVENTS ACCOUNTING AND RECOGNITION 
(AUXEQ) EVENT ASSOCIATED AUXILLIARY COMPUTATIONS 















C ON FIRST DATA DECK INITIALIZE FOR RUN WITH PRELOAD 06 COMMON, 





LLOCOM = .TRUE. 
9000  CALL SETUP 
I F  (.NOT. LOGOUT) GO TO 9020 
WRITE (IOMESr 9 0 1 0 )  
9010 FORMAT ( ' S E T U P  CALLED BY ~ A I N  PROGRAM') 
CALL PRTCOM 
GO TO 9000 
9020 COi\ITII\IUE 
9300 CONTINUE 
INCLUDE QEVENT, L I S T  
L 
C AFTER UPDATE OF EVENTS TABLE CHECK FOR NEXT EVENT AND RESUME 
C CALCULATIONS 
C 
9 9 1 1  CALL EVNDT 
1F (LXECEV) GO TO 9300 
C 
C OBTAIN INCREMENTAL STEP I N  TR~JECTORY SEGMENT 
VMASS ~UWROUTLNL SIMXXX Page 9% 
C 
9913 CALL STEPIN 
1F (oNOT, LOGOUT) GO TO 9 9 1 5  
WRITE (IOMESP 9 9 1 4 )  
9 9 1 4  FORMAT ( 9  STEPIN CALLED FROM EVENTS L I S T ' )  
CALL PHTVAH 
GO TO 9 0 0 0  
C 
C AFTER EACH INCREMENTAL STEP, WHICH MAY INCLUOE ACTIVATION AND ONE 
C TIME CALCULATIONS OF AN EVENT, PERFORM USERS SUPPLIED AUXILLIARY 
C EQUATIONSO 
C 
9915 CALL AUXEQ 
I F  (.NOT. LXECEV) GO TO 9 9 2 0  
L 
C ON ACTIVATION OF AN EVENT RECORD TRAJECTORY STAGE AND* UNTIL 
C STOPPING EVENT I S  REACHED, UPDATE EVENTS TABLE AND CONTINUE 
C INCREMENTAL STEPS. 
C 
CALL RECORD 
LXECEV = *FALSE. 
IEVFLG = 1 
I F  (IEVCUK .NE. IEvSTP)  GO TO 9300 
GO TO 9 0 0 0  
C 
C AFTER INCREMENTAL STEpS NOT UNDER ADJUSTMENT TO REACH AN EVENT 
C (LIMPEV TRUE) PERFORM USERS SUPPLIED END CYCLE EQUATIONSr PROCEED 
C TO NEXT STEP. 
C 
9920 I F  (LIMPEV) GO TO 9 9 1 1  
CALL EOCEQ 
CALL RECORD 







C USERS SUPPLIED AUXILLIARY EQUATIONS 
C 
INCLUDE QAUXEQ, L I S T  







C USERS SUPPLIED END OF CYCLE EQUATIONS 
C 




P r o g r a m :  STEPIN 
P u r p o s e :  C o m p u t e  an i n c r e m e n t  i n  t he  spacecraft s ta te  vector,  
C a l l e d  by: SIMXXX 
C a l l s :  INDEX, CONIC, VALUE, KEPLER, EPHEM, DOT, VMXACT, SQRT, 
PREPAR 
E r r o r s  and D i a g n o s t i c s :  A c k n o w l e d g e s  log o u t  f r o m  KEPLER and EPHEM, 
L a n g u a g e :  F o r t r a n  subrout ine 
C o m p u t a t i o n s :  
TTO = RTOPRF - FTTO * RRCAVM / VRCAVM 
T T R I  = m i n  (TEVI,  TTO * DTAI)  
TTRE = TTRB + TRCI  
"3 ,k = s 2 . v  l , k  + S5 G V M E ~  RSCDT-' R S C E V ~  
RSCEINk = SV1 + SV 3 ,k  
VSCEINk = SV2 + V l f k  
RTOPCM = I v2 , - sv I . RSCDVM-I 
3 ,k 
REFERENCE 
COMPUTE TTRI COMPUTE TTRE 
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MA~S*TPF$ .STEPL~  
1 C STEPIN D NOVAK AND R JESSUP RELLCOMM 0 3  FEB 69 
2 C 
3 C PURPOSE 
4 C 
5 C TO OPGANIZE A GROUP OF SUBROUTINES FOR PROGATING A SPACECRAFT 
6 C TRAJECTORY ACROSS ONE COMPUTATIONAL INTERVAL. 
7 C TH IS  TRAJECTORY SATISFIES THE VIRTUAL MASS EQUATIONS OF M O T I O N  
8 C ALONG K I T H  VARIOUS HIGHER DERIVATIVES THEREOF. ALSO 
9 C 
1 0  C II\IPUTS 
11 C 
1 2  C LIMPEV RECOMPUTE INTERVAL WITH PRECISION ITERATION 80 PROJECTED 
1 3  C END POINT NOW THE T I M E  OF SOME EVENT 
1 4  C TEVI  ESTIMATE OF TIME INCREMENT TO NEXT EVENT 
1 5  C TRCI REFERENCE CONIC TIME INCREMENT FOR INTERVAL 
1 6  C TTHB TRAJECTORY TIME ORIGIN OF INTERVAL 
17 C DTAIDN MULTIPLIER FOR DECREASING THE TRUE ANOMALLV STEP-SIZE 
18 C DTAIUP MULTIPLIER FOR INCREASING THE TRUE ANOMALLV STEP-SIZE 
19 C 
2 0 C OUTPUTS 
2 1 C 
2 2 C HSCEIN POST INTERVAL SPACE CRAFT POS REL TO INERTIAL COORD FRAME 
2 3 C VSCEIN t t VEL 9 v 
2 4  C T THE TRAJECTORY TIME TERMINATION OF INTERVAL 
2 5 C ETA I TRUE ANOMALLy STEP-SIZE DEFINING COMPUTING INTERVAL 
26 C LINTDN COMPUTING INTERVAL IS DOWN FROM EARLIER VALUE 
2 7 C 
2 8 SUBROUTINE STEPIN 
2 9 C 
3 0  INCLUDE QTYPE 
31 INCLUDE QVAR 
3 2 INCLUDE QFAC 
3 3  INCLUOE QTEM 
3 4 INCLUDE EVARL 
3 5 INCLUDE EVARIO 
36 lNCLUOE EVARS 
3 7 INCLUDE EVARV 
3 8 C 
3 9  CIMENSION I C A L L ( 4 )  
4 0 DATA ICALL  / q CALLED 13y STEPIN V 
4 3 C 
4 2 LINTDN = ,FALSE* 
43 I F  (LIMPEV) GO TO 1 0  
4 4  CALL INDEX 
Pt 5 CALL CONIC 
4 6 TTO = RTOPRF * FTTO * KRCAVM / VALUE BVRCBVM) 
4 7 C 
48 C INCR *** 
. 4 9  C 
5 0 C PURPOSE 
5 1 C 
52 C ESTABLISHES THE NORMAL COMPUTATION TIME INCREMENT OM THE B A S I S  OF 
5 3 C A TRUE ANOMOLY INCREMENT, COMPARES THIS  STEP S I Z E  WITH THE 
5 4 C ESTIMATED TIME TO THE NEXT EVENT AND SETS THE SMALLER 06 THE TWO 
55 C AS THE DESIRED TIME INTERVAL, ALSO SETS COUNTER ITWAT TO ZERO, 
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C INPUTS 
C 
C G T A I  REFERENCE CONIC TRUE ANOMOLY ANGLE OVER INTERVAL 
C T E V I  ESTIMATED T I M E  INTERVAL TO NEXT EVENT 




C T E P I  DESIRED COMPUTING T I M E  INTERVAL 
C ITRAT COUNTER CONTROLLING THE COMPUTATION INTERVAL CHANGES 
C 
1 0  T T H I  = M I N  ( T E V I ,  TTO * D T A I )  
ITHAT = 0 
2 0  CALL KEPLER 
I F  (,NOTO LOGOUT) GO TO 30 
I C A L L ( 1 )  = VKEPLERv 
GO TO 5 0 0  
3 0  TTRE = TTRB + TRCI  
CALL EPHEM 
1 F  (.NOT, LOGOUT) GO 1 0  4 0  
I C A L L ( 1 )  = "EPEE' 
GO TO 500 
40 CALL PREPAR 
C 
C UPDATE *** S LOCATIONS FROM PREPAP 
C 
60  T I  = DOT (HSCEVM, RSCEVM) 
~ S C D V M  = SQRT ( T I )  
T 2  = RSCDVM * T i  
73  = (53 * QVME - GVME * ( S 1  + S 4  * DOT(RSCEVMvVSCEVMB / T I 1 1  / T 2  
T 4  = $3 * GVME / T 2  
15 = S5 %' GVME / T 2  
16 = FO 
DO 62 I = 1, 3 
T V I ( 1 )  = 1 3  * RSCEvM(1) + T 4  * VSCEVM(P) 
T V 2 ( I )  = S V 3 ( I )  
S V 3 ( 1 )  = 5 2  * T V l ( 1 )  + T5  * RSCEVM(1) 
T 6  = T 6  + ( T ~ 2 ( 1 )  - S V ~ ( I ) )  ** 2 
RSCEIN(I = SV~(I) + SV~(I) 
62 VSCEIN(1 )  = S V 2 ( I )  + T V l ( 1 )  
KTOPCM = SQRT ( T 6 )  / NRCDVM 
I F  ( I T R A T  oGEo 2) GO TO 70 
ITHAT = ITRAT + 1 
CALL VMXACT 
GO TO 6 0  
7 0  I F  (HTOPCM .GTo RTOPHF) GO TO 80  
IF (RTOPCM * FRTO .LT, RTOPRF) DTAI = DTAI * OTAIUP 
RETURN 
8 U  1F ( D T A I  rLE.  DTAIMN) RETURN 
D T A I  = D T A I  * DTAIDN 
LINTDN = oTRUEe 
GO TO 1 0  
5 0 0  h R I T E  ( IOPHTt  5 1 0 )  I C A L L  
5 1 0  FORMAT (1Xp 4Ab)  
RETURN 
kND 
Pr'o'gram: UNITV (a, b) 
Purpose: Calculate b the unit vector of a. 
Called by: Kepler 
Calls: None 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
Language: Fortran subroutine 
a Calculations: b = - 
l a l 
UNITV 
PERFORM CALCULATIONS 
VMASS 5UBKOUTINE UNITV 
VMASS*HFJK.UNITV 
1 C 
2 C PURPOSE 
3 C 
4 C CALCULATE 0 THt UNIT  VECTOR OF A 
5 C 
6 SUBROUTINE UNITV ( A ,  3 )  
7 C 
8 INCLUUL QTYPE 
9 INCLUDE QTEM 
1 0  OIMENSION A ( 3 1 ,  8 ( 3 )  
11 C 
12 T 1  = VALUE ( A )  
13 00 1 0  I = 1, 3 
1 4  10 B ( I )  = A ( I )  / T 1  
15 C 
16 RETURN 
1 7  END 
Program: s = VALUE (a) 
Purpose: Calculate s the magnitude of the vector a. 
Called by: CONIC, KEPLER, STEPIN, UNITV 
Calls: None 
Error and Diagnostics: None 
Language: Fortran function 
Calculations: s = 2 2 2 al + a2 + a3 
VALUE 
PERFORM CALCULATIONS 
MMASS SUBROUTINE VALUE 
V~~ASS*RFJK e VALUE 
A C 
2 6 PURPOSE 
3 e 
-
4 (6: CALCULATE MAGNITUDE OF A 3 COMPONENT VECTOR 
5 c 
FUNCTXQN VALUE ( 8 )  
C 
INGbUDE QTYPE 
DTMENSXON A ( 3 )  
C 




: Compute the Virtual Mass inertial position, velocityP 
mass, and mass rate. Compute spacecraft position and velocity 
relative to the Virtual Mass and to each gravitating bodyD 
: STEPIN 
Calls: DOT, SQRT 
Errors and Diagnostics: None 
Languaqe: Fortran subroutine 
Computations: 
RSCEOOk = RSCEIN - ROOEINk 
RSCDOO~ = I RSCEOO~ I 
VSCEOOk = VSCEIN - VOOEIS 
GOOk 
WMEIN = 2 (VOOEIN~ - T~ . ROOEIN~~ 1 RSCEDO~ 1 
RSCEVM = RSCEIN - RVMEIN 
VSCEVM = VSCEIN - WMEIN 
RSCDVM = 1 RSCEVM~ 
GVME = T1 * ~RSCEVM I 
QVME = GVME 3 * RSCEVM ' VSCEVM t4 + - 1 RSCEVM 1 tl 
BELLCOMM, I M C .  
Where 
P GOO, 
i = 1, 2, ..., J K N  
I PERFORM CALCULATIONS 
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Vp\ASS*HFdk. V!.lXACT 
1 C 
2 C PURPOSE 
3 C 
4 C COMPUTES THE VlRTbAL MASS POSITIONP R!ASSv VELOCITVP AND MASS RATE@ 
5 C GIVEN THE INERTIAL PO5ITIONS AND VELOCI I IES OF THE SPACE CRAFT AND 
6 C ALL THE GRAVITATING MASS POINTS* OUTPUTS THE VIRTUAL MASS DATA IN 
7 C INERTIAL COORDINATES AND GIVE5 THE SPACECRAFT POSITION PND 
8 C LELOCITY RELATIVE TO THE VIRTOAL MASS. 
9 C 
1 0  C 1rJPUTS 
11 C 
1 2  c d~ LIST OF POINT MASS S~IBSCRIPTS 
1 3  C dKb4 NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS I N  L I S T  JK 
1 4  C 6JK PI~ODUCT OF UNIVERSAL GRAVITATIQN CONSTANT AND MAS5 OF THE 
15 C GHALITATING POINT JK 
1 6  C hJKEIN POSITION VECTOR OF M ~ S S  POINT JK RELATIVE bO AN INFRTIAL 
17 C COORDINATE FRAME 
1 8  C VJKEIN INEHTXAL VELOCITY VECTOR OF MASS POINT dK 
19 C KSCEIN INERTIAL POSITION VECTOR OF SPACECRAFT 
2 0 C VSCEIN INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR OF SPACECRAFT 
2 1 C 
2 2 C OUTPUT 
23 C 
2 4 C PVMEId POSITION VECTOR OF THE VIRTUAL MASS RELATIVE TO AN 
2 5  C INERTIAL COORDINATE FRAME 
2 6 C bVMEIN INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR OF THE VIRTUAL MASS 
27 C hSCEVM POSITION OF SPACECRAFT RELATIVE PO THE V I R T U A L  MASS 
2 8 C LSCEVM VELOCITY OF SPACECRAFT RELATIVE TO THE VIRTUAL MASS 
29 C GVME PRODUCT OF UNIVERSAL GRAVITATION CONST AND VIRTUAL MASS 
3 0 C QVME PRODUCT OF U N I V E R S ~ L  GRAVITATION CONST AND HATE OF CHANGE 
3 1 C OF THE VIRTUAL MASS MAGNITUDE 
3 2 C HSCDVM DISTANCE OF SPACECRAFT FROM VIRTUAL MASS POINT 
3 3 C RSCEJK PO5 OF SPACECRAFT RELATIVE TO MASS POINT dK 
3 4 C VSCEJK VEL t 9 
35 C kSCDJK DIST FROM SPACECRAFT TO MASS POINT JK 
3 6 C 
3 7 SUBROUTINE VMXACT 
3 8 C 
39 INCLUDE BTYPE 
Q 0 IIJCLUDE QVAR 
4 9 INCLUDE QFAC 
42 lNCLUUE QPHC 
4 3 INCLUDE QTEM 
4 4  INCLUOE QEPH 
45 ZNCLUOt EVARS 
46 INCLUDE EVARV 
47 I NCBUDE EVAR I 
4 8 C 
4 9  T 1  = FO 
5 0 T 4  = F0 
5 1 L O 2 M =  1 e  3 
5 2 T V l ( f \ ? )  = FCI 
5 3 2 TV2(M) = FO 
5 4 L O  1 0  I = l r  JKN 
5 5 K = JKLOC ( J K ( 1 ) )  
5 6 DO 4 M = 1, 3 
V M A S S  S U B R O U T I N E  V M X A C T  Page 104 
57 R S C E O O ( K + M - 1 )  = R S C E X N ~ M )  - R O O E I N ( K + M - 1 )  
58 4 V S C E O O ( K + M - 1 )  = v S C E I N ( M )  - V O O E I N ( K + M a l )  
59 T 2  = DOT ( R s c E O O ( K )  r R S C E O O ( K ) )  
60  R S C D O O ( K 1  = sQRT ( T 2 )  
61 T 3  E G O O ( K )  / ( T 2  * R S C D O O ( K ) )  
62 T I  = ~1 + T 3  
63 T 6 = ~3 * D O T  (RscEoO(K) ,  VSCEOO(KI) / T 2  
6 4 TL) = ~4 - T 6  * 7-3 
65 D 0 6 M = l r  3 
66 T V l ( M )  z T V l ( M )  + HooEIN(K+M-1) * T3 
67 6 T V 2 ( M )  = T V 2 ( M )  
68 1 + T 3  * (VOO€IN(K+M-~) - R O B E I N ( K + M - 1 9  * T6) 
69 1 0  C O N T I N U E  
70 DO 1 2  M = 1, 3 
7 1  R V M E I N ( M 1  = T V 1 ( M )  / T 1  
72  V V M E I N ( M 1  = ( T V 2 ( p 4 )  - R V M E I N ( P )  * T @ )  / T 1  
73 R S C E V M ( M 1  = R S C E I N ( M ~  - R v M E I N ( M 1  
7 4 12 V S C E V M ( M 1  = V S C E I N ( M )  - VVMEIN(M) 
75 T5 = D O T  ( R S C E V M s  R S C E V M )  
76 HSCDVM = S d R T  ( T 5 )  
7 7 GVME = T 1  * RSCDVM * T5  
7 8 QVME = GVME * (F3 * D O T  (RSCEVMP VSCEVMD / T 5  + T4 / TI) 
79 C 
8 0  R E T U R N  
81  E N D  
Id F I N  
Subject: The Univac 1108 Virtual Mass 
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